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BIRD-CATCHING

The autumn migration has been marked by the arrival in

this country of unusually large numbers of birds valued

as cage-birds, Siskins, Redpolls, Bullfinches, Linnets, Wax-
wings, and such like. This immigration, which has coincided

with a time of much unemployment, has given a fresh fillip

to the ancient trade of bird-catching. From many Scottish

areas reports reach us of the activities of bird-catchers, and
of the great numbers of birds that suffer capture ; and the

reports come not only from the coast, where the birds land

on the completion of their overseas journey, but from inland

places as well. On another page we print an account of a

Haddingtonshire method of bird-catching, in which it is

mentioned that in one day 95, and in one week over 300
birds were captured

;
and in the notes we have accumulated

regarding the recent incursion of the Waxwings there are

several records of the almost total extirpation of small

flocks.

What stand does the naturalist take in regard to bird-

catching? In the first place he must realise—and no more
than a round of the birdsellers' shops on a Saturday
evening, or a visit to a bird show, will be necessary to con-

vince him—that multitudes of people find interest and
pleasure in the keeping and tending of cage-birds. A
proportion, though not a very large proportion, of these are
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birds on the British list. Thus, at the Scottish National

Cage-Bird Society's Show in Edinburgh in January, in an

entry of 2060 birds, there were 60 Goldfinches, 82 Bull-

finches, and 68 Linnets ; but it is likely that some of these

may have been imported, and not home-caught individuals.

It is clear, however, that there exists a regular and consider-

able demand for living specimens, for which the bird-catcher

caters. Now, there has never been any convincing demand
for the total prohibition of caged-birds ; for under proper

conditions of space, light, warmth, and food, there is no

reason why the practice should be associated with dis-

comforts any greater than those of the wild. It is, un-

fortunately, the case that these conditions are not always

met ; but, notwithstanding, so far as the writer knows, no

legislature has ever set an embargo upon the keeping of

birds in cages.

It is a very different matter with bird-catching. Many
countries have made enactments against bird-catching, and

although several of the American States have created

special exceptions in favour of bird-catchers who aim at

" domestication, propagation, or breeding purposes," yet the

general tendency in both America and Europe is towards

the general prohibition of the trapping, netting, or snaring

of wild birds, not recognised as pests.

In the British Isles the law lags behind public opinion.

The greater part of our bird-catching is carried on during

the autumn migration and throughout the winter months,

after the cessation of the legal close-time and during a

period when only such birds are protected as are mentioned

in special orders. Unless, therefore, the bird-catcher is

capturing specially protected birds, or is contravening (where

it has been adopted) Sunday protection, he may catch how
and when he pleases, so far as the Wild Birds' Protection

Acts are concerned. This state of affairs is far from satis-

factory ; for it is incontestable that bird-catching often

involves a considerable amount of cruelty.

What remedies may be sought against the abuses of an

ancient trade ? As the law exists, much power lies with

Scottish County Councils ; for, on satisfactory evidence
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furnished to the Secretary for Scotland, they may recom-

mend the inclusion of persecuted birds in the list of those the

taking of which is prohibited throughout the whole year.

But such inclusion must be followed by rigorous application

of the law, if the step is to be productive of results of any

value ; or, on direct evidence of cruelty to braced birds,

the police or the inspectors of the Royal Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may institute a prosecu-

tion under the Protection of Animals Act of 1911.

But even these safeguards are not sufficient, and in view

of the failure to become law of Sir Harry Brittain's bill for

the further protection of wild birds (see Scottish Naturalist,

1 92 1, p. 97), we look to the adoption in future legislation

of the recommendations of the Departmental Committee on

the Protection of Wild Birds, 1919, that the use of braced

birds, of maimed or blinded decoy birds, and of bird-lime,

be prohibited under satisfactory penalties, and that bird-

catching in general be supervised by the institution of an

annual licence required to be held by each bird-catcher

;

and this after all would only be following the lead of the

International Paris Convention of 1902.

In Ilhcstrated Sporting andDramatic News iox 27th August

last, in The Scotsman for the 24th of December, and in British

Birds for January 1922, there appeared accounts of the

nesting of a pair of Whooper Swans in the Scottish High-

lands. Their retreat had been discovered, and a "hide,"

constructed on the island on which the nest was situated,

was placed only fifteen feet from the sitting-bird. The
birds were clearly perturbed by the intrusion of an observer

and photographer into their sanctuary at a time when they

were sitting closely upon a clutch of four eggs. The watch-

ing and snap-shotting came to an end with the second day's

proceedings. Whether obvious harm was done to the

potential brood or not, it is to be regretted that these

Whooper Swans, perhaps the only pair nesting in a wild

state in the British Isles, should have been in any way
molested—the risk that disaster might follow was too great.
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Readers will remember that we recorded, from The Field,

the nesting of Whoopers in West Perthshire in 1919 {Scot.

Nat., 1920, p. 68). Every care should be taken to encourage

the settlement of these handsome birds which have returned

to Scotland as a breeding species after an absence of a

century and a half.

Mr John J. Dalgleish of Brankston Grange, West Fife,

whose death took place on 29th December last, at the

advanced age of 85, was one of the little band of

enthusiastic Scottish ornithologists who, some forty to fifty

years ago, gathered around Robert Gray, author of TJie

Birds of the West of Scotland. Though he took no leading

part in the investigation of our avifauna, Mr Dalgleish was

keenly interested therein, and contributed a number of

valuable papers and notes, chiefly to the pages of the Royal

Physical Society's Proceedings and the present magazine.

In one of these communications he recorded the first

occurrence (near Alloa) of the Desert Wheatear in Britain.

He formed an extensive collection of eggs, those of the

birds of Central Uruguay and Paraguay being a special

feature ; and some of our readers may remember the

interesting exhibits of the latter which he gave at meetings

of the Royal Physical Society in the early eighties. The

writer vividly recalls these occasions, and a visit to

Brankston Grange when Capercaillies were flushed in the

pine woods and happy evenings were spent beside the egg-

cabinets.
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EXTRAORDINARY ADAPTABILITY OF A STOAT

By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

In April 1920 the keeper at Hopetoun House shot a

Stoat which he noticed advancing towards him, apparently

at ordinary speed, and with the usual lithe movements

of its kind. Just before he fired it sat up on its hind legs,

in the attitude of a begging dog. But when he picked up

the body he discovered that the anim.al had no fore-limbs.

The specimen was at once sent by the Marquess of Linlithgow

to the Royal Scottish Museum for examination, and it

proved to be an extraordinarily telling example of the power

of an animal to surmount difficulties, and, by readjusting

habits, to meet unforeseen contingencies with success.

External examination revealed little more than that

the specimen was a norm.al male Stoat {Mustcia ennined),

except that there was no trace of fore-limbs. There was

no stump on either side to indicate that the limbs had

been lost through an early accident, nor were there present

traces of bleeding or healed wounds, except a very faint

cicatrix where the right limb should have been. Yet it was

easy to feel through the skin that the shoulder-blades were

present and apparently in ordinary condition.

What, then, could have been the history of the individual ?

Had it been born without fore-limbs as the result of a

congenital malformation? Such deficiency occasionally

occurs in animals, as in human beings. Or could it have

been that the creature, at first perfect, had at some stage

in its history lost its fore-limbs?

The doubt was at once laid to rest by a dissection of

the body and examination of the skeleton. The scapulae

or shoulder-blades were perfectly formed and had all their

normal muscle attachments, and hinged in the socket of

each scapula was set, normally, the head of an ordinarily

developed humerus or upper-arm bone. But although the

shaft of each humerus was normal in dimensions, so far

as it went, each was incomplete, the right being broken
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off short at 14 mm. from the head, the left at 16 mm.
In each case there were distinct traces of a jagged fracture

where the bone had been broken.

The history of the Stoat is therefore tolerably clear.

At some period its fore-limbs had been amputated close

to the body, and the obvious supposition is that the limbs

had been caught simultaneously in a trap. But this amputa-

tion was an old story, for there was no sign of a recent wound
;

indeed, externally, there was only the faintest indication

of a wound at all, so that the wounds must have healed

and the skin have completely overgrown the hurt surfaces

some considerable time previous to the death of the animal.

The question therefore arises : How had the Stoat fared

in the meantime, lacking limbs, which one would have

supposed were necessary for its progress, or at any rate

for its successful catching of prey? It is difficult to answer

the question satisfactorily in the absence of direct evidence

of its habits, but it is clear that by some extraordinary

power of adaptability to a new situation it contrived to

move and fend for itself with success. We have the game-

keeper's testimony, quoted by the Marquess of Linlithgow

in a letter, that " it seemed to progress in an ordinary way
and to be quite as active, and to travel as fast as an ordinary

Stoat." But even more telling witness to its success was

afforded by the body of the Stoat itself: it was well nourished

and showed no deficiency of growth, its length from tip

of nose to tip of tail was i ft. 4fy in., its head and body

measured lOyV in., its tail 6 in., and its weight in the flesh

was Sh oz. Regarding the measurements of normal indi-

viduals, J. G. Millais says: "Adult males measure in length

15 to 26 in., tail from 5 to 6|- in., . . . weight of males 5 to

10 oz. {^Mainiiials of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. ii.,

p. 108). In all these respects, then, the crippled Stoat com-

pares favourably with a normal individual.

How did it actually progress ? Had stumps of the limbs

remained one could have imagined that they might have

afforded a certain aid in propulsion. But in such a case

surely some part of the coat on the under surface would

have shown signs of rubbing. There were no such signs;
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and the only indication that the limb-muscles had retained

a degree of activity was that both humeri possessed small

abnormal rugosities showing where the amputated muscles

had formed new attachments. It is possible, therefore, that

the Stoat had adopted a new balance, and had perfected

a movement depending upon a more or less upright carriage

with propulsion from hind-limbs alone—a development of

the "sitting-up" attitude. But this would mean a very

considerable modification of habit, for Mr Douglas English,

as quoted by Millais {I.e., p. 138), says: "I was surprised

at the rarity of the ' sitting-up ' position, which in the case

of Stoats and Weasels is a common-place of illustration.

I have never seen this position (full front with the fore-

paws clear of support) more than momentarily adopted

by Stoat, Weasel, or Polecat." Yet, in our case, the Stoat

sat up "like a begging dog" before the keeper fired.

There can be few cases of adaptability to conditions

arising from the loss of limbs more remarkable than that

of the Hopetoun Stoat. A Rabbit with one fore-limb

missing, and yet "able to run as fast as any of its four-

limbed brethren " was recently recorded in Tlie Field

(24th Dec. 1921, p. 832); and in the same journal (17th May
191 3) occurs a description of a well-grown Stoat in which

the right fore-leg had been absent from birth ; but in each

of these cases the remaining limb, as its unusual robustness

showed, made up for the deficiency of its neighbour. There
is something much more wonderful in the successful sur-

mounting of an apparently insurmountable handicap by
a creature, deprived of fore -limbs, which depended for

sustenance largely upon the capture of active prey.
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New Heronry in Forfarshire.—In 1920 several Herons

nested in the West Woods of Ethie, near Arbroath. Last spring

five nests were built, all on the tops of beech trees and somewhat

scattered. On 4th August 1921 three or four young birds beginning

to fly were perched on the branches beside one of the nests, and one

of them took a short circular flight. The other nests were screened

from view by the thick foliage. The only other heronries in the

district are at Lawton House and Montreathmont Moor, 4 and

9 miles respectively from Ethie Woods, each of which comprises

only a few nests.

—

Douglas G. Hunter, Arbroath.

Heronries in Dee Area.—Some years ago the Scottish

Naturalist published a complete list of our Scottish heronries, to

which I sent some notes about a nest or two at Wood of Coy, near

Crathes Castle. For about fifteen years a nest or two has been

occupied in the spring, but in 192 1 there were seven or eight nests

with eggs and young. This was doubtless a result of some felling

in the Aberdeen or Kincardine areas. I have seen five eggs, and

fancy that there may have been more laid, as the gale blew down

some of the nests. I used to wonder whether there had not been a

heronry in the neighbourhood of Crathes from a very early day, as

the whole district behind the Castle and along beyond the Loch o'

Leys would have been an ideal place for a home of these interesting

birds, especially as there are, and have no doubt been for ages, great

Scots pines on the higher and drier grounds. Of course there is a

rookery near the Castle, and there are a few Jackdaws about the

building itself.

—

Alex. Macdonald, Aberdeen.

Leach's Petrels at North Uist.—On 1 6th October I found two

Leach's Fork-tailed Petrels lying a little above high-water mark in

a small bay at Lochmaddy, North Uist, and the remains of another.

The two were dead, but quite warm and in good condition. It is a

mystery how they got there and how they met their doom. The

two were untouched, but of the third only feathers remained.

—

George Beveridge, Lochmaddy.

Large Skate off Harris.—Amongst a number of records

of large skate obtained on the long lines of fishermen at Harris,

Mr Samuel Scott mentions an individual of enormous dimensions.

It was caught while he was present at the lifting of the lines, on

17th August 1888, at Loch Seaforth ; its length was 7 ft. 8 in., and

it weighed 220 lb. {Fields November 192 i, p. 673).
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EDINBURGH ROOKERIES IN 1921.

By William Evans, F.R.S.E.

In 1920 the boundaries of the City of Edinburgh were, by

Act of Parliament, greatly enlarged, the extension embracing

a wide sweep of open country reaching in the south to

the ridge of the Pentland Hills. In the course of time

the rural character of much of this newly acquired area

is bound to give way before the advance of urban conditions,

with the inevitable changes on the flora and fauna. It

was this thought that induced me to draw up a "census"

of the rookeries in Greater Edinburgh during the spring

of last year, the first nesting season since the passing

of the new Boundaries Act. Apart from any present-day

interest they may possess, I feel sure the facts given below

as to our rook population in 192 1 will become increasingly

valuable as the years roll on.

Rooks are early nesters. I have records of eggs in

this district as early as the 13th and the i6th of March;

but, to make sure of laggards being included, my enumera-

tions were practically all made during April, most of the

rookeries being visited more than once and reinvestigated.

Of course, except in the case of very small colonies, it is

hardly possible to arrive at the number of nests with

absolute certainty, but I feel confident my figures are

substantially correct. As regards the eastern group I have

had the advantage of comparison with an independent

count kindly made for me by Mr David Hamilton. It

may be that my list of our existing rookeries is not quite

complete, but I am hopeful that no important omission has

been made.

Rookeries, as everyone knows, are often of great age

;

but, like all else in this world, they are subject to the

inevitable ravages of time. I can call to mind quite a

number in and around Edinburgh that have, from one

cause or another, come to an end during the past forty

or fifty years, the birds usually, however, starting new ones

121 AND 122 B
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not far off. In the spring of 1886 I made out that there were

approximately 680 rooks' nests within the then boundaries

of the City.^ Last year the number within, roughly, the

same limits barely reached 200, showing how the removal

of trees, building operations, and in some instances direct

persecution, have gradually driven the birds farther afield.

In this connection the following extract from a letter, signed

"A Naturalist," in the Scotsman of 3rd March 1885, seems

worth reproducing here :—

•

" Until the last few years our town [Edinburgh] was full of

small rookeries, and in the spring times the work of nest-building

and the noisy feeding of the young were very pleasant sights,

at least to many people. One by one they have nearly all been

destroyed. The splendid clump of trees (tenanted by rooks every

year) in Charlotte Square made way for a.necessary, but not more

beautiful monument ; and only a year or two ago the populous

rookery near Greenhill Park was cut down for the building of

a row of shops and tenement houses. Under these circumstances

the bird-lover may be sorrowful, but can scarcely complain. But

many smaller rookeries have been wilfully destroyed, because some

neighbour could see no beauty in them, and was offended by

the poor rooks' caw. For this reason the rookery in Randolph

Crescent was destroyed, and more recently the last remaining

nests in George Square were torn down. . . . Last year a writer

in your paper exposed the wanton destruction of a great many

rooks in the Dean Cemetery just as they were beginning to build

their nests,"

1 The details are as follows :— Falconhall (Morningside), 69 nests
;

west end of Chamberlain Road, 4 ; St Bennet's (east of Churchhill) and

vicinity, 109 ; corner of Whitehouse Loan and Blackford Road, 34 ;

Blacket Place (Newington\ about 130 ; The Convent, Warrender Park,

27 ; Meadow Walk, 4 ; Melville Drive (west end of), 9 ; Haymarket, 15 ;

Coates Crescent, 2 ; Parsons Green, about 120; Arboretum, about 160,

The rookery then at Prestonfield, near Duddingston, was not included

in that enumeration.

Among some ornithological notes given me by Mr R. Godfrey many
years ago, these occur, viz. :—20th March 1894 : In Raeburn Place there

are 19 rooks' nests in two trees, and in a new rookery at Comely Bank
there are 4 nests. 31st March : The larger tree (13 nests) at Raeburn

Place has been destroyed to effect a clearance for building purposes.

28th February 1896 : St Bernard's Crescent used to boast of a small

rookery.
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From a note by Patrick Neill in the Scots Magazine

for 1806 we learn that, in May of that year, young rooks

were exposed for sale in the Edinburgh Poultry Market

at 3s. a dozen. Doubtless they came from a local rookery.

List of Edinburgh Rookeries in 192 i, with

Number of Nests in Each.
Nests.

Morningside ; Woodburn Sanatorium {47 nests), Millbank

and other grounds round about Canaan Lane in all 71

A solitary nest at Palmerston Road, and another in

Ramsay Gardens, may be mentioned here.

Braid Hermitage ; at the entrance gate. Braid Road . 23

This rookery started in 191 9 with a dozen nests.

Newington ; Blacket Place (42 nests). East Mayfield, and

(a few only) east side of Dalkeith Road . . 68

Duddingston ; in Duddingston Park (mainly at N.E. corner),

in plantation on east side of cross road, and at the Mill 193

This appears to have taken the place of the once

large rookery which, until recently, existed at

Prestonfield, S.W. of Duddingston Loch, and is

mentioned by MacGillivray in Vol. i. (1837) of

his British Birds.

Niddrie House and neighbourhood . . . about 40

Drum, near Gilmerton ; in two groups, one at the Dander-

hall gate and the other beside the house about no
Liberton ; mostly (53 nests) about the church and Manse,

and at Mount Vernon . . . . .83
There used to be a small colony at Kingston Grange,

but I could not see any nests there last year.

Comisto?i House; at the house (93 nests) and at Hunter's

Tryst (an offshoot last year) . . . .128
If my memory is not at fault, Comiston Rookery was

more populous forty to sixty years ago than now,

and there was, besides, a fairly large one at Morton

House.

Colinton ; mainly about the dell (both on CoHnton House

side right up to the southern boundary, and on the

opposite bank above the railway) ; some also opposite

the station and on the north side of the road beyond

the bridge ...... 363
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Nests.

IVoodhall, opposite Juniper Green . . . about 90

Corstorphine ; in grounds of Convalescent Home . . 52

Craigleith ; at Royal Victoria Hospital . . -33
For the first time, there were last year no nests at

the Arboretum (Inverleith House).

Barntofi ; west side of Park, and adjacent grounds . 207

Cramond House, including a few outliers . . .84
Total . . . 1545

On the basis of the above " Census " of nests we arrive

at the conclusion that, in April 192 1, the City of Edinburgh

had within its borders a rook population of roundly 3100

breeding birds. There would probably also be some non-

breeding birds, but their number could not, I imagine,

amount to more than a few scores at most.

Our Edinburgh rooks spend the winter nights far from

the City, those belonging to the southern and eastern

districts, including Morningside and Comiston, going to

the great winter-roost—known locally as the Crow Wood

—

at Hurley Cove, in Penicuik House policies ; while those

of the western districts—Colinton to Cramond—go to the

famous Newliston roost. For a great many years the

Penicuik Crow Wood was not only a noted winter-roost

but the most populous rookery in Midlothian as well. My
surprise was therefore great, on revisiting it in April last,

to find it entirely deserted. This may be partly due to

the wood having been badly " blown " some years ago

;

but the main reason is to be found in the fact that, for

three years in succession during the war, special efforts

were made to keep the birds off their nests. This was

done, Mr Buchanan, the estate manager, tells me, in response

to an appeal to proprietors to keep down rooks, made by

the County Council as a possible means of increasing

the food supply. Although the local birds have left the

wood to build elsewhere, it is still resorted to as a great

winter-roost.
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A SCOTTISH METHOD OF BIRD-CATCHING.

By Oliver H. Wild, M.B., Ch.B., M.B.O.U.

The accompanying sketch may serve to illustrate the

method employed by Scottish bird-catchers in a certain

locality on the Haddingtonshire coast. I came upon this

hunting-ground just above high-water mark on the shores of

the Firth of Forth, on 19th October 192 1, and some differences

which mark the Scottish method from that familiar to me in

the south of England lead me to send you a short description.

For the sketch I am indebted to my wife, who accompanied

me on the occasion in question.

.r<-1^ .

-

Bird-catching in Haddingtonshire.

The figure on left is placed so as to show approximate distance of operator

from decoy when working ; that on right is shown to indicate proportion.

My attention was first attracted by the artificial

appearance of a thicket of branches placed perpendicularly

in the sand. These were about ten in number, spaced four

yards apart, each being some six to eight feet high, and free

from offshoots except towards the free extremity, where the

terminal twigs had been smeared with a thin coating of

bird-lime. Further inspection revealed about ten small

cages, each containing a cock or hen Siskin. Each cage

was suspended about twelve inches from the ground by
a cord attached to a short stick stuck in the sand. These
call-birds were scattered about at the bases of the per-

pendicular branches. On the ground, partly concealed by
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the foliage of some low bushes, was a store cage, in which

were placed the captives. The dimensions of this cage were,

roughly, 2 ft. x i ft. X 9 ins. Bars were confined to the front,

the rest of the cage was composed of wood, with the excep-

tion of the roof, which consisted of a sheet of sacking, which

prevented injury to the heads of restive captives. Access to

the interior of the cage was gained by means of the leg of

a stocking fixed to the side. "With this simple device

additional captives could be added to those already confined

without risk of escapes. When not in use, the mouth of the

stocking was secured with a knot.

At the end of the day the decoy cages, with their call-

birds, were stored away in a neat package by passing a stick

through a socket on the roof of each cage, and enveloping

the whole in a wrapper of American waterproof cloth,

through which holes for ventilation had been pierced.

At least two flocks of, roughly, twenty to thirty birds were

hovering in the vicinity, answering the sibilant cry of the

call-birds. The operators of the decoy were two miners on

half-time employment ; they were busily engaged in imitating

the call-note of the Siskins, which they did to perfection,

inciting the call-birds to respond, and thus enticing to the

lures fresh comers.

I was able to obtain some information from the owners.

Never in their experience had they known Siskins so

numerous as during the present autumn. On one day they

had taken ninety-five, and in one week over three hundred

birds. The method employed to free a captive from the

adhesive lime is as follows : vaseline or butter is used as

a solvent, and is applied wherever the feathers have become

matted, the bird is then placed in a store cage, on the floor

of which is placed powdered coal-shale ash, which absorbs all

remaining traces of grease or limxe. Nowadays bird-lime is

rarely made from holly-tree bark, it is mainly obtained by

boiling linseed oil, and the manufacture is carried out in

Edinburgh.

The prices for Siskins realised in the Edinburgh market

are, as a rule, 2s. 6d. for cock birds, and is. for hens.

In the store cage was a fine hen Northern Bullfinch, to
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the feathers of which lime was still adhering, showing that it

was freshly caught. I was informed that three cock birds of

this race had been captured that week, the price obtained in

this case being 3s. 6d. each for the cocks, is. 6d. for the hens.

They usually got a few big Bullfinches in October feeding

on nettle seed. They also caught a few Chaffinches for the

Edinburgh market, but only retained the cock birds, for

which they obtained one shilling.

A comparison of the methods employed on this occasion

with those of catchers in the south of England may be of

interest. The latter employ fewer call-birds, and do not

prepare the elaborate thicket of limed branches which prove

so successful when manipulated by their northern confreres.

The Englishmen employed two or three willow-wands

besmeared with lime, which were placed so as to project

from a hedge ; thus there were many sites where a bird

could perch without being snared. On the other hand, the

Scots utilised a method whereby every available perching

site was an almost certain trap.

Earliest Breeding Dates of Wigeon, Slioveler, and other
Ducks in Scotland.—In the valuable papers by Misses Baxter

and Rintoul on the Wigeon and Shoveler as Scottish breeding

species {Scot. Nat., 1920, pp. 33 and 155), a few early records

appear to have been overlooked.

With regard to the Wigeon, no definite record of breeding in

Caithness is mentioned prior to 1865, but there are two eggs in the

British Museum from the Salvin-Godman collection, which are

marked "Caithness, 1857." This seems to be the first record for

the county.

In the article on the Shoveler, there is no record for N. Argyll

beyond the statement in the V. Fauna of Argyll and the Inner
Hebrides (1892). Yet an egg in the British Museum was taken by
E. Milner (afterwards Sir Edward Milner) at Loch Awe in 1866.

This is apparently the only definite record for the area.

As full dates of clutches in the British Museum are inaccessible

except to workers in the Museum, owing to the fact that the year

was suppressed in the official Catalogue, it may be of some interest

to add the following details :

—
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WiGEON.—Two clutches were taken at Glen Luine and Loch
Cluny, East Ross, in 187 1 (E. Hargitt coll.).

Pintail.—A clutch near Knockie, Inverness, 1869 (E.

Hargitt coll.).

Pochard.—Two eggs from Loch Awe in 187 1 (E. Hargitt

coll.).

Scoter.—One egg from Sutherland in 1855 (G. J. Hancock:

H. B. Tristram coll.).

All the above are in the collection of the British Museum.

—

F. C. R. JouRDAiN, Abingdon, Berkshire.

An Optical Illusion regarding Herring Gulls.—On several

occasions I have noticed and have been deceived by a very

peculiar optical illusion with regard to Herring Gulls in certain

positions. When standing among stones with the sun shining on

a background of water, the legs, to the naked eye, sometimes

appear distinctly yellow at a distance of 25 to 50 yards. A prismatic

glass at once corrects the illusion and shows the legs to be flesh

coloured. Three times, in Orkney, was I so deceived and on one

occasion shot the bird. In September last I saw four Herring Gulls

in such a position, all of which at 25 to 30 yards' distance, appeared

to have yellow legs, although in two others well away from the

water the legs showed normal. The same thing has happened

to-day, loth January, some of the birds being actually in the

shallow water. Prismatic glasses again showed all of them also to

be L. argentaius, as they had previously done others in the same

place under the same conditions. Lest my eyes might be blamed

for the illusion, I might add that others, whose attention I called to

such birds, proclaimed their legs also to be yellow to the naked eye.

To bring about the illusion the birds must be either in or within a

foot of the water and on a level with it, and the water fresh, not

salt. To the two previous records of the Yellow-legged Herring

Gull in Britain as mentioned by Dr Clarke and Dr Stenhouse in the

last number of the Scottish Naturalist, I think, must be added, the

one seen by Mr F. W. Holder on the Formby shore, South

Lancashire, on loth February 1918, as mentioned in the 1920 Report

of the Lancashire and Cheshire Fauna Survey. It was in company
with a party of Herring Gulls {Lams argentati/s) and the observer

was within 10 yards of the birds. It was in summer plumage,

whereas the others were still in winter dress, and he first noticed it

as having the mantle and wings darker and duller grey than the

others, with the bill and legs exceedingly bright yellow, the red at the

angle of the former being specially noticeable.—H. W. Robinson.
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THE STINGING OF AN ICHNEUMON FLY.

By Right Hon. Sir HERBERT Maxwell, Bart, P.C, F.R.S.

In the last four or five years persons living in my house

have complained of being bitten or stung, they knew not

which, by a yellow " fly " in late summer and early autumn.

The wounds were always inflicted at night, and caused

painful irritation and large, hard swelling. I sent specimens

of this insect to Dr Gahan of the British Museum and

W. J. Gordon of Corsemalzie, who agreed independently

in identifying it as OpJdon lutciis, one of the larger

Ichneumonidse. Dr Gahan informed me that this is one of

the few Ichneumonidse which are known to sting; that the

wound is inflicted by a sharp process at the end of the

ovipositor, but that it was doubtful whether the fly possesses

anything in the nature of a poison gland.

It seemed to me almost certain that some irritant must

be injected with the sting, because a simple stab like that of

a needle v/ould not cause the painful swelling which followed

the attack in every case brought to my notice, and which

did not subside in less than twenty-four or thirty-six hours.

Dr Gahan was therefore so obliging as to request Dr James
Waterston to dissect a fresh female Ophion luteus^ and this

examination resulted in the discovery of "a poison gland,

duct, and reservoir similar in character to those recorded as

being present in certain other species of Ichneumonidas."

So far, my surmise as to the nature of the sting has been

confirmed ; but it puzzles me to divine what is Ophton's

purpose in stinging human beings without provocation.

In a letter published in Nature of 24th November 192 1,

Dr Gahan refers to a paper in the Revue d'Entomologie,

vol. ii., p. 257 (1892), in which M. R. du Buysson states that

he has often been stung by Ichneumonidse of different kinds,

including Ophion ; but that the pain and inflammation from
the sting lasted only a short time. Individuals vary much
in their susceptibility to sting poisons. In every case that

has come under my notice the victim has been less than
121 AND 122 ' C
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twenty years of age, with one exception, that of a lady over

forty : and in all these cases the swelling and irritation were

considerable. Other persons in the house may have been,

stung without more than transient discomfort ; in which

case I should have heard nothing about it.

There is this further and noteworthy difference between

M. du Buysson's experience and ours, that he states that he

has never been stung by one of these parasitic flies unless it

had been held in the hand or otherwise irritated, and he

concluded that it was a natural act of self-defence. But so

far as I have ascertained, all the persons stung in my house

were in bed when attacked, and the only provocation offered

to the insect must have been through unconscious or semi-

conscious movements in sleep. It was proved last August

that even these are not necessary to provoke attack. A
young lady, reading in bed, felt a sharp stab on her arm, and

saw the fly with its abdomen arched in the act of stinging.

In the same month, I foolishly missed a chance of observing

this insect's proceeding. While reading in bed, Opliion alighted

on the sheet close to my hand. Acting under instinctive

impulse, I killed it, which I have regretted ever since.

Every year of late, when working in the flower-garden, I

have been stung or bitten once, twice or thrice during the

summer by some insect. I have not seen the creature, and

inclined to attribute the attack to Stomoxys calcitrans; but

the similarity of the pain and swelling which ensued to that

caused by the sting of OpJiion dispose me to think it probable

that it was the real aggressor. It is difficult to divine the

motive of the female Ophion using her ovipositor in attack-

ing a human being without provocation. I understand that

this species deposits its eggs on or in the larvse oi Nocttiidce.

[Seventeen species of Ophtoft have been differentiated as British,

although the validity of some is doubtful. Amongst all these is the

stinging habit confined only to O. luteus (sens, str.) ? Further records

are desirable, and we should be glad to receive specimens for identifi-

cation. The only Scottish records of the species given by Morley are

from Dumbartonshire and Renfrewshire. But we have further records

from Wigtownshire, East Lothian, Midlothian, Fife, Perthshire and

Argyllshire.

—

Eds.]
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THE LAND AND FRESHWATER MOLLUSCS OF
SOME ISLANDS OF THE INNER HEBRIDES.

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., F.R.S.E. (Zoological

Survey of India).

The specimens on which these notes are based were col-

lected in August 192 1 by Mr Noel Smith, Mr C. M. Yonge,

and myself, mostly on certain small islands off the west coast

of Mull, with a few on the adjacent parts of Mull itself The
islands visited were Ulva, which was our headquarters for a

month, Innis Kenneth and Eorsa, all lying in or just outside

Loch-na-Kael, and lona, situated some fifteen miles to the

south-west of Ulva off the Ross of Mull. Our collection

from Ulva is naturally larger and more complete than that

from the other islands, to which we paid more hurried visits.

From a geological point of view the four smaller islands

fall into two pairs, and with their structural peculiarities it is

possible to correlate distinct differences in the molluscan

fauna. Ulva, Innis Kenneth, and Eorsa lie within a radius

of five miles, but Innis Kenneth differs materially from the

other two in the character of its rocks and soil, and also in its

flora and fauna. Mr Smith found on it several plants that

do not grow on Ulva, while Mr Yonge observed differences

in the Coleoptera. Of the differences in the molluscan fauna

I will speak presently. In certain respects the island agrees

with lona. The physical differences between the two pairs

of islands are these—Ulva and Eorsa are composed of Tertiary

basalt and have no deposits of sea-sand, their shores being

rocky and muddy. The scanty and peaty soil that clothes

the basalt is for the most part water-logged up to the tops of

the hills, one of which on Ulva reaches a height of just over

1000 feet. On lona and Innis Kenneth, on the other hand,

the soil, which consists largely of shelly sand, is abundant

and dry except at marshy spots. The rocks, which play a

less important part in the structure of the surface, are varied,

but in themselves are evidently of little moment in the

ecology of the molluscs. It is the nature of the soil that
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matters, probably not only the amount of calcareous com-

pounds that it contains, but also the amount of humous acids

present and its power of retaining moisture.

Minor differences in the environment afforded to molluscs

by the various islands may also be noted. lona, Eorsa, and

Innis Kenneth are treeless, or practically so, while a con-

siderable area on Ulva is occupied by hazel-coppices, beech-

woods, and mixed plantations of oak, sycamore, pine, etc.

On Eorsa there are high cliffs with a northerly exposure,

dripping with moisture, and draped in a peculiarly luxuriant

vegetation of ferns, mosses, and other plants, so rich in certain

small caves that it has almost an artificial appearance. On
the other islands the cliffs are drier and barer owing to

differences in exposure. Ulva, however, owing to its greater

area and higher hills, is much richer in small streams than

the other islands, most of which, indeed, can hardly be said

to possess real streams. The few pools of stagnant fresh-

water on Ulva are situated at comparatively high altitudes,

mostly on the hill-tops, and are brown and peaty and often

choked with Sphagnum, whereas those on Innis Kenneth,

which are formed by little springs on the sandy slopes above

the beach, are full of clear water. Both lona and Innis

Kenneth contain ancient ecclesiastical ruins, very attractive

to certain snails, and differing from the comparatively recent

ruined cottages on Ulva in that their stones are fixed

together with mortar on which a kind of calcareous deposit,

resembling that which forms stalactites and stalagmites in

caves, has developed in the course of ages.

What, then, are the differences in molluscan fauna

associated with these differences in physical environment on

these small islands, situated so near one another on the

eastern side of the Atlantic? The most easily explained is

the absence or great scarcity of true arboreal forms on all

but Ulva, in the hazel-coppices and beech-woods of which

Balea perversa is abundant on tree-trunks. A more striking

and perhaps more interesting difference, but one much
less easily explained, is the abundance on lona and Innis

Kenneth of the conspicuous Helicidae Helix aspersa and

Helicella itala (or ericetorunC) and their absence from the wet
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basaltic islands Ulva and Eorsa, on both of which the only

conspicuous snail is Helix neinoralis. This species, on the

other hand, we did not see either on lona or on Innis

Kenneth. It must be at any rate rare on these islands, on

which it has been perhaps entirely replaced by H. aspersa,

the environment not supplying provender or shelter for more

than one species of large snail. Helix aspersa and Helicella

itala are both Mediterranean species, and attain a much
larger size in the south of Europe than they do in Scotland,

where they are approaching the northern limit of their range.

H. aspersa grows still larger in Algeria than it does on the

Riviera. Even as far north as Edinburgh it is found on

various soils, and it is abundant on the Bass Rock in the

Firth of Forth. Probably its foothold in the Hebrides is

precarious, and it is only able to survive where conditions

are particularly favourable. I have noticed in Algeria and
the Alpes-Maritimes that it is distinctly xerophilous in

habit, and probably the damp peaty soil of Ulva and Innis

Kenneth is antagonistic to it. It is evidently indifferent to

cold, for I have seen large shells in the Kabyle mountains

over 4000 feet above sea-level. Certain other species,

notably Pupa uiubilicata and Clausilia bidentata, are very

much more abundant on lona than on the other islands,

apparently because they find a particularly favourable

habitat among the ancient ruins.

It is somewhat remarkable that no less than five species

of freshwater molluscs, and one inhabiting brackish water,

were found on the smaller islands. None was obtained from

the pools on the hill-tops, but in the little streams on Ulva,

at different parts of their course, six species were found.

Even on Eorsa, on which there are no real streams, one
species [Liinncea truncatuld) was taken in a small pool

caused by drippings from the cliffs. On Innis Kenneth
three species were collected in small springs. The species

found in the hill streams of Ulva were Liinncea peres-ra

L. trtmcatiila, Attcylus flitviatilis, Pisidiuni casertaiium and
P. personatuvi. In the springs on Innis Kenneth the Ancyhis

and P. persouatuni were absent. No freshwater specimens

were collected on lona, but two, L. peregra and P. nitiduvi,
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were taken on the Ross of Mull. In the little deltas of the

Ulva streams the \iXz.cV\^\\-^dX&x Hydrobiaiilviz-^^.'s, abundant.

L.peregra and P
.
personatiim exhibited interesting differences

on the different islands and in different parts of Mull in cor-

relation with environment.

Considered as a whole the inland molluscan fauna of

Ulva and the other islands is far from being highly

specialised. It consists rather of species and genera of very

wide geographical range—species, that is to say, that are

physiologically adaptable to different conditions of life.

Conditions are here unfavourable to large and conspicuous

forms that bear shells. They are, on the other hand, favour-

able to certain slugs, particularly to the Common Black Slug,

y^rz(3« «^^r, which, being indifferent to the presence of humous

acids, is extremely abundant in the bogs of Ulva. It is an

interesting fact that, dependent as the land-molluscs are

on moisture, species of land-snails are far more rich in

individuals in dry than in damp situations. In this country

it is mainly on sand-dunes that individuals of the Helicidse

abound, and in the Mediterranean region, and especially in

the coastal districts of North Africa, every dry tuft of grass

and the twigs of every desert shrub are often so thickly

covered with snails that they have the appearance at a

distance of being in full bloom. Such species belong mostly

to specialised genera, such as Xerop/n/a, with thick white

shells. Other genera, or species (usually with thin trans-

lucen.t shells), which are never so prolific, seek damp
situations and shun light; for example, all species of

Hyalinia, and among the Helicidae, Pyraniidula rotundata.

It is such species that, among the shelled forms, constitute

the bulk of the inland molluscan fauna of the Hebrides. In

the islands under consideration the commonest snails are

H. cellaria and P. rotundata.

The following table gives the names of the species

found, and indicates the islands on which they were

collected. In nomenclature I have followed Taylor's Land
and Freshwater Molhisca of the British Isles so far as it is

published. When this has failed me, I have used the names

in Roebuck's " Census" {Journ. Cofwh., June, 1921).
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Before discussing the species, I must express my thanks

to Dr James Ritchie, who has given me working space and

access to literature in the Royal Scottish Museum, to my
assistants Messrs Noel Smith and C. M. Yonge, and

especially to Mr A. W, Stelfox of the National Museum,

Dublin, and his colleagues Messrs R. A. Phillips and C.

Oldham, who have named the specimens of Pisidhtni for

me. I have incorporated Mr Stelfox's valuable notes in my
report.

List of Land and Freshwater Mollusca collected in the
Hebrides, August 1921.

I. Kenneth. lona. Mull.Name of Species.
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Helicella itala) were found on both lona and Innis Kenneth.

Twelve species were obtained only on Ulva, but it is probable

that most, if not all, occur also on the other islands. One

species {Pisidium nitidnm) was found only on the Ross of

Mull.

Notes on Species found.

Liviax arhoruin.—Not uncommon in the woods of Ulva, both on

the ground and on pine-trunks.

Agriolimax agrestis.—Common under stones on all the islands,

chiefly in the colour-forms pallida and reticulata.

Arion ater.—By far the most abundant land-mollusc on Ulva,

not quite so common on the other islands. Only the black form

was observed in the bogs, but the form castanea was found in a

wood, and albolateralis under a stone in the open.

Arion subfuscus.—Not so common on Ulva as round Callander,

Perthshire, and as a rule paler in colour. Under stones.

Arion hortensis.—Common under stones on Ulva.

Arion intermedins ( = niinimiis). Scarce, under stones.

Vitrina pellucida. — In woods of Ulva, scarce. The few

specimens collected in August were immature, the last whorl of

the shell being not more than half-formed.

Hyalinia cellaria.—With P. rotimdatus the commonest snail on

all the islands, under stones. All our specimens are small, and

many, especially on Innis Kenneth, belong to or approach the form

complanata.

Hyalinia alliaria.—Much less common than H. cellaria.

Hyalinia crystallina.—Fairly common on Ulva.

Hyalinia radiatula. Scarce.

Zonitoides excavatus.—Not very common.

Zonitoides ?iitidus.—Not uncommon at the edge of mountain

streams, in which the dead shells were often found. A living

individual was taken among grass-roots in about lo inches of

water.

Pyramidula rotundata.—Very common under stones on all the

islands.

Hygromia fusca.—Single immature specimens were taken under

stones on Ulva and Eorsa.

Helix aspersa.—Abundant on walls and ruins and under stones

on lona and Innis Kenneth. All the specimens are small (not

more than 30 x 34 mm., whereas a specimen from the coast of

Algeria is 47x44 mm.), but very little smaller than shells from

Edinburgh and the Bass Rock. Those from lona are darkly
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pigmented and belong to or come near the form cancellata, while

those from Innis Kenneth are paler and approach fasciata. Many
specimens from the ruins of lona have a thin, opaque calcareous

deposit on the shells.

Helix nemoralis.—Common on damp basalt cliffs with a northerly

exposure on Innis Kenneth, less so on drier cliffs facing west and in

walls on Ulva. All our specimens are banded, but the number of

the bands varies. So many colour-forms have been described that

it is perhaps best not to particularise further.

Acaiitlmmla lamellata.—A single specimen of this minute,

characteristically British species was found among dead leaves in a

hazel-coppice on Ulva.

Helicella itala i^ = ericetorinii).—Not uncommon under stones on

sandy soil on lona and Innis Kenneth. Our specimens exhibit

great variation in coloration, and shells corresponding to the forms

letitiginosa, leiicozona and alba, as well as the forma typica can be

distinguished. We did not find any of the higher type {instabilis)

recorded by Jeffreys from lona.

Cochlicopa litbrica.—On Ulva and Eorsa, scarce, under stones.

Pupa umbilicafa.—Very common among the ruins on lona, not

so abundant elsewhere. Scarce, under stones, on Ulva.

Balea perversa.—Abundant on hazels and birches in wet weather

on Ulva.

Claicsilia bidentata.—My remarks on P. icnibilicata apply also to

this species.

Ancylus fluviatilis.—Small specimens of this species are not

uncommon with L. peregra, etc., in the small hill-streams of Ulva.

Although I refer the species here to Ancylus for the sake of

uniformity in nomenclature, I agree with those malacologists who
regard it as generically distinct under the name Ancylastrum.

Lim?Z(za peregra.—This is perhaps the. most widely distributed

and the most plastic of the European freshwater molluscs. In-

numerable phases have been given specific names on the continent,

and my recent experience in Europe makes me a little doubtful

whether such Asiatic forms as Z. gedrosiana are really distinct.

Even in the small area dealt with in this paper, no less than four

" forms " can be distinguished, for two of which names are available.

In the little hill-tarn, Loch Pot-I, as it is usually called, on the Ross

of Mull, the small, short-spired phase called Gulnaria lacustris by

Leach occurs in abundance, while in the springs on Innis Kenneth

typical examples of Jeffreys' maritinia were found. The latter is so

distinct that I am inclined to regard it provisionally as specifically

distinct, but I hope on another occasion to discuss some of the

121 AND 122 D
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Scottish forms of L. peregra in greater detail witli reference to tlie

anatomy. In the hill-torrents of Ulva a third form occurs, very like

lacustris but still smaller and with the spire, when it is not com-

pletely eroded, more exserted. The body-whorl is also narrower.

Finally, in a stream running along the high road on Mull, just

opposite Ulva, and dammed at one point to form a small duck-

pond, a fourth form is common, with larger and broader shells than

lacustris^ but still not more than half the size of specimens from

really favourable localities. We did not find the form called /zV/'«

by Jeffreys and originally described from Ulva.

Limncea tniHcatula.—This species was found with L. peregra on

Ulva and Innis Kenneth, but in very much smaller numbers. It

was also found in a small pool in a little cave in the cliffs of Eorsa.

The shells were small but otherwise typical. Its occurrence on those

islands is of practical importance, as all the older sheep on Ulva are

infected by the liver-fluke {Fasciola hepatica), for which it acts as

the intermediate host. Mr A. J. Hesse, who found that a very large

proportion of the individuals of L. peregra from Ulva were infected

with the cercarice of other trematodes, did not find any cercarins in

the few individuals of L. truncatula from that island he was able to

examine in August.

Hydrohia (or Paludestrind) tdvce.—Living examples of this

species are abundant in the little pools of a salt marsh formed by

the delta of one of the streams on Ulva. These pools had a muddy

bottom, and there was in them a complete absence of the alga from

which {iiot from the island) the mollusc gains its specific name. In

spring tides the pools were covered by the sea. Their fauna con-

sisted mainly of small amphipods {Coryphwjn), of various species of

Liftorina, of young Carcinus mcenas and eels, and of H. uIvcb. The

shells of the last were much corroded and often distorted. On the

shore of a small bay forar:ied by a landing stage on the shore about

a quarter of a mile from the marsh we found, adhering to the lower

surface of stones between tide-marks, many living specimens of the

form figured by Jeffreys (PI. Ixix. fig. 2) as " Rissoa uIvcb var. Barkei.^'

The animal of this form closely resembles that of the typical 7ilvce so

far as external features are concerned. Mr Robson, who has been kind

enough to examine specimens with me, agrees that the shells have the

appearance of being specifically distinct, but that only a detailed ana-

tomical investigation would afford accurate data for a determination.

Pisidium personatum.—Not uncommon in a very thin-shelled

depauperate form in the hill-streams of Ulva. In the springs on

Innis Kenneth shells are also small but much thicker. Our

specimens were identified by Messrs Stelfox, Phillips, and Oldham.
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Pisidium casertanwn.—A few small specimens from hill-streams

on Ulva, identified by Mr Stelfox,

Pisidiicvi 7iitidum.—Small empty shells were found in abundance
among vegetable debris at the edge of Loch Poit-na-h-I (" Pot-I "),

a small tarn on the Ross of Mull opposite lona, surrounded by
granite rocks and containing brown peaty water. Mr Stelfox

observes that the shells are very fragile and depauperate.

Breeding of the Painted Lady Butterfly in Arran.—My
neighbour, Dr T. V. Campbell, when staying at Blackwaterfoot in

the south-west of Arran last August, found quite a number of the

larvae of Pyranieis cardui feeding on thistles by the side of a field

there. Those he brought home—over a dozen—pupated in due
course, and the butterflies, of which he kindly gave me a pair,

emerged in the latter days of September and the beginning of

October.

—

-William Evans, Edinburgh.

Breeding of Red Admiral Butterfly in Bute.—During the

last week of September 1921, I found the larvse of Vanessa atalanta

in great numbers in the vicinity of the foreshore at Craigmore,

Bute. On one small clump of nettles, five larvae were in view at

one time, and eighteen were collected from the clump after a

careful search. On many other patches the larvae were found

feeding. The imago was common on the flowers of Veronica at

the same time.

—

Oliver H. Wild.

Mallophaga (Bird-lice) on a Fulmar from the Forth.—
On 27th April 1921, while examining a Fulmar Petrel from the

Firth of Forth, off North Berwick—where it was obtained the previous

day— I noticed a few Mallophaga crawling on its feathers. A
careful search yielded a dozen specimens referable to four species of

which two at least, namely, Esthiopterum vmtabile^ P. (^nigi'olimbatuvi,

G.), six specimens, and Ancistrofia gigas, P. (vage/li, F.), one

example, are additions to my list of locally collected Mallophaga

published in 191 2 in Proc. Roy. Physical Soc. A single Nirinus is

to all appearance N. lineolatus, N. [ornatus, Grube), a common
parasite of gulls ; while two other Philopterids may be the Docophoncs

occidetitalis of Kellogg, described from Pacific Fulmars. The

specific names within brackets are those adopted by Mr L. Harrison

in his recent list of the Mallophaga.

I may add that E. mutahile and N. lineolatus—both in abundance

—and a few examples of three other genera were found on a Glaucous

Gull from the same locality in February 1915. The interchange of
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species normally occurring on Fulmars and Gulls respectively is an

interesting point.

—

William Evans.

British Limnolbiid Crane-flies; new Species and ne-w

Records.—In the Transactions of the Entomological Society of

Lofidon for 1921 (pp. 196-230) appears an important and helpful

paper by F. W. Edwards on " British Limnobiid^ : some Records

and Corrections." The Limnobiid^e are a group of Crane-flies, of

which the common Winter Midge {Trichocera) may be taken as a

familiar example, distinguished from the more typical Tipulidae,

(true Crane-flies or Daddy-long-legs) by their shorter palpi and by

the different course of certain of the longitudinal veins near the front

margin of the wings. About 120 species have been hitherto recorded

from the British Islands, and in the present paper no fewer than

fifty-three are added to the list, including fourteen which are

described as new to science. In many of the larger genera

analytical keys are given, which will be exceedingly helpful in the

determination of specimens. It is interesting to note that a great

many records (far too numerous to quote) refer to Scotland. Two
plates accompany the paper, and are devoted to details of the

external genitalia of the males, upon which are founded the most

reliable specific characters.

Spread of the Rove Beetle (Phyllodrepoidea crenata^,

Grav.) in Britain.—In supplement to my notes upon the spread

of this Beetle in Scotland {Scot. A^at., 1921, p. 99), it is interesting

to find it recorded from two English counties in recent numbers of

the Entomologisfs Monthly Magazine. In the November number,

Mr F. H. Day records a single specimen from Lazonby, in

Cumberland, taken during October last, while in the December

issue Mr G. B. Walsh mentions the capture of about a dozen

specimens near Hexham, in Northumberland, during November

1918. In both cases the insect was found beneath the bark of

larch. These records are the first indication of the occurrence of

crenata in England, and they seem to afford further evidence in

support of the theory that the Beetle is at present increasing in

numbers and extending its range in this country.—A. Fergusson,

Glasgow.

A Rare Weevil (Rhynchites harwoodi, Joy) in West
Perth —This Weevil, which was recently added to the Scottish List

on account of four examples taken in Arran {Scot. Nat., 19195

p. 168), turned up again at Loch Dhu in the Aberfoyle district,

where I beat a couple of specimens from birch during July 1920.

—

A. Fergusson, Glasgow.
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Life of Alfred Newton. By A. F. R. Wollaston. London

:

John Murray, 192 1. Pp. xiv + 332. With illustrations. Price

i8s. net.

As explained in an introductory note, circumstances have conspired

to delay the publication of this volume till fourteen years have come and
gone since the subject of it passed away. The absence of an authorhative
" Life " of Alfred Newton, perhaps the most outstanding of British

ornithologists, was a real want. Now that Mr Wollaston's memoir has

at last appeared, one can, after perusal, cordially recommend it to all

who are interested in matters relating to birds, as well worthy of a place

on their book-shelves. To do full justice to the character and the

prolonged and varied activities of such a man as Professor Newton,
in the limited space of little more than three hundred pages, was
hardly possible ; but the author has succeeded in compressing into that

space sufficient material (drawn largely from Newton's voluminous
correspondence, thus giving the book much of the nature of an auto-

biography) to enable the reader to form an all-round conception of one
who, to quote from Sir Archibald Geikie's preface, " was for more than

half a century a leader among the naturalists of this country." The
extent to which his advice and help were sought, and freely given, may
be gathered from the letters selected for reproduction. Migration and
bird-protection were subjects in which he was deeply interested, and to

the consideration of which he devoted much time and energy. On the

latter problem he held strong views, which present-day legislators would
do well to ponder. " Area-protection," rather than the scheduling of

species, was what he advocated.

Like other men, Newton had his failings, but, as readers of the
" Life " will perceive, inaccuracy was certainly not one of them.

Accuracy in observation and in statement was with him a ruling

principle ; and the necessity of cultivating this virtue cannot, In these

days of record-making, be too strongly emphasised.

A useful list of Newton's papers and other publications is given in an
appendix. The first entry is fromi \h& Zoologist iox 1854. Years before

that, however, he regularly contributed notes on migration and other

subjects to that magazine.

Should the " Life " reach a second edition, there are a few mistakes
that would have to be corrected. In the introductory note, Harvie-

Brown is called James E. instead of John A. ; other slips are :

—

Edwards (pp. 202, 203) for Edward, Edmunston (p. 144) for Edmond-
ston, Gye-Falcon (p. 263) for Gyr-Falcon, and Hychier (p. 285) for

Hyskier.
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Insect Transformation. By George H. Carpenter, D.Sc.

Pp. x+282. AVith 4 Plates and 124 other Illustrations.

London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1921. Price 12s. 6d. net.

This is a thoroughly good and up-to-date book on an intensely

interesting subject, and one which will assuredly take a high place in

the literature of entomology. Professor Carpenter is a well-known

investigator in this branch of zoology, and is specially qualified to deal

with the problems he has set himself to elucidate in the present volume.

The subject is treated in a manner intended to prove of service to the

general reader as well as to the student. A short introduction is

followed by a chapter on " Form, Growth, and Change," the grasshopper

or locust—a comparatively " lowly" insect showing no striking difference

between the young and the adult — being selected for the main

description, with which more specialised forms—dragon-fly, moth and

butterfly—are then contrasted. Succeeding chapters deal with the two

types—"open" and "hidden"— of wing-growth, some wingless insects,

the class and orders of insects, growing insects and their surroundings

(a section full of interesting matter), all leading up to the final chapter

on " The Problems of Transformation," in which the meaning and origin

of insect metamorphosis, as seen in the life-histories of the various

groups, and its bearing on the history of the class as a whole, are ably

discussed.

The insects selected for demonstration are, it may be remarked, in

the main species of economic importance. Full references to the many
books and papers laid under contribution are given in footnotes

throughout the work, thus rendering a bibliography unnecessary ; the

illustrations are numerous and good, and there is an excellent index.

The volume is exceptionally free from errors, Drosophala (p. 167,

footnote) for Drosophila, and Aleryrodidce (p. 266) for Aleyrodidse

being practically all that have met our eye.
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NOTES FROM
THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARK
Female Birds in Male Plumage.—Two very interesting

instances of the assumption by female birds of the colours of the

male have occurred in the Zoological Park. The first case the

writer noticed was that of a Prince of Wales Pheasant, of which

variety a pair Avas presented to the Park early in 19 14. They

appeared to be a normal pair, and the hen was known to have

laid one or two eggs in the spring of 1915, although they were

not fertile. The cock died towards the end of 19 15, and the

hen, at her next moult after his death, began to show the colouring

of the male. After her 19 17 moult, her colouring was almost

exactly that of the male bird, though she still retained the bearing

and gait of the hen, and had no spurs. She died before completing

another moult. The second instance occurred— or, one might

say, is occurring, since the bird is still alive—in a hybrid between

Amherst Pheasant and Golden Pheasant, which was bred in the

Park in 19 16. Several birds were hatched from the same nest

of eggs, and at the time when the males among them had assumed

their full plumage, the bird under notice remained in the sober

mottling of browns, characteristic of tlie hen. It was regarded as,

and undoubtedly was, a hen, and as such, was placed, along with

some others, with a male bird for breeding purposes, in the

summer of 191 7. The male bird was seen to pay attention to

it, though there was no evidence of any eggs having been laid by
it. During the moult of 19 17, however, it also began to develop

some of the colouring of the male. Crest, cape, mantle and
general body plumage were coloured very much as in the male

Golden Pheasant, the only difference being that the feathers of

the cape were short, badly formed, and irregularly placed. The
tail feathers also resembled those of the cock, but, curiously,

the colouring of the wings remained entirely that of the female

bird. After the moult in 191 8, the colours of head, cape, and body
were somewhat brighter, but the colour of the wings still remained

typical of the hen. With succeeding moults, however, the wings

also began to reflect the process of sexual change taking place in

the bird. At the time of writing, the wing shows still some
indication of the brown barring of the female, but intermixed with

it are a considerable number of feathers showing colour as
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in the male. The cape, however, instead of becoming fuller and

more regular during successive moults, has become, if anything,

less symmetrical though the colours have brightened. The general

bearing of the bird has been all along characteristically hen-like,

and there are no spurs. The assumption, by females^, of the

secondary sexual characters of the male, is probably not extremely

rare, at any rate in a modified degree, and most poultry-keepers

of experience have known the "crowing hen," usually an old bird

whose days of usefulness in the matter of eggs are past—but the

great contrast in the Pheasant between the normal colouring of

the male and female shows in more striking fashion a change of

this kind. Degeneration or atrophy of the ovaries probably lies

at the root at all such changes.

The Common Bittern.—One of the outstanding additions to

the collection in the Zoological Park during December is a Common
Bittern. The Bittern is, in any case, an interesting bird, but this

specimen is doubly so, as it was caught in Perthshire. It was taken

and presented to the Park by Mr T. M'Naughton, who found it

on a small stream near Braco, Perthshire. While walking beside

the stream he noticed the bird, and saw that it was in a difficulty of

some kind, and this, on approaching it, he found to be because it

had a "good half-pound trout" firmly stuck in its throat. He
relieved it of the encumbrance and took it home, and though it was

much exhausted it recovered gradually, and it is now doing very

well in the Park, where it shares an aviary with some South

American Bitterns and Night Herons. The Bittern, once a fairly

common British bird has, for the best part of a century, been little

known in this country, though stray birds come from the continent,

as this one probably did, and a few have recently nested in Norfolk.

The Bittern makes its home in reedy swamps and marshes, sur-

roundings in which its colouring—streaks and blotches of light and

dark shades of fawn and brown—is probably highly protective.

In the Bittern, as in many animals which exhibit an obliterative

colouring, a development of instinct seems to have accompanied

that of coloration, and prompts the bird, when alarmed, to adopt

a rigid, motionless pose, with neck and beak pointing upwards,

when its appearance becomes strongly suggestive of a clump of

rushes. This pose is also useful, in the event of the "camouflage"

failing, for an offensive defence, and if cornered, the Bittern thrusts

upwards at its enemy with its dagger-like beak, with very effective

force and accuracy.—T. H. G.
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THE GREY SEALS OF HASKEIR.

In the House of Commons not many days ago the Secretary

for Scotland was asked whether he was aware that the Grey
Seals Protection Act had, after a useful course of five years,

lapsed, and that consequent upon the removal of protection,

the clubbing of Grey Seals had begun again on the island of

Haskeir. The question was clearly based upon a note in an

interesting book by Mr H. Hesketh Pritchard, on Sport in

Wildest Britain.

Now Haskeir, a rocky island off the Outer Hebrides, has

long been famous for its colonies of Grey Seals, and in times

gone by it became infamous because of the inordinate

slaughter of these great inoffensive creatures, by far the

largest of our native Seals. In TJie Infinence of Man on

Animal Life in Scotland are collected early records of the

history and destruction of Grey Seals in various parts of

Scotland; there we learn that in the opening of the eighteenth

century Martin recorded of Haskeir :
" I was told also that

320 Seals, Young and Old, have been Killed at one time

in this Place"; and that "in 1830 Macgillivray could still

write of ' Gaskir [or Haskeir] twelve miles from Harris' that

'great numbers [of seals] are killed upon it annually,

upwards of a hundred and twenty having been destroyed in

one day.'"

123 AND 124 E
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In earlier days the Grey Seal was probably common
around Scotland, but so few had its numbers become through

continual slaughter, that in 1914 the Grey Seals Protection

Bill was passed, protecting it during a close season from

1st October and 15th December.

The Secretary for Scotland's answer to part of the

question was a simple one. Fortunately the 1914 Act did

not lapse when its period of five years had run, for Parlia-

ment wisely renewed it for another period. But what of

the definite allegation that clubbing had begun again ?

Haskeir is an out-of-the-way island, remote from general

sources of information, but definite efforts have been made
to discover whether there is any foundation for the allega-

tion. No evidence of clubbing of Seals is furnished by Mr
Hesketh Pritchard, and in an interesting report sent to

the Fishery Board for Scotland on 27th February 1922, for

a copy of which we are indebted to the Chairman, Mr David

T. Jones, we read :
" I learn from a lighthouse keeper who

was stationed at Monach Lighthouse for two years, that

no Grey Seals were clubbed on these rocks. Very few Seals

were ever observed to land on Haskeir, and from the

formation of the rocks it would be impossible to approach

without disturbing any Seals there."

The difficulty has been that the clubbing has always

taken place during the breeding season, when the young lie

defenceless on the shore above high-water mark, and are

accompanied by their dams. Can it be that the once famous

breeding colony of Grey Seals on Haskeir has almost

disappeared ? It has indeed been sadly reduced, but

Mr Pritchard definitely states that in recent years, before

the 1914 Act, "an annual average of at least thirty or forty

Seals are destroyed on Haskeir alone."

The only remedy to save this magnificent creature from

the danger of extermination—and how fine a creature it is

may be judged from the Scottish group exhibited in the

Natural History Department of the Royal Scottish Museum
—is strict protection. But we would go further than the

Act of 1914, and since breeding Grey Seals have been

observed ashore during September, would suggest that when
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that Act comes again under revision, the close season

should be extended to include that month.

At the Annual General Meeting of the British Ornithol-

ogists' Union, held in London on 8th March, Dr W. Eagle

Clarke was presented with the Godman-Salvin Gold Medal
in recognition of his work on bird migration. The Medal
was founded by the Union in 1919 to commemorate two

distinguished ornithologists, Mr du Cane Godman, and his

fellow-traveller, Mr Salvin. It falls to be "given from time

to time for distinguished Ornithological work," and that on

the occasion of its first presentation Dr Eagle Clarke

should have been chosen as recipient is striking testimony

to the recognition gained by his long-continued and valuable

investigations on the migrations of birds.

* -* * *

Owing to the extensive outbreak of foot-and-mouth

disease amongst cattle, much publicity has been given to

the idea that birds may be the carriers of the unknown
organism which is the cause of the disease. But the allega-

tions are vague, and we only gather that birds unknown
carry infection from the much-infected continental areas. In

the absence of any vestige of proof, we can safely ignore

the suggestion, until it has been shown that a definite and

consistent association links the migrations of birds from

Central Europe with outbreaks of the disease ; and at

present we see no evidence of such an association.

* *- * *

We regret to announce that Charles M'Intosh, of

Inver, a well-known Perthshire naturalist, passed away

on 5th January last at the ripe age of 82. Mr M'Intosh

was a man of humble origin, having been a rural post-

runner in the Strathbraan district for many years, and was

entirely self-taught, yet he became an accomplished naturalist.

He was a keen observer of bird-life, and was of much
assistance to the late Dr Harvie-Brown and the late Col.

Drummond Hay in their investigations regarding the birds

of the Tay Basin. But it was as a botanist, and especially
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as a student of the various groups of Cryptogams, that

he was best known, and he added many new records to the

Fungus Flora of Scotland.

We understand that a short biography of Mr M'Intosh

is being prepared for publication by Mr Henry Coates of

Corarder, Perth, who will be glad to receive for perusal

letters or memoranda bearing on his life.

It is proposed to erect a Memorial Fountain in his native

village of Inver. Contributions to this Memorial should be

sent to Mr John Ritchie, Curator, The Museum, Perth. Any
surplus will be devoted to providing prizes for Nature

Knowledge for the school children of the district.

Pox Playing with Collie.—In September 192 1 a shepherd

at Crawfordton, Dumfriesshire, on returning to his cottage after

his daily rounds, was told that his young collie-bitch was not in

the house. He went outside his cottage and, hearing her barking

not far off, walked quietly to the spot where she was to see if

anything was wrong. His astonishment was great when he found

the collie playing and gambolling with a fox. He retraced his

steps in order to get a gun, but on returning could see neither

fox nor collie. He whistled, and after a little while the collie came

running to him from a wood, not far off, followed by the fox which,

as soon as it caught sight of the shepherd, made off. This strange

incident would have been less remarkable had the collie-bitch been

in season, which she was not.

It may be noted that hybrids between dog and fox have often

been reported, but that scientific evidence on the subject is very

scarce : a stuffed specimen, however, in the Worcester Museum has

been stated to be an undoubted hybrid between these two species.

—

Hugh S. Gladstone.

Wild Cat in Ross-shire.—A very fine example of a Scottish

Wild Cat has recently been recorded by Messrs Spicer :
" This animal

measured 38^- in. from tip of nose to tip of the tail, and although

we believe larger specimens have been occasionally procured, it is

the largest Wild Cat we have had in our recollection." The

specimen was shot in the neighbourhood of Kintail Kyle, Ross.

{Field, February 1922, p. 235.)
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THE HOMING OF THE SALMON.

By W. L. Calderwood, F.R.S.E., Inspector of Salmon Fisheries

to the Fishery Board for Scotland.

The Salmon spends most of its life, and puts on its weight,

in the sea, but returns to fresh water, and can spawn only

in rivers and streams. It is usual to speak of the homing

of birds in a similar way, as a return to the former nesting

locality, and amongst birds, Swallows, Swifts, and many others

are known to acquire a wonderful precision in this return.

The trackless sea is to Salmon as the open air of continents

is to birds. The fact that the majority of the species related

closely to Salino saiar are exclusively marine need not con-

cern us for the present : Char in the Arctic are still migratory,

although British Char are now of purely fresh-water habit.

There is no real specific distinction between Sea Trout and

Brown Trout, but the former have adopted a migratory habit

and a changed general appearance in consequence. Spar-

lings and Shad come into brackish or fresh waters to spawn

and return immediately to the sea. The Salmon, in habit,

resembles several allied species ; it may spend many months

in fresh water before spawning and become almost a fresh-

water fish, it may migrate like a Sea Trout, or it may
behave as the Shad does.

The cause of the first migration seems clearer in the

case of the Salmon than in that of birds. After hatching

and early life in the river it goes to the sea for the benefit

of securing more food. The land-locked Salmon of great

lakes in Sw^eden and America is a poor fish by comparison

with the migratory Salmon. If the thousands of Salmon,

Parr, and Smolts in our rivers did not go to the sea, we
probably would have no Trout in our Salmon rivers, since

the competition for the same food would be excessive ; and
when we reflect upon the very great numbers of spawning
fish which used to crowd into our streams, we can understand

the necessity for a vastly greater supply of food than our
rivers can yield, and the development of the sea\vard-m;igpa-^. ..}^C /\
tion accordingly. />.."^V;-:^'''® ^<^\'1^4

I
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The explanation of the entrance of Salmon to rivers

long before the spawning season has been shown by the

investigations of Dr Noel Paton and others, published in the

Reports of the Fishery Board for Scotland, to be intimately

connected with the highly nourished state of the homing fish.

It is true that Salmon of some seasons are in relatively

poor condition, but we may conclude that the state of

nutrition, rather than the spawning impulse, is the factor

which prompts early fish to leave their feeding grounds for

fresh water.

That Salmon return to the locality where they have

been hatched has long been recognised. Frank Buckland

used to say he hoped it was true, for many thousands had

been hatched in his kitchen. Isaak Walton, in his Compleat

Angler, tells us in 1653 of ribbons or tapes tied to young
Salmon and of the fish being again caught at the same parts

of the same river. There seems to have been a disposition

on the part of many of the earlier writers to emphasise the

exactness of the locality. They were not content to point

out that fish returned to the same river system, or even the

same tributary, but went the length of stating the pools

fish regarded as their homes.

Mackenzie of Ardross, in 1823, marked both adult

Salmon and Grilse by the attachment of brass wire, a

peculiarly unsuitable metal. A former Duke of Atholl used

copper discs the size of halfpence, stamped with " Dunkeld"

and a number, and these he attached, by copper wire, to

the caudal peduncles of unfortunate fish. It is unnecessary

to refer to the great number of experiments made by the

uncertain method of mutilating the adipose fin, for these did

not produce results of any scientific value. In two periods,

however, in the middle of the nineteenth century, the Tweed
Commissioners carried on the systematic marking of Salmon

and Bull-trout Smolts by twisting a piece of silver or other

wire round the maxillary bone. Some sixty-four recaptures

were recorded, the great majority being in the Tweed or

on the coast near the river mouth, but isolated recaptures

occurred from the Forth, the North Esk, the Coquet,

Yarmouth, Montrose, and Aberdeen. The marking was
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varied to some extent and a few of the recaptures are on

the faith of fin-cutting only.

In the matter of Smolt-marking, however, the Tay opera-

tions of 1905 stand out more prominently than any, as

yielding results of great value. The actual full record is not

easily obtained. The operations were conducted by the

Tay Salmon Fisheries Co., the marking being done by Mr
William M'Nicol, who was then in the Company's service.

The method was to form a simple loop, of very fine and

pliant silver wire, through the anterior portion of the base

of the dorsal fin. The little fish were held meantime in a

non-conducting case so as to avoid injury in handling.

5500 Smolts were marked in the tidal section of the river

at Kinfauns, being the situation where Smolts naturally

congregate in great numbers prior to their move into the

sea.

In 1905, the year of marking, no recaptures were made.

„ 1906, 43 Grilse were caught.

., 1907, 57 Salmon were caught, and of these 32 were
small spring fish, and 25 were summer fish. The
latter ranged in weight from 12 lb. to 27 lb., with

an average of 16 lb,

„ 1908, 8 large spring fish were caught, the weights

being from 13 to 35 lb.

„ 1909, 2 large fish which had already spawned were
taken.

The recaptures during these four years, therefore, numbered
no, a return of 20 per 1000, or 2 per cent. All recaptures

were in the Tay. Several points of very considerable interest

emerged from these results, and as the Fishery Board for

Scotland had been marking adult Kelts in a large number of

rivers, including the Tay, for twelve years prior to this Smolt
marking, a comparison was possible by which not a little

light was shed upon the homing movements of the Salmon.

It had already become very evident that certain classes

of fish ascended at certain seasons, and that in all the early

rivers clean fish were running up while other fish were spawn-
ing or were descending after having spawned. Netting, for

purposes of marking fish in the close season in such rivers as
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the Tay, revealed, in November and December, fish heavy

with spawn, Kelts, large spring fish fresh out of the sea a

year before they could spawn, and Grilse ready to spawn.

From the number of recaptures we had obtained—about

300 at that time— it had also become apparent that there

was what has been called a divided migration ; that some

fish after spawning went to the sea and returned again the

next season, while others went to the sea and remained there

for two or three seasons before returning. In other words,

a large number of Salmon disregarded the spawning season

and remained feeding in the sea ; so that even at the spawn-

ing time there are probably more Salmon in the sea than in

fresh water.

In comparing weight and length results, it soon became

apparent that one had to classify these short- and long-period

fish, and avoid mixing the one class with the other. An
average increase of 6 lb. in the weight of short-period fish

had to be put against an average of 10 lb. for the long-period

fish. It also began to emerge from the extended observa-

tions that short-habit fish were much more common in certain

districts than in others where the long habit seemed the rule.

In these early fresh-water operations over 12,000 fish had

been marked, and although the recaptures were not very

numerous—which later became explained when we under-

stood that the great majority of our Salmon, especially on

the east coast, spawn only once or twice in their lives, and

therefore return but seldom to fresh waters— a considerable

amount of information apart from the homing habit had been

secured. I may here add that only in small west coast rivers

have fish been found which had spawned on three and four

consecutive years. In one isolated case we have found five

consecutive spawnings. Of iii marked and recaptured Tay
fish only one had been taken beyond the natural limits of

the Tay district.

The examination of Salmon scales, which has told us so

much in recent years, only commenced in the Tay in 1904,

so that at the time of the Tay Smolt-marking we had not got

further than to realise that the scale reading corroborated the

marking results in every way.
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The first thing noticeable in the Smolt-marking records

is that no recaptures were made in the year of marking, thus

refuting the idea still held by some that Smolts returned as

Grilse in the year of their descent.

The first recapture was on ist June 1906, when a Grilse

of 2 lb. 15 oz. was captured. All the other fish recaptured in

1906 were Grilse, and several of the 43 were as heavy as

7 lb. The Tay Grilse run heavy, but up to the end of August

fish between 4 and 5 lb, were also taken. Doubtless more

Grilse may have returned than 43, just as more than 2 per

cent, of the total fish marked may have returned. We have

no certain knowledge of the actual numbers, but only of the

number recaptured.

The most important year was 1907, or two years after the

descent of the Smolts. A total of 57 was taken that year.

Most of them were small spring fish ranging from 7 to 10 lb.,

but the summer fish were from 12 lb. up to 27 lb., which

latter weight is above the average of the large spring fish

in the Tay.

In 1908 the eight large spring fish, i.e. the five-year-olds, or

fish which as two-year-old Smolts went to the sea, from which

they returned in three years, ranged in weight from 13 to

35 lb. Up to the end of that year all returning fish were

doing so for the first time. That some fish had not been

noticed was evident when, in 1909, two large so-called "Bull

Trout" were captured. From a previous study of those

so-called " Bull Trout " it had been shown that they are

simply Salmon which have previously spawned. They are

fish showing many black speckles, chiefly above the lateral

line in the region of the "shoulder," and almost invariably

they retain the gill "maggots" which became attached during

their previous ascent of fresh water. The scales always show
the "spawning mark."

With regard now to the marking of adult fish, which has

been carried on by the Fishery Board for twenty years,

and concerning which many reports have been published, I

may explain first that the method employed is to attach a

numbered silver plate to the base of the dorsal fin, so that

the plate lies flat against the base of the fin. A silver wire

I 23 AND I 24 F
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is passed through a hole at each end of the plate, so that,

before using, the two ends of the wire project at right angles

from the plate. The ends are passed through the fin and

twisted together on the other side. The marking was at

first confined to Kelts. Of late years the marking has been

of clean fish caught and released in the sea. Of the Kelts

marked and recaptured in fresh water, the great majority

were caught again in the river from which they had

descended. The exceptions, including a certain number of

fish taken on the coast long distances from the river of

marking, amount to 8| per cent, in the total number of

recaptures.

The records of a few of these exceptions are of interest.

Ten Deveron fish were taken on the East Aberdeen coast

or in rivers of that coast. A Spey fish was caught in the

Dee. A Grimerster fish (Lewis, west side) was taken in

Caithness. A Caithness fish was taken in the Gruinard in

West Ross-shire. A Lochy fish was taken at Ardnamurchan,

an Awe fish at Aultbea, and so on ; but against these there

is the long series of homing fish, which made up 92 per cent,

of the total captures, but which, in a short paper of this kind,

cannot be referred to in detail.

The sea marking was undertaken for the purpose of

following as far as possible the movements of fish along the

coast. The percentage of recaptures at once became far

higher than had ever been attained by marking in rivers,

but the great majority of recaptures in this case were coast

recaptures. Much light was shed on the movements of fish

from one district to another, and especially as to the move-

ments of Grilse and small spring fish. A systematic study

of scales and of certain measurements was intertwined with

the operations in order to shed light on the question of local

races of Salmon. These, while yielding most interesting

results, do not specially bear upon the subject of this paper.

The recaptures of the river-marked fish amounted to only

4-1 per cent. By the time 2767 fish had been marked in

the sea the recaptures amounted to 27-7 per cent.

In 191 5, when, fortunately, it was still possible for the

Fishery Board to carry on their work on the east coast of
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Sutherland, we found a well-defined run of Grilse passing

northwards along the coast. Of these 245 were recaptured

the same summer on the east coast of Caithness, all of which

had passed the mouth of the river Helmsdale. A flood

occurred in the Helmsdale on the 26th of July, and it was

interesting to notice that after that date the recaptures on

the Caithness coast fell off at once, while several marked fish

were taken on the rod in the river. The question whether

or not the Grilse which had passed the river mouth were

Helmsdale fish very naturally arises. The furthest on of

the north-going fish was captured at Dunnet Head in the

Pentland Firth, having rounded Duncansbay Head and left

the east coast behind. On the other hand it is quite possible

that all the Caithness caught fish were bound for the Pent-

land Firth. There is ground for the supposition that the

main advance of Grilse from the North Sea strikes the

coast in the neighbourhood of Peterhead ; that this great

projection of Buchan splits the shoals of Grilse, and that some
pass south by Aberdeenshire, while others travel along the

south shores of the Moray Firth and then northwards past

Cromarty, Tarbet Ness, Brora, and Helmsdale. The homing
instinct, which we must regard as possessed by all these fish,

would then impel individual shoals to turn off to their native

rivers. These young fish keep in shoals more than do the

older Salmon, and their movements are therefore more
marked

; but although nets have been moved in successive

seasons to localities where additional indications might be

obtained of the main line of coastal migration, many years'

observations are necessary before we can establish proof and

eliminate what may be m.erely local movements. For the

present, unhappily the possibility of further observation in

the sea is suspended.

Status of the Garden Warbler and of the Blackcap in

Peeblesshire.—It has recently come under my notice that records

of these two Warblers in Peeblesshire are not in a very satisfactory

state, and I have accordingly looked up what notes I have regard-

ing them.
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It cannot be said that the Garden Warbler is rare in the County,

and I can only account for its having apparently been often over-

looked, by the supposition that very few people can recognise its

song. Even in the immediate vicinity of Peebles several pairs can

be found annually, while in igii it was so common that its song

could be heard daily after 20th May within the Borough boundaries.

I first noticed it that year at Kingsmuirhall, and later the same

evening I heard another bird singing from among some thickly

planted young larch trees about 3 miles from Peebles on the

Cademuir road. Both these birds continued to sing throughout

the season. One which I sometimes heard at St Mary's Mount
may have been the Kingsmuirhall bird, as the two houses are quite

close and are within the Borough on the south side.

On 2ist May one was singing in a tangled birch wood, called the

Quaw, about 4^ miles from Peebles, and practically in the Manor
Valley. I found a pair here each subsequent season up to and

including 19 14, after which my observations could not be continued.

The nesting site here was probably among wild rasps or possibly in

an adjoining cottage garden.

I soon ceased to note every individual occurrence and I can

remember several in 1911 of which I have no written record viz. :—

•

Among tangled privet near the head keeper's cottage at Haystoun,

in a dense wood of young spruce at Manorfoot and on the north

side of the Tweed at Jennets Brae, a wooded hill-face a mile east

of the town.

The first nest I found was on 22nd June 19 13 in laurels or

rhododendrons at Stobo Manse. It contained young. The next

was at Jennets Brae when I was home on leave between 7th and

13th June 191 7. It was in a wild gooseberry bush and contained

four eggs, evidently almost hatching.

Had I realised the paucity of records I could easily have found

nests almost any year prior to the war. To my mind the bird was

so common that I did not always bother to note it.

The Blackcap is on a very different footing and I have only one

record of it. I saw a pair within 100 yards of the Garden Warbler's

nest at Jennets Brae in June 1917, and although I watched them

for a long time I did not find the nest. I think that it was in a

very thick young plantation adjoining the wood of old deciduous

trees among which the Garden Warblers were nesting.—G. G.

Blackwood, Dundee.
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THE HISTORY OF FEATHERS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE MALLARD.^

Feathers are found on birds and on birds only, and

because of this rigidly limited distribution much discussion

has arisen as to how they must first have developed, and

FiG. I.— Part of barb from first down
feather of sixteen-days'-old Mallard,

showing barbules specially twisted at

their origin. Magnified 25 diameters.

Fig. 2.—End of a barbule from first

down feather of twenty- three

days' Mallard, showing cilia.

Magnified, 250 diameters.

as to the structures in other groups of animals, with which

they are comparable. An understanding of evolution and

its significance has made so clear the origin of the first

birds, in the far past, from some advanced member of the

1 Abstracted from an important paper on " The Nestling Feathers of

the Mallard, with Observations on the Composition, Origin, and History

of Feathers" {Proc. Zool. Soc. Londojt, 1921), by Prof. J. Cossar Ewart,

M.D., F.R.S., to whom and to the Council of the Zoological Society of

London we are indebted for the loan of the blocks of the accompanying

figures.
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group of reptiles, that it was natural to assume that in

taking over many reptilian structures birds took over also

reptilian scales, and that in process of time the flat plates

became converted, in whole or in part, into feathers.

Fig. 3.— Succession of first down and quill feathers in tail of Mallard, showing the

relationship and continuity of the two. C, " cones " in shaft of down feather.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES ON PAGE OPPOSITE.

Fig. Upper Left.—Succession of first down, second down, and tip of quill feather

from wing of Chinese Gosling.

Fig. Upper Right.—End of second down feather of Chinese Gosling near its

junction with tip of true flight feather.

Fig. Lower Left.—Nestling tail of seven days' Mallard Duckling showing first

down feathers being pushed out by growth of true quill feathers.

Fig. Lower Right.—Nestling tail of Mallard at middle of fifth week, showing

development of true tail-quills, to the tips of which the first down feathers are

still adhering.
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After careful study of the early development of feathers

in many birds, Prof. Cossar Ewart has reached the conclusion

that the old ideas of the origin of feathers from scales, and

particularly the crude notion of the formation of a feather

by the frilling of an actual scale, are erroneous. He suggests,

and brings many facts to support his suggestion, that a

feather has never been anything but a feather, that it arose,

not from a scale, but from a growing point hidden beneath

a scale, and that whatever its subsequent development in

form may be, the growth of a feather from its first hair-like

appearance to its last complicated perfection is a continuous

unbroken process.

Many remarkable observations, of which we can mention

only a few, are included in Professor Ewart's paper. It will

surprise most naturalists to be reminded that from start

to finish a feather must pass through several of nine recognis-

able stages or forms. In most of our native birds the ideal

stages of a flight feather, beginning in a feather papilla,

are the filament stage, the first down stage, the second down

stage, and the perfect penna or flight feather. But the

general opinion has been that in practically all of our birds

one of the down stages has been lost. The new interest

aroused by the discoveries of Dr Eagle Clarke and Mr
Pycraft of a double down stage in Penguin chicks, has led

to a fresh examination of the young of several common
birds, and Professor Ewart announces that he has now
been able to trace two generations of down plumage in

certain Ducks and Geese, and that where only one genera-

tion of nestling feathers occurs amongst these birds, it is

the second down stage that has been suppressed, and not

the first down stage as has generally been supposed.

A detailed study of the growth of feathers in the Mallard

shows how closely the habits of a bird may be associated

with the development of the feather stages. The adult

Mallard is practically a non-diver, but the Mallard chick

behaves exactly like a Diving Duck. Now, in the Mallard

chick the tail feathers develop much more rapidly than the

wing feathers. Even in the egg the difference is noticeable,

for a ten days' embryo possesses much larger papillse in
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the tail than in the wing. Later differences are much more
marked, so that with the help of a prematurely developed
" nestling-tail," due to the rapid replacement of filmy down
feathers by strong-vaned true-quill feathers (see figs.), the

duckling begins to dive at the end of the second week
;

whereas, owing to the comparatively slow development of

quill-feathers in the wings, it is unable to fly till the end

of the eighth week.
J. R.

Common Bittern in Berwickshire.—On Thursday, 19th

January, one of our estate workmen informed me that he had
seen a strange bird on the previous afternoon by the side of a

small stream which feeds the Hirsel Lake. His description of

the bird to me was: "A brown bird, like a Heron, but a good
bit smaller, standing upright like a man, with its bill pointing

straight up." When it was disturbed it flew into some reeds at

the top of the lake. I don't think that there is any doubt about

its being a Bittern, and we will probably hear of its being seen in

some other part of the district. It is only two years since another

Bittern was shot at VVyliecleugh.

—

Robert Johnston, Coldstream.

Greenland Falcon in Forfarshire.—While on the electric

tramcar between Dundee and Broughty Ferry on 23rd January

I had the pleasure of seeing a Greenland Falcon on the wing.

It was crossing a snow-covered, ploughed field, and the kestrel-like

flight at once attracted my attention. Then a rook pursued it,

and gave me an excellent idea of the relative sizes. The distance

must have been 150 yards or so, but the pure white head was

very distinct as also were black markings on the wings. The
upper part of the body looked white, but not so pure as the head.

As the bird turned when the rook swooped at it, its pure white

underparts showed splendidly. I have little doubt that it was

an adult.—G. G. Blackwood, Dundee.

Hobby in Forfarshire.—On 21st June 192 1 one of Lord
Dalhousie's gamekeepers, while pigeon-shooting at West Balmirmer,

near Arbroath, brought down a male Hobby. In the middle of

August he shot a rather smaller specimen of the same species on

the same farm. The first bird was sent for preservation to Messrs

Malloch, Perth, who gave particulars as follows:—length ii| in.;

age (roughly) two years; and stated that they had had only one

other Hobby previously through their hands. The forwarding to

123 AND 124 G
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them of the second bird was neglected by an oversight, and details

are awanting ; but it is supposed to have been a young bird, m
which case nesting had probably taken place in the district.

—

Douglas G. Hunter, Arbroath.

Osprey in Forfarshire.—On or about the 27th of August last

Mr John Turnbull, gamekeeper, Kelly Castle, observed an Osprey

perched on a boulder in the Elliot Water. He had an excellent

view of the bird, having been screened from its sight by some shrubs.

Previous experience of the species in Aberdeenshire, where on one

occasion he shot a specimen, enabled him at once to identify the

bird.

—

Douglas G. Hunter, Arbroath.

The Bittern—A Coincidence.—On ist March last I happened

to meet in London my friend Mr Abel Smith of Woodhall Park,

Herts, who told me that a few days before, on 14th February, two

persons, walking beside the Bean as it flows through his park,

noticed a large bird flapping on the river bank. They went to

the spot and found that it was a Bittern in distress from having

attempted to swallow a jack 6 inches long, which had stuck in its

gullet. They pulled out the fish, but it was too late to save the

bird, which expired at their feet.

That, in itself, was an incident worthy of note, the Bittern being

seldom met with in such a well-drained and populous shire as

Herts ; but it was rendered still more noteworthy to me by the

coincidence which followed. Leaving London on the evening of

the day when I met Mr Abel Smith, I arrived home at 6 a.m. the

following morning. While awaiting breakfast, I took up the fresh

number of the Scottish Naturalist, and found on page 22 my Herts

story capped by that of Mr M'Naughton's capture of a Bittern

in Perthshire in circumstances singularly similar to those narrated

above. The misadventure of these two birds in the same winter

suggests speculation about the percentage of the Bittern population

which perish through miscalculating their power of deglutition. It

brings to mind the quaint aphorism which Sir James Turner placed

on the title page of his Pallas Ar>?mta, a treatise on military tactics

published in 1689

—

Pho'es necat gula quam gladius ("Gluttony

slays more people than the sword"). — Herbert Maxwell,
Monreith.
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NOTES ON APHIDES FROM SUTHERLAND.

By Dorothy J. Jackson, F.E.S.

Part I.

During September 1920 I spent a little time in the

collecting of Aphides in the neighbourhood of- Invershin,

Sutherland, and I was fortunate in obtaining several

interesting and little-known species. Owing to the kindness

of Mr F. V. Theobald, who has identified them for me,

I am able to record them in the following notes.

Amongst the twenty species taken two {Pteroconivia

jacksoni and Amiraphis ceiitaiiriellti) were new to science

and have been described by Mr Theobald ^
(5) ; several are

unrecorded from Scotland, and all, as far as I can ascertain,

are new records from Sutherland. The majority of the

species I had not met with before in Ross-shire or Caithness,

and they are therefore absent from my previous lists (2 and 3).

From the abundance and variety of the species obtained

in the short time at my disposal, I have no doubt that

a further and more thorough search in this interesting

locality would be well repaid. Within a small radius in

this district a considerable variety of vegetation occurs.

The marshy rush-covered meadows along the north bank

of the Kyle of Sutherland proved a particularly productive

collecting ground, while in the sheltered valley of the Shin,

amongst the birch woods where Formica rufa abounds,

a variety of Aphides were found, several of them closely

attended by the ants. For the identification of the ants

and of certain grasses and sedges mentioned below, I am
indebted to Mr W. Evans. . . . The species dealt with have

been arranged according to the classification adopted by
Dr A. C. Baker (i).

1 The numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of

the paper.
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Family Aphidid/E.

sub-family aphidinji.

Tribe Callipterini.

Sub-tribe SaltiisapJiidina.

Genus Thripsaphzs, Gillette.

Thripsaphis cyperi, Walker.—Several apterous oviparous

females, larval oviparous females, and one apterous viviparous

female were taken on 22nd September on the blades of

Carex goodenovii, J. Gray, growing amongst rushes in marshy
ground near the Kyle of Sutherland, Invershin. Small
lineal oval eggs covered with whitish grey tomentum were
also found upon the leaves. I revisited the same locality

on I2th July 1921, but despite prolonged search only a

single individual was obtained and that an apterous vivi-

parous female. This species has been described by Mr
Theobald (5) from the specimens collected in this district.

Sub-tribe Pterocommina.

Genus Pteroconiina, Buckton.

Pterocomma j'acksoni, Theobald.—Apterous viviparous

females and larvae were found thickly clustered along the

branches of bushes of Salix caprea growing in a birch-wood
along the river Shin, near Inveran, Invershin. They were

closely attended by ants, Formica riifa L., and appeared to

be very local, not being observed upon sallows growing

elsewhere.

Pterocomuia populeus, Kalt {piiosa, Buckton).—Apterous

viviparous females and larvae occurred upon a branch of

another bush of Sa/ix caprea growing close to those on
which Pterocoiiinia jacksoni occurred. Their habits and
distribution were exactly similar to that species, and they

were also attended by Formica rufa. The coloration of

both species harmonised exactly with that of the branches.

Sub-tribe CJiaitopJioriiia.

Genus Sipha, Passerini.

Sipha schoiitedenz, Del Guercio.—Taken abundantly upon
the blades of grass {Holcus) growing amongst rushes in
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marshy ground near the Kyle of Sutherland, Invershin, on

19th September 1920. They were most common on the

yellowish withered ends of the blades. The majority were

apterous oviparous females, and these were sluggish in habit

and occurred stationary upon the blades. Males (apterous)

were common and were to be found running about upon
the grasses. Lineal green eggs were found later on the

grass leaves inside the tin in which the aphides were

placed, and black eggs, probably longer laid, also occurred.

Apterous viviparous females were rare and the few specimens

found were mostly dying.

Genus ChaitopJiorus, Koch.

Chaitophoruspopuli^ Linn., var. leuconielas, Koch.—Common
on the under surface of leaves of aspen near Inveran, Inver-

shin, on 14th September 1920. Alate males and nymphae
were particularly common, oviparous females were less

abundant, and apterous viviparous females were scarce.

Also taken at Rogie Falls, Strathpeffer, 22nd September

1 92 1.

ChaitopJiorus salicivoriis, Walker.—Apterous viviparous

females and larvae swarmed upon the under surface of the

leaves of a bush of sallow {Salix capred) near Inveran

Invershin, on 5th September. The leaves of this whole
bush were withered and darkened by their attack, but on
the other sallows near by no aphides were to be found

and the leaves were of normal colour. On 8th October

192 1 a sallow growing near Nigg, Ross-shire, was found

to be similarly attacked by this species, but only apterous

oviparous females, apterous males, and larvae were found.

Many specimens were attacked by the fungi Empusa
{EntoiiiopJitJioj'd) spJicerosperma^ Fresenius, and Cladosporium

aphidis^ Thiirm, for the identification of which I am indebted

to Mrs N. L. Alcock.

Genus AtJieroides^ Haliday.

Atheroides hirtellus, Haliday.—Found commonly upon
the blades of Tufted Hairgrass {Aira ccespitosa L.) growing
amongst rushes near the Kyle of Sutherland, Invershin, on
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19th September 1920. The aphides occurred in longitudinal

rows along the hollows between the ridges on the upper

surface of the leaves, with their heads directed to the apex

of the leaf. Oviparous females were common, and beside

them in the channels on the leaves were greenish lineal eggs.

Apterous viviparous females were much less common, but

larval oviparous females were abundant. Several specimens

were attacked by the fungus Ej/ipusa {EntoinophtJiord)

aphidis, Hoffman, which Mrs N. L. Alcock has most kindly

identified for me.

On 1 2th July 1921 I revisited this locality, but though I

made a thorough search of the Tufted Hairgrass in the very

spot where the aphides had been so abundant the previous

year, I failed to find a single specimen or any eggs.

Atheroides serrulatus, Haliday.—Found singly on short

blades of grass growing in rough pasture near Inveran,

Invershin, on 23rd September. They were mostly oviparous

females and larvae, but a few viviparous females, frequently

parasitised, also occurred. The young are strikingly

different in colour from the full-grown specimens, being

bright yellow, sometimes tinted with green, with rows of

brown or reddish brown spots upon the dorsal surface of the

abdominal segments, and the head and thorax brown.

Sub-tribe Callipterina.

Genus Synidobius, Mordwilko.

Symdobhis oblongus, Heyden.— Common upon birch

near Inveran, Invershin, in the beginning of September

1920. The aphides were to be found thickly clustered

on the twigs and lower branches, with which their colour

exactly harmonised. The colonies were always attended

by several specimens of Formica rufa. No alate aphides

were found ; apterous viviparous females and young were

abundant and a few apterous males and oviparous females

also occurred.

Genus Myzocallis, Passerini.

Myzocallis alni, Fabricius (non Essig).—On leaves of alder

at Inveran, Invershin, on 14th September 1920. Oviparous
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females were common, apterous viviparous females rare

;

only one alate viviparous female was taken.

Mysocallis coryli, Goetz.—Alate viviparous females and

larvae occurred sparingly on the leaves of hazel at Inveran,

Invershin.

Myzocallis inyricce, Kalt.—This species occurred sparingly

upon the under-surface of the leaves of Myrica gale at

Inveran, Invershin, in September 1920, and was also taken

at Rogie Falls, Strathpeffer, in the end of September 192 1.

Apterous oviparous females were most common, but a few

alate viviparous females and an alate male were found.

This species was described by Kaltenbach (4) as Aphis

myric(B in 1843, and Walker (6) has recorded it from

" England." Mr Laing has kindly compared my specimens

with the ApJiis iiiyriC(B of Walker's Collection, and they are

undoubtedly the same species. As no detailed description

has yet been published of this species the various forms are

here described.

A

Fig. I.

A = Wings of viviparous female of Myzocallis, viyrica;, Kalt., magnified 44 diameters.
B = Cornicle of same magnified 150 diameters.

= Apex of abdomen of same magnified 150 diameters.

D = Cauda. E = Anal Plate.

Alate Viviparous Female. (Fig. i and Fig. 2, B.)

Ochreous, with rows of large brov.'n spots upon the

abdomen. Antennce brown, 3rd segment pale green at the
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base. Junction of ist and 2nd segments pale green, apices

of the remaining segments dark brown. Spines very few

and short. Third segment with four large sensoria placed

in a line, 4th segment imbricated, without sensoria, 5th

imbricated and with primary sensorium near its apex, 6th

segment imbricated and with large sensorium at apex of

its basal portion; proportions of segments, 4, 3, 24, 16, 12

(5+9). Total length varying from i mm. to 1-3 mm., about

I the length of the body. Head much broader than long,

front convex, a capitate spine on each side of the median

stemmata, and a pair of similar spines placed on each side

laterally and posteriorly to the median pair. Eyes dark

red. Rostrum reaching to the mid-coxae. Protliorax shorter

than the head, with a group of four short spines at each

side, and two groups of three near the centre. Wings com-

paratively short and narrow, in one specimen just as long

as the body, in two specimens shorter than the body

;

varying in size from i-2 mm. long by 0-35 mm. broad to

1-6 mm. by 0-54 mm. Veins brown, very distinct. Abdomen

with seven pairs of large brown spots of irregular, quadri-

lateral shape along the dorsum, each bearing from three to

five short bristles. These spots increase in size to the fifth

pair and thence diminish. On the sides of each of these

segments there is a smaller spot of the same colour also

bearing several short bristles, and much smaller spots of

irregular shape sometimes occur between the rows. On the

segment preceding the cauda the dorsal and lateral spots

amalgamate to form a dark transverse band bearing several

longer capitate bristles. The surface of the dark spots is

marked by fine transverse lines and by rows of minute spines

only visible under high magnification and absent in the

oviparous female. Cauda knobbed, and with several long

prominent bristles. Analplate bilobed and with long spines.

Cornicles brown, truncate. Legs brownish green, the base of

the femora pale green, the apices of the tibiae and the tarsi

brown. Length of hind femur (measured from three speci-

mens) 0-29 mm. to 0-32 mm., tibia 0-66 mm. to 0-77 mm., tarsi

0-09 mm, to o-i mm. Under-surface of body ochreous.

Length varying from 1-3 mm. to i-6 mm.
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Fig. 2.

A = Antenna of oviparous female of Myzocallis viyricce, Kalt.

Ij =
,, alate viviparous female of same species.

C =
,, male.

D = Hind Tibia of oviparous female. All drawn to scale with camera lucida and

magnified 9(5 diameters.

Fig. 3-

Oviparous Female of Myzocallis myriccB, Kalt. x 44.

A = Capitate bristle from abdomen, x about 250.

1 23 AND I 24
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Oviparous Female. (Fig. 3 and Fig. 2, A. and D.)

To the naked eye appearing of a deep yellow colour

;

under magnification greenish yellow with brown spots on

thorax and abdomen. Antenjice very pale green with the

apices of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th segment and the entire 6th

segment brownish. Much shorter than in the alate vivi-

parous female and with the few spines considerably larger

and capitate. No sensoria on the 3rd segment. Proportions

of segments 4, 4, 16, 10, 8 (55 + 6|-). Total length 0-82 mm.

to 0-85 mm. Head with 10 long capitate bristles on the

dorsal surface. TJiorax and abdomen with rows of brown

spots arranged as in Fig. 3. These spots are of irregular

shape and bear a variable number of long capitate bristles.

Cauda slightly longer than cornicles, broadly conical, not

knobbed, and with several long-pointed bristles. Anal plate

more than twice as broad as the cauda, entire, subconical

with the extremity rounded and bearing fine bristles.

Cornicles greenish yellow, tipped with light brown. Legs

pale ochreous green with the tarsi brown. Hind tibiae

thickened and with numerous sensoria along the basal

three-fourths of its length, and with many bristles towards

the distal extremity. Length of hind femur 0-15 mm., tibia

0-52 mm., and tarsi o-i2 mm. . . .

Length varying from 1-96 mm. to 2-26 mm.

Alate Male. (Fig. 2, C.)

Antenjics much longer than in the alate viviparous or

oviparous female. Third segment with nine sensoria, 4th

and 5th each with four, basal part of 6th with the primary

sensorium and also with a smaller one preceding it. Pro-

portions of segments 5, 4, 32, 24, 14 (6-|H-8i). Total length

1-4 mm. (equal to length of body). Head with a few very

short and faintly capitate bristles. Wings much larger than

in female, 2 mm. long by 0-68 mm. broad, considerably longer

than the body. When collected the male was not dis-

tinguished from the alate female, and in consequence no

special colour notes were made from it in the fresh state,

but in the mounted specimens the brown spots on the

abdomen characteristic of the female are seen to be replaced
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by broad dark transverse bands which bear a few short non-

capitate bristles. The surface of these bands are covered

with numerous fine transverse Hnes and with rows of

extremely minute bristles.

Length 1-4 mm.
Nymph.— Coloration, markings, and bristles similar to

oviparous female.

The remaining species will be dealt with in Part II.
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The Rarity of the Bean Goose on the East Coast.—The
Bean Goose {Anser fabalis) is well known to be a more common
winter visitor to the western coasts of our islands than to the

eastern, but I doubt if the great rarity of the species on the east

coast is quite realised. In the old days, amongst sportsmen generally,

little distinction between the species of geese was made ; my father

used, of course, to call the geese he killed "Bean Geese." It must

have been about 1871 or 1872 that he discovered they were then

Pink-foots. Whether they had always been so I can't say, but I

have an impression of sitting gloating over a pair of geese whose
legs were orange and not red : though I don't regard this as

evidence really worth much, for I was only 4 years old

!

The rarity of the Bean Goose in the Tay estuary is, however,

indicated by the following list, which gives the numbers and
species of geese shot here in my own time: Pink-footed, 98;
Grey-lag, 3 ; Brent, 3 ; White-fronted, i ; Bernicle, i ; and Bean, i

—a total of 107.

The last specimen, a male, shot on 27th February 1922, I

have sent to the Royal Scottish Museum. — William Berry,
Tayfield.

[The individual belongs to the typical race, A.f.fabalis.—Eds.]
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Increase and Decrease of Birds in the Ross of Mull.—
During a visit to the Ross of Mull from 4th October to iQth

December 192 1, I revisited, in search of bird-life, some of the haunts

familiar to me when I was stationed at Dhuheartach Lighthouse

from 1893 to 1901. I found it interesting to compare the numbers

of birds there now with the numbers in the same places a quarter

of a century ago. On lotb October in a distance of two miles

southwards I counted six pairs of Common Buzzards, whereas

during my residence here I had not a single record of a Buzzard

for this part of Mull. On making enquiries from crofters and

small-holders I found that during the breeding season Buzzards

are now very numerous, and this I can corroborate from the old

eyries found.

On 12th October I saw a pair of Peregrine Falcons, which still

occupied the same old eyrie as in former years. Falcons in

possession of this nest have often been destroyed, yet, as soon as

nesting time arrives, another pair takes up its abode in the same

place. Another pest which, according to the crofters, has greatly

increased, is the Hoodie Crow. These I found very numerous,

and the natives make great complaints of their depredations—even

the fowls have to be protected. In former years they were kept well

in hand : I can remember when there were only two Hoodies'

nests in the locality. This year I found a great many old nests,

almost every bush growing from rock clefts contained one.

On 4th November I visited several caves which used to be

inhabited by lots of Rock Pigeons ; now I found them full of

Starlings. Next day I saw great numbers of Hedge Sparrows, I

used to think Little Ross gardens well populated, but the numbers

were nothing to these. In the evenings Rooks passed in large

numbers, coming from the island of lona, where they feed all day

in the fields, returning at the close of day to the south of Mull,

where the nearest woods are. This species, also, is increasing in

numbers here. Three pairs of Kestrels used to nest on Erraid

;

now Kestrels breed all round the island.

Although I travelled over miles of moorland daily I did not see

a single Grouse. They, along with the Partridge, seem to be absent,

in winter time at anyrate, from the district. The inhabitants, of

course, put this down to the great increase of winged vermin.

—

William Begg, Leith.
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Sport in Wildest Britain. By H. Hesketh Prichard. Illustrated

from Water-colour Paintings by Dr E. A. Wilson. London :

William Heinemann, 1921. Pp. 134. Price 25s. net.

Here is a book that makes a direct appeal to the naturalist and

sportsman, and in particular to the Scottish naturalist ; for it relates the

experiences of a sportsman who is a nature-lover, and who gathered

much of the information set down here so easily and vivaciously on the

mountains and :n the islands of our own country. The book discusses

in a series of unconnected chapters the author's quests after Grey Seals

and Common Seals, Capercaillie, Black Geese and Grey Geese, Curlew,

Snipe, Ducks of various kinds and Ptarmigan ; but the record is no dry

chronicle, and the author varies his pages by historical references, as in

the case of the Capercaillie, and by personal anecdote which touches off

the characters now of a Highland gillie and again of an Irish fishennan,

Mr Prichard strongly advocates the protection of British Seals,

though, as has been pointed out on another page, he errs in supposing

that the Grey Seals Protection Act has lapsed, and definite enquiry

seems to disprove his statement that clubbing of Seals has begun again

on Haskeir. He would go further than most advocates of protection,

however, and states " that absolute protection might be given to all seals

on the English coast without the very smallest fear of bad results."

A more feasible method lies in his alternative suggestions that definite

sanctuaries or reserves should be established, or that a close season

from April to October should be created for the Common Seal, except

in the vicinity of estuaries where serious damage to fisheries has been

proved.

The Direction of Human Evolution. By Edwin Grant

Conklin, Professor of Biology in Princeton University.

Humphrey Milford, at the Oxford University Press. [1922.]

Pp. xiii-t-247. Price I2S. 6d. net.

Professor Conklin has done well to publish in book form these

lectures on the past and possible future of the human race, which he

first delivered in the University of North Carohna in 1920. As might be

expected of a trained biologist, he views the problem he has set himself

in a scientific spirit, and having taken his stand upon the ascertained

facts regarding the past evolution and present status of man, he reaches

forward cautiously and tentatively to peer into the future of mankind.

Thus having examined the doctrine of evolution in the present state of

knowledge, he proceeds to deal specifically with the evolution of man
and the peopling of the earth, sketching the stages of development from
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the time, half a million years ago, when the human stock was already

distinct from that of the higher apes.

Thence he examines the possibilities of the future, and his conclusions

are of great interest. He thinks it unlikely that any animal higher than

man will be evolved, unless it be from mankind itself; but then he has

little faith that even man is capable of much advance in physique or

intellectual capacity, though he trusts that in social evolution much

progress may yet be made.

In the second and third sections of his book Professor Conklin

discusses reasonably and sympathetically the biological sanction of

democracy as the social organisation of the future, and shows how the

"religion of evolution" is no more than a development of the old religion

which seeks to ameliorate the conditions and advance the ideals of the

human race.

FROM THE MAGAZINES.

It is seldom that the simplest of animals, the Protozoa, receive much
attention at the hands of the amateur naturalist, owing to their smallness

and to the difficulties of observation and determination ; but two papers

in the Trans. Perthshire Soc. Nat. Sc. for 1920-21 give evidence of

prolonged and careful study of different classes of this phylum.

"Rhizopods of Perthshire" by F. M 'Lagan, and "The Ciliata" by J.

Craigie, both contain long lists of species with the localities from which

they have been obtained, and contribute very materially to our know-

ledge of the free-living Protozoa of Scotland.

The same number contains a record of a Wild Cat caught in a trap

at Glenlyon in November 1919.

To The Glasgow Naturalist., Dec. 192 1, Mr W. Rennie contributes

"Bird Notes from Possil Marsh," and Mr John Ritchie an account of

an epidemic among Roach in the Forth and Clyde Canal, which he

attributes to the parasite Arguliisfoliaceiis.

The " History of the Great Crested Grebe in Dumbartonshire," by

Mr Alexander Cuthbertson, traces the spread of the species in recent

years in that area {^British Birds., April 1922).

The History of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Club for 1921 contains

a short note on the occurrence of Eagles in Northumberland, an

account of the changes in the fauna of Morpeth, and Earl Grey's

Presidential Address on Waterfowl.
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NOTES FROM

THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARI^"'^'\S

Brown Bear Litters.—For the third year in succession,

Brown Bear cubs have been born in the Zoological Park, and in

connection with the births some interesting facts are worth recording.

There are two pairs of brown bears in the Park. The two females

were acquired by purchase in 1913 before the Park was opened,

and (with the exception of a Gannet) they are the oldest inhabitants

of the Park. The two males were bred in the Clifton Zoological

Garden, and were presented to the Park in 19 15. It was not,

however, until the summer of 1919 that the bears were mated,

and on 13th January 1920 the smaller of the two females (which

has retained from cubhood the name of "Baby") gave birth

to its litter, and was followed on the i6th of the same month by

the other female (known as " Daisy "). The female bears were

provided with dark sleeping dens, and in these they built up

their straw bedding into a kind of nest, in which they were

very careful to lie so that the cubs were concealed by their bodies.

As is the case with most carnivores, bear cubs are born blind

and helpless, and in bears development is particularly slow; nearly

a month passed before the cubs had their eyes open, and they

were ten weeks old before they were known, with certainty, to

have left the sleeping den for the outer cage. About this time

the small female ("Baby"), which was found to have only one

cub, was discovered one day with the cub in the outer cage,

using it very roughly, and giving ground for a suspicion that she

was tired of it and inclined to kill it. It was accordingly taken

from her and reared quite successfully by hand feeding. The

other female had three cubs in her litter, which she reared herself.

They were afterwards disposed of—two going to Calcutta and

one to Dublin.

In 1 92 1 the larger female gave birth to cubs—this time on

the 27th January—and the voice of more than one cub was heard;
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but six days after the birth the mother was seen in the outer

cage with marks of blood about her, and upon investigation no

trace of the cubs could be found; she had evidently eaten them

all ! The other female did not apparently produce any cubs at

all that year.

In January 1922 again both females had litters, and the

circumstances attending the births have paralleled in a remarkable

manner those of two years before. The smaller bear (" Baby ")

produced her litter on the r5th of January, and she was followed,

again at an interval of three days, by the other female on the

19th of January. When the cubs were old enough to be seen,

it was found that again the smaller bear had one cub and the

other two, and the parallel of circumstances was carried further

by the fact that when " Baby's " cub was eight weeks old, she was

again found with it in the outer cage, apparently biting it and

giving all the indications of the desire to get rid of it that she

had shown on the former occasion. The cub was accordingly

removed and put on to artificial feeding, and at the time of

writing is apparently thriving.

In a wild state the Brown Bear passes the winter in a state

of hibernation, though probably the winter sleep is not, at any

rate over the greater part of the creature's range, an uninterrupted

one. In the Scottish Zoological Park, however, the bears have

never in ordinary conditions shown much sign of the influences

underlying this method of avoiding the unpleasantnesses of winter

and rough weather. Perhaps the fact that there is a constant and

regular food supply overcomes the other factors. The fat stored

up by the bears in autumn has not only to maintain the individual

itself, but in the case of the female it must support the developing

cubs as well, since the cubs seem to be born towards the close

of the hibernating period. The female bears in the Park, however,

have shown an interesting recrudescence of the natural habit prior

to the birth of cubs, for in each case the mother has lain up in

her sleeping den and refused to feed for some two or three weeks

before the cubs were born.—T. H. G.
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SCOTLAND AND THE FUR SUPPLY.

Once on a day Scotland played no inconsiderable part in

supplying the continent of Europe with furs. But that was

long ago, when the Beaver sported in the River Ness, and

when Martens and other fur-bearers were common through-

out the land. Then, in the sixteenth century, " wes gret

repair " of merchants to Scotland from the continent " to

seik riche furrings " of Martens, Beavers, F.rmines, and

Foxes, " and skinnis of thaim were coft [bought] with gret

price." Even in the early half of the nineteenth century

as many as 600 skins of the Polecat have been offered for

sale at one time at the annual Fur Fair of Dumfries.

But Scotland no longer furnishes the market with skins

of her native fur-bearers. Some have been extirpated from

the land, and most of the remainder have been so reduced

in numbers as to be toppling on the brink of extinction.

This process of extermination has not been confined to

Scotland. Other countries, where fur-bearing animals have

been slaughtered without let or hindrance, have seen their

native stocks depleted, and now some, having learned wisdom
before it is too late, are searching for means of preserving

the remnant of a commercially valuable fauna. Thus the

Department of Agriculture of the United States of America
declares in an official bulletin : " Unless the fur-bearinsro

125 AND I 26 I
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animals are rigidly conserved the time is not far away

when many of the most valuable species will be exterminated

and furs will be worn only by the very rich." But having

recognised the danger, the United States are making a

serious effort to meet it. Their advisers see that " mainten-

ance of the fur supply involves the protection of the available

stock, especially when the pelts are not prime, and the

production of the animals under controlled conditions."

It is a strange thing that while birds galore receive

protection through our laws, no attempt has been made to

protect even the rarest of our mammals. How different

the status of the extinct and dwindling fur-bearers of

Scotland, say the Beaver, the Marten, and the Polecat,

might have been, had the commercial possibilities of pro-

tection been considered, and had they received through the

centuries a tithe of the protection which has saved from

extermination such a creature of sport as the Red Deer !

Perhaps it is too late to hope for the inauguration of new

schemes, perhaps commerce may see no justification in

conserving the creatures that are left ; but we would com-

mend for consideration at least, the conclusion of the

American experts :
" A greatly increased production can be

made possible only by domesticating the animals, just as

live stock are now raised ; and by establishing preserves

for them where they may be safe from molestation. Pro-

tected areas stocked with the best fur animals that can be

found will become centers from which choice breeding stock

can be obtained for establishing other preserves and for

private use." ^

* * * *

Since our last number went to press, Scotland has lost

two eminent naturalists. On i6th April Mr Osgood H.

Mackenzie died in his eightieth year at Inverewe, Ross-shire,

where by his successful cultivation of southern shrubs and

trees he demonstrated how closely our west coast climate

still resembles that of the so-called sub-tropical times of

former ages. His recent collection of observations, A

^ Department Circular 135, of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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Hitndred Years in the Highlands, forms a valuable con-

tribution to the history of Scottish animals and plants.

Mr Charles Kirk, who died in Glasgow on i8th April,

was an outstanding taxidermist. The animal groups which

he prepared for the Royal Scottish Museum and other

museums, witness not only to the perfection of his art, but

to his love of nature, for they demonstrate an intimate

knowledge of the habits of the living creature, and were

the result of much painstaking labour and observation in

the open and in the workshop. No better monuments to

his memory could be furnished than his Golden Eagle,

Gannet, and Seal groups in the Royal Scottish Museum.

Gannets and Young on Nests at Ailsa Craig,

Photographed by Mr Chas. Kirk. This and similar photographs formed the

basis for the construction of the Gannet groii[) referred to.

* The block of the above reproduction was kindly lent by Messrs Gowans and
Gray, Ltd., Glasgow, from their Wild Birds at Home.
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Adaptability of Stoat.—When shooting at Grouse Lodge,

Strathaven, Lanarkshire, last November, I shot a Stoat ahiiost

identical with the one recently described in The Scottish Naturalist

by Dr Ritchie, as it had lost both its forelegs, which were off close

to its body. It was crossing a ride in a wood through heather when

I shot it, so I could not see its mode of progression clearly, but it

was moving fairly fast. It seemed in quite good condition. I

have seen one, killed by a dog, which had lost a foreleg on one side

and a hindleg on the other.

—

James Bartholomew, Torrance.

The Great Extinct Ox or Urus in Peeblesshire.—Not

long since I recorded in these pages {Scot. JVat., 1920, p. 65) an ox

horn, the first trace recovered from the county of Peeblesshire of

the prehistoric Celtic Shorthorn, a primitive breed of domesticated

cattle. Through the kindness of Mr William T. Blackwood, W.S.,

I have had an opportunity of examining a second horn from the

county, and this I consider to indicate the former presence in

Peeblesshire of another extinct ox, the Urus, Bos primige7iii/s, the

original wild ox of Britain. Although the Urus occurred in

numbers in the Tweed Valley in prehistoric times, its remains

were first recorded from Peeblesshire only last year [Scot. Nat.,

1921, p. 104).

The horn was found in the summer of 192 1 by Mr Walter Potts,

shepherd at Talla Farm, near a moss hag on the summit of

Garleven (or Carleven) on Old Talla, at an elevation of about 2000

ft. above sea-level. There can be no doubt that originally it was

imbedded in the peat, for the hollow interior is even now partly

filled with a mass of peat.

Unfortunately the specimen is very fragmentary, the portion

recovered representing only the tip of what must have been a large

horn; the horn layers have separated and readily flake off. The
length of the fragment along the outside of the curve is i ft.

If in., and the circumference at the wide (and broken) end is

7I in. It is clearly only the tip of a much larger original, for the

horn has here been solid, and there is no trace of the basal cavity

which receives the bony process or "flint" of the frontal bone.

The fragment is approximately round in section, and it tapers more

suddenly to the tip than is usual in the horns of modern cattle

;

both features are characteristic of the Urus.

—

James Ritchie.
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By Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul, H.M.B.O.U., and Lj'L ! ^ R A R Yi r^j
Evelyn V. Baxter, H.M.B.O.U. W--- -«>©•-!&. /-W^^ "^ / *^'

Introduction. \r/^f ^"'

In 192 1 we again received an excellent series of notes for

incorporation in this Report. We much appreciate the

trouble taken by our correspondents and sincerely thank all

those who have been instrumental in keeping up our national

ornithological Report. Special thanks are due to Dr Eagle

Clarke for kindly lending us his Fair Isle diary : the informa-

tion therein contained is of great interest and value. Since

our last Report appeared we have sustained a great loss in

the death of Mr John S. Tulloch, who for many years has

sent a valuable series of notes from Shetland. The absence

of these will be a serious loss to our future Reports and we
would ask all in Shetland who are interested in ornithology

to send us as many notes as possible, so that this very

important part of our area may be adequately represented.

We trust that our correspondents will continue to send notes

and records, and suggest that they induce their friends to

do likewise. Notes for the Report should be sent to us

before the end of February, after which we cannot undertake

to include them.

Our thanks are due, in the Northern group of localities, to

—Messrs Henry Jamieson, Out Skerries; W. H. Greenaway,

Foula ; The Lightkeepers, Whalsay Skerries, and Jerome
Wilson, Fair Isle. In the Eastern group, to—Mr H. C.

Brewster Macpherson, Kingussie ; Miss J. Gowan, Banffshire;

Messrs H. G. Watson and D. Hunter, Arbroath; Professor

W. C. MTntosh, Nevay Park; Mrs Carmichael, Meigle;

Messrs H. R. Colman, Broughty Ferry, and Henry Boase,

Dundee, etc.; Professor L. R. Sutherland, Dundee ; Colonel

R. Drummond Hay, Upper Tay Estuary; Dr J. E. Somerville,
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Crieff; Messrs William Berry, Tay field ; F. Magee, Collessie;

Ivan Dewar Murray, Lindores ; N. M. Johnston, Kinglassie,

and Miss M. C. Dees, Kirkcaldy; Sir John Gilmour, Montrave;

Major N. E. Baxter and E. G. Baxter, Fife ; Colonel P. G.

and Major R. A. Anstruther, Fife ; Sir Ralph Anstruther,

Balcaskie
;

Sir T. Erskine, Cambo ; Messrs T. B. Maclellan

and M. Sutherland, Isle of May ; and Dr Williann Eagle

Clarke, Edinburgh and Fair Isle. In the Western group,

to— Messrs George Beveridge, North Uist
;
John Bain,

Hyskeir and Noss Head ; William Begg, Earraid and Ross

of Mull ; Sim Baigrie, Pladda and Ailsa Craig ; Iain Ramsay,

Islay
;
John Robertson, R. W. S. Wilson, T. Hill, D. Mac-

donald, W. Jamieson, Archibald Shanks, and William Rennie,

all of Glasgow ; also to the members of the Andersonian

Naturalist Society of Glasgow and to Messrs J. Bartholomew,

Stirlingshire ; T. Thornton Mackeith, Kilmacolm ; T.

Mallock, Johnstone ; A. Cuthbertson, Yoker ; E. Richmond

Baton, Hareshawmuir ; Nicol Hopkins, Darvel ; and John

Craig, Beith. In the Southern group, to—-Messrs A. C.

Gairns, Broughton ; Rev. W. M'Conachie, Lauder; G. D.

Davidson, Melrose; and J. G. Gordon, Wigtownshire, etc.

The year 1921 brought much of interest; three new

birds were added to the Scottish avifauna—the Greater

Snow Goose shot in February, and referred to in our last

Report (i. 1 92 1, 108), was new to Scotland, and as a result

of Dr Eagle Clarke's return to Fair Isle in autumn the

Eastern Lesser Whitethroat was added to the British list

and the Yellow-legged Herring-gull to the Scottish list.

The extension of breeding range shows no species new to

Scotland, but more species than usual are recorded as

spreading into new localities ; the observation and working

out of these increases are among the most interesting and

important branches of ornithology. The fine summer proved

favourable to nesting and a good many records come of

unusually large clutches of eggs. The outstanding event in

migration was the big immigration of Waxwings which took

place in November and December ; otherwise, migration

seems to have run a fairly normal course, though a good

many uncommon visitors are recorded.
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The following abbreviations will be used in this Report:

—

1. = Scottish Naturalist.

2. = British Birds (magazine).

(L.) = Lantern.

(O.H.) = Outer Hebrides.

Birds new to Scotland.

The Eastern Lesser Whitethroat {Sylvia ciirruca affiiiis)

was procured, for the first time in Britain, on Fair Isle on

3rd October (i. 1921, 179). This bird breeds in Siberia,

wintering in India and Ceylon, and its occurrence so far to

the west is interesting.

In southern Kirkcudbright, in the autumn and winter of

1920-21, a small skein of Snow Geese were seen on several

occasions; one of these was shot on the i8th of February

1921, on the river Dee, and proved to be a specimen of the

Greater Snow Goose {Chen nivalis), a native of Eastern

Arctic America. Though recorded in Ireland in 1886, it

has not hitherto been known to occur in either Scotland or

England (i. 192 1, 69). The first Scottish record of the

Yellow-legged Herring-gull {Lams argentatns cachinnans)

comes from Fair Isle, where one was seen on 28th September

by Dr Eagle Clarke and Surg.-Admiral Stenhouse, who
were afterwards informed by one of the inhabitants of the

island that the bird had been seen by him for six weeks
before this date (i. 192 1, 180).

Birds new to Faunae Areas and Uncommon
Visitors.

This year shows a good variety of uncommon visitors

as well as the very notable Waxwing immigration. A male
Golden Oriole was seen in Wigtownshire in June (i. 1921, 132).

A good many Northern Bullfinches visited us in autumn :

four are reported from Haddingtonshire about mid-October

(i. 1922, 14), single birds on Fair Isle on 4th, 14th, and i8th

November, a few there from. 24th November to the end
of the year, about the end of November one at Balcaskie

and several at Cambo, E. Fife, and some in Berwickshire in
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December. Three Scarlet Grosbeaks were observed on Fair

Isle on 19th September, and an Ortolan was on the Isle

of May on 12th and 13th May. A Lapp Bunting was on

Fair Isle on 7th September, and two on the Isle of May
on 14th September ;

while a Wood Lark visited the latter

station on 12th May. Shore Larks, single birds in each

case, are reported from the Isle of May on 4th May and

Fair Isle on 7th November. Blue-headed Wagtails are

noted on Fair Isle on 20th September (2), 21st and 23rd

September (i), 9th and nth October (i), and a Marsh

Titmouse was seen at Duns, Berwickshire, on 25th January

(i. 1921, 86). A male Woodchat Shrike appeared on

the Isle of May on 12th May, and Waxwings are

recorded from Alyth in mid-January, Penpont, Dumfries-

shire, on 24th January (2) (i. 1921, 36), Larkhall, Lanark-

shire, on 2nd February (i. 1921, 36), and one was found

dead near Lochfoot, Kirkcudbrightshire, about 20th February

(i. 1921, 70). The great immigration of Waxwings in

November and December is tJie outstanding event in

Scottish Ornithology in 192 1. It is to be fully chronicled

in the pages of the Scottish Naturalist, and it is thus

unnecessary to recapitulate the records here. Suffice it to

say that large numbers of Waxwings are reported and the

immigration extended from Shetland to the Solway, and

from the Outer Hebrides to East Lothian and even into

England.

A Red-breasted Flycatcher visited the Isle of May on

1 8th September, while a Yellow-browed Warbler was at

this station on 20th September. Red-spotted Bluethroats,

probably Luscinia svecica gaetkei occurred on Fair Isle on

26th and 29th September, and Hoopoes, single birds in each

case, are reported from the same station on 3rd and 4th

October, and from Clashnadarrock, Aberdeenshire, in early

October (i. 1921, 178). A Little Owl is recorded from

Melrose on 28th April, a first record for Tweed, an adult

male Iceland Falcon arrived on Sule Skerry exhausted,

during a N.W. hurricane on 19th January (i. 1921, 185),

and Greenland Falcons, single birds in each case, are

reported from Vallay (O.H.) on nth, 12th, and 14th April
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(i. 192 1, 158), 25th May and 30th May, and from Fair

Isle on 13th April. A male Hobby was shot on Panmure
Estate, Forfarshire, on 21st June, and another in the same
locality in mid-August, while an Osprey was seen going

N. over the Isle of May on 17th May and one on Elliot

Water, Forfarshire, on 27th August. A Bittern was shot

in Berwickshire on 25th January (i. 1921, 132); another

frequented Loch Connel, Wigtownshire, from 26th August
at least to 21st September, and one was caught at Braco,

Perthshire, in mid-December (i. 1922, 32). A Garganey

drake was observed at Possil Marsh on 29th May, and
a Green Sandpiper in Largo Bay on 4th August and
8th September. A Grey Phalarope was obtained on Hyskeir
on nth September, and Great Snipe at Muirkirk, Ayrshire,

on 8th September (i. 1921, 185), Fair Isle on 14th September,

and Corsemalzie, Wigtownshire, on 7th November.

Extension of Breeding Range.

Mr W. Stewart (2. xv. 208) reports " at least one pair "

of Lesser Whitethroats nesting in the Inverary district of

Loch Fyne this season. Although the species has been
seen on migration both north and south of this locality,

it has not been found nesting before in this area. Great
Spotted Woodpeckers nested at Glenfinart, Ardentinny, and
Castle Lachlan, Strachur ; Major Leschallas knew of two
nests at the former place and thought there were two others
" as they could be heard working in places far removed
from the ones we knew of" (i. 1921, 134). A pair of these

birds bred at the Trossachs, the nesting hole was found and
the chirping of the young inside was heard as the old birds

went in and out (i. 192 1, 134). It is very delightful to

hear of the spread of this beautiful bird in Scotland.

A very interesting increase in breeding range, or perhaps
more correctly a return to old haunts, is that of the Golden
Eagles which nested in the Loch Boon district this year
as they have done for a few years, although the occurrence

was not recorded. It has been so fully reported and so

much discussed in the Scotsman, Glasgow Herald, and other
papers that it is unnecessary to do more than refer to it

I 25 AND 126 X
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here. Another Scottish nesting place of the Whooper
Swan is recorded by Mrs Gordon (2. xv. 170), who, going

to a " West Highland Loch " hoping to photograph Black-

throated Divers, saw a pair of Whooper Swans, and after

a search found the nest with four eggs.

Further satisfactory evidence of the increase of breeding

Duck is forthcoming. Pochard were found breeding on

Kilconquhar Loch (Fife) in June ; they have long been

known as abundant winter visitors there but have not

hitherto been proved to nest. On 19th June a female Eider

was seen near the head of Loch Fyne accompanied by three

very small young ones (2. xv. 213). This is the first time

their breeding there has been placed on record, although

as long ago as 1908 Dr Harvie-Brown knew of their nesting

there. An important extension of breeding range is that

of the Common Scoter ; the birds were seen b}^ Mr Henry
Boase on a loch in Perthshire, in June, and on his return

on 2nd July he saw one female with one downy duckling,

another with eight, and one other female and a male

(i. 192 1, 104). The Common Scoter would therefore appear

to be established as a breeding species in Perthshire and

should be looked for in other likely localities.

Fulmars are steadily filling up the gaps in their distribu-

tion as breeding birds on the east coast ; they are recorded

from the cliffs between Hopeman and Covesea, six or seven

pairs at Troup Head and about twenty birds on the cliffs

between Arbroath and the Red Head (i. 1921, 126); further

details are given in SCOTTISH NATURALIST, 192 1, p. 158.

Great Crested Grebes were found nesting for the first time

in Kilmacolm Parish (xAyrshire) on 8th June, when the bird

was seen on her nest, and at Loch of Balgavies (Forfarshire),

where a pair bred and reared two young. {^Scotsman,

28th January 1922.)

Increase and Decrease of Scottish Breeding
Birds.

An increase of Starlings is noted from Hareshawmuir,

Ayrshire, and at Kilmacolm Bullfinches were more plenti-

ful than usual. From Beith comes the following very
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interesting note :
" Linnets had practically deserted this

place for many years but they have been gradually in-

creasing for the last few years. I saw a flock of about two

hundred early in 192 1, and found a Linnet's nest; it is

thirty-two years since I saw a Linnet's nest before." This

species has also returned to the Isle of May as a breeding

species ; it was included in Dr Harvie-Brown's list of birds

nesting there, but this is the first year it has done so since

we went to work on the island. There were one or possibly

two pairs in 1921. Other species which returned to the

Isle of May this year were Wheatears and Terns ; they

too used to nest in days gone by but have not done so of

recent years. In each case a considerable number bred on

the island. Wheatears are also reported from Johnstone,

Renfrewshire, as having returned to old haunts from which

they have been absent for a good many years, and were

observed to be more plentiful than usual on the links at

Largo, Fife. There was a further increase in the number
of Stonechats nesting at Corsemalzie, Wigtownshire, and

Sand-martins were more numerous at Johnstone than for

some time. An increase in the number of House-martins

at Beith and in Dumbartonshire is reported ; this is doubly

interesting in view of the almost universal scarcity of this

species in the summer of 192 1. An extraordinary number
of Swifts are recorded from Crieff this summer, and they

are reported as being on the increase in Forfarshire. King-

fishers were more abundant in Lauderdale, and an increase

in the number of Herons nesting in Wood of Croy, near

Crathes Castle, is noted; about fifteen years ago there

were one or two nests, in 192 1 there were seven or eight

(i. 1922, 8). Redshanks had increased as a breeding bird

on the moors at Corsemalzie, v/here Curlew "again bred

very plentifully." Many Common Terns bred at Pladda,

Arran ; one nest with four eggs was found among the

numerous nests seen, the numbers breeding there being

estimated at 500 to 600 birds.

Among the species reported to be decreasing we find

Spotted Flycatchers scarce at Kinglassie, Fife, Corsemalzie,

Wigtownshire, and Seggieden, Perth: Chiffchaffs and Willow-
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wrens "quite scarce" at Corsemalzie, and Sedge-warblers

at Kinglassie. Only one Wheatear was seen at Nevay,

Perthshire, this year, where many bred formerly, and there

was a marked decrease in the number of Ring-ouzels

nesting in Dumfriesshire (i. 1921, 125), and of Dippers at

Hareshawmuir, Ayrshire, very few now nesting in the burns

there. Willow-warblers, Whitethroats, Swallows, and Lap-

wings were below the average in Dumbartonshire, as were

Greenfinches, Linnets, and Pied Wagtails in the Dundee

district. No Redstarts were noted at Crieff, where they

are usually plentiful.

The most striking decrease in numbers which we have

ever had to deal with, however, is that of Swallows and

House-martins ; we have reports of decrease in numbers

from Roxburghshire, Ayrshire, Stirlingshire, Perthshire,

and many parts of Fife ; they were absent from Crieff

" where usually they abound " ; no House-martins nested

at Tyninghame, and they were very scarce elsewhere

in Haddingtonshire. French ornithological journals have

recorded the fact that these species were also very scarce

in France this year, which leads one to think that the

cause must be looked for either at their wintering places

or on the migration journey.

No Hedge-sparrows were seen in Tummel District

;

and Cuckoos were scarcer than usual at Beith, as were

Wood - pigeons. Stockdoves, and Black - headed Gulls at

Corsemalzie. No Corncrakes were seen or heard at Seggie-

den, Perth, till i6th September, when one was shot, and

this species was also scarce in Dumbartonshire.

Summer and Nesting.

The summer of 1921 was very warm and dry, and

nesting of all species seems to have been successful ; we

have several records of returns to breeding places not

occupied for some time, and gratifying indication of species

establishing themselves in new ones—Ravens were seen

frequenting Oxton and other parts of Lauderdale, where

the keeper believed they were seeking to nest. Two old
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and two young ones were seen in the second week of

June in Glenburnie, and the latter may have been bred in

the district, from which they have been absent for some
time. On i8th July traces of Hawfinches were seen in the

garden at Guthrie Castle, Forfarshire, where the peas were

found damaged as if by the powerful bill of this species.

A Skylark's nest at Beith had the lightest coloured eggs our

correspondent there has ever seen, and in the nest was a

Cuckoo's &%^, smaller and rather darker—the first time he

has found a Cuckoo's q^^ in a Skylark's nest. Seven

Crested Tits were seen in a fir-wood at Cullen, on 7th July,

where, previously, they have only been seen in winter
; our

correspondent adds, " it now seems possible that they may
breed here."

Garden - warblers, Great Spotted Woodpeckers, and

Great Crested Grebes are reported in July and August

in the neighbourhood of Dunkeld (2. xv. 239, 240, and 241).

These species have long been known to nest there, but it

is interesting to hear of their continued presence. Red-

starts bred in some numbers in the Arisaig district, and they

are said to be " quite common birds" in Glen Garry, Ross

{Fields 30th July 1921), while Great Spotted Woodpeckers

nested in Berwickshire, both at the Hirsel and Lauder. On
20th May, Wigeon and Pochard were seen on Loch Awe,
where it is pretty safe to assume that they nested, and

during summer we have notes of Goldeneye on several

Scottish lochs ; we would urge our correspondents to keep

a sharp look-out for an authenticated instance of their

breeding with us. A flock of 200 Merganser was seen off

Whitecross Point, Nairn, on 22nd June ; six Great Crested

Grebes were on Balgray Dam, Renfrewshire, on 19th August,

and Fulmars are reported as nesting at many of their old

haunts, while Dunlin again bred on the Lammermuirs.

An interesting note on the nesting of the Red-necked

Phalarope (2 xv. 90) shows that the species is breeding

in the Hebrides as in former years. Gulls robbed all the

Eiders' nests on Out Skerries, Shetland, this year, except

those close to the Tower. " The Ducks appeared to know
that they were safest near the Tower, as there were seventeen
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nests in a radius of 20 yards round its base; these all hatched

out, three to five from each nest. They were so tame that

we could lift their wings and look at the eggs, and they

would not fly "—another instance of how readily Eider

respond to protection.

Arctic Terns arrived at Out Skerries in May in their

usual numbers, " but seemed very half-hearted about

nesting. Some of them made a start to nest and laid

a few eggs in June, but the weather was more like mid-

winter than mid-summer, with a strong gale from the north

and snow. The temperature went down to 33° F. about

20th June. The Terns that had laid all left their eggs,

and Gulls came along and gobbled them up without even

a protest from a Tern. In 1920 the eggs were so thick you

could hardly walk without breaking them."

A Sedge-warbler's nest with six eggs is reported from

Longcroft Water, Berwickshire, and an Oystercatcher's nest

with the same number of eggs, on the shore of the Clyde

on 17th May (i. 1921, 134).

The first note of nesting in 192 1 comes from Seggieden,

Perth, where, on 12th February, Missel-thrushes and Stock-

doves were preparing to nest. A Starling was building

at Lauder on the 17th and Rooks at Dundee on the 21st.

As early as 2nd March several Lapwings' nests with one,

two, and three eggs were found at Hareshawmuir, Ayrshire,

and a Song-thrush was sitting ; this is a very early date,

and particularly remarkable, as Hareshawmuir is 600 ft.

above sea-level. During the month we have notes of a

Greenfinch carrying nesting material, while Thrushes and

Lapwings, Owls, Mallard, and Shags were nesting. By
April many species were nesting ; on the 8th a male and

female Merganser were seen at Garvocks Loch, which is

inland near Greenock, and on the loth a Raven's nest in

West Argyll had young almost fully fledged—an early date.

A Stonechat's nest with five eggs was found on the 12th

in the West Highlands, from which locality we have also

notes of Buzzards' and Curlews' nests with eggs, and of

young Herons, all before the end of the month. From
Noss Head, Caithness, we hear of Lapwings and Ringed
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Plover with eggs on the loth April ; a Golden Plover at

Hareshawmuir was sitting on three eggs on the igth ; and

a Greenfinch, at Gilston, Fife, had four eggs on the 21s!:.

On 15th April a Heron's nest with two eggs and a Magpie's

nest with four eggs were found in Airdrie, E. Fife, " the

nests jostling each other in the same tree "—neither species

is common as a breeding bird in this locality. On the next

day a Woodcock's nest with three young, three days old,

was found at Loch Rescobie, Forfar. With May comes

the usual rush of records of nests of many species ; space

does not allow of giving more than a reference to a few

of the most outstanding of these. A Wagtail, believed

to be a Blue-headed Wagtail, was seen at Kinfauns on the

17th feeding three young; the nest was " under a ledge of

rock on the Dell garden."

In Droughty Ferry on 8th May a Wren's nest was found

in a garden ; it was lined but had no eggs in it. It was

visited several times in May and June, but was always

empty; on 7th July, however, it was found to contain eggs,

which hatched out on 15th July (2. xv. 209).

From Hyskeir comes an interesting series of notes on

Arctic Terns; they settled on the rock on 31st May, had

eggs on 9th June, young on 3rd July, and these were on

the wing on 24th July. In June, we have records of young
of practically all our nesting species, and from the number
and variety mentioned we know it to have been a favourable

season for breeding birds. On i8th June a Whitethroat

and Common Sandpiper hatched out at Hareshawmuir, the

former after twelve days' incubation, the latter after twenty-

two. From the same place came the record of a Lapwing
of which the incubation period was twenty-three days.

Thereafter nothing of special note is recorded until we
come to late nests, of which there are an unusual number
this year, due, no doubt, to the mildness of the autumn.

Four young Greenfinches were found in a nest at Hareshaw-

muir on 25th August, on which day also a Wood-pigeon
there laid an egg in a new nest. On 30th September another

Wood-pigeon at the same place had young in the nest.

Blackbirds at Rutherglen and Helensburgh had nests and
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eggs in October ; the former hatched out before the end

of the month, and the young left the nest on nth November.

At Tillicoultry, a nest of the same species, with four eggs,

was found on 2nd November, while on 8th November a

Sparrow's nest with three eggs is recorded from Maybole,

Ayrshire.

Winter.

The winter of 1920-21 was chiefly notable for its mildness,

and for the fact that many of the partial migrants stayed

at or near their nesting places throughout the whole season.

Winter visitors were present in their usual numbers, and

except for a few Waxwings seen in different parts, there

was nothing in any way remarkable to be recorded. The
end of 192 1 was more interesting ornithologically than its

beginning; there was a great immigration of Waxwings
of which records come from all parts of the country. With
them came lesser numbers of Northern Bullfinches and

Mealy Redpolls—"a few" of the former and "quite a

number" of the latter wintered on Fair Isle. As well as

these uncommon winter visitors the species which commonly
winter with us were present in large numbers. Fieldfares

and Redwings were plentiful all over the country, and Ducks

and Geese are reported in numbers. Grey-lag and Pink-

foot Geese were not quite so numerous as they have been

in some years in Islay, but a great many more Bernicle

Geese than usual were seen there, also some Brent Geese

and great quantities of Duck, chiefly Wigeon, although

Mallard were also very plentiful at the same station. Winter-

ing Duck were unusually plentiful round the shores of Fife

;

one of our recorders tells us that his bag of Duck this

winter was more than three times as big as in a normal

year, and we have seen very many of the common wintering

Duck both in Largo Bay and at other points round the

shores of Fife. Cormorants and Shags were seen in unusual

numbers in Monifieth Bay in December, while both at the

Isle of May and Ailsa Craig in November and December
we are told Razorbills, Guillemots, Pufiins, and Shags were

seen in a " sad plight, their feathers all stuck with crude

oil" cast on to the sea by ships.
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Ringing.

The returns of marked birds in 192 1 are unfortunately

few, but several are of sufficient interest to chronicle. A
Starling ringed at Broughty Ferry on 5th June 1921, was

recovered at Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire, on 14th August

1 92 1, and a Kestrel ringed at Torrance, near Glasgow, on

24th June 191 7, was reported from Ben Venue, Perthshire,

on 25th February 192 1. A Cormorant ringed on the Summer
Isles, Ross-shire, on 25th July 1919, was reported from

Lochindorbh, Morayshire, early in June 192 1. All the

above records are taken from British Birds, vol. xv., pp.

Ill and 112, where a most interesting series of returns of

ringed Lesser Black-backed Gulls is also to be found. Since

these are not Scottish we do not quote them here, but

commend them to the notice of all students of migration.

Plumage.

On 22nd April, at Arbroath, a Rook was seen with " black

and white wings"; an interesting note, from Inverness-

shire, by Clifford Borrer (2. xv. 18), tells us that the nestling,

and even the embryo Scottish Crested Tit show a well-

developed tuft of hair-like down on the top of the head,

though otherwise almost naked. Two pure white Blackbirds

were seen at Birkhill, Fife, on 7th July, and Colonel H.

Wedderburn {in lit. to Mr Berry) says, " They must be

this year's young birds and belonging to the same nest.

Both birds are absolutely pure white
; the bills are, at present,

white and the eyes the ordinary colour." On the 28th June

a nest and eggs of the Merlin were seen at Hareshawmuir,

the male bird of the pair being in the second-year plumage.

A pure white Mallard was seen among hundreds of normal

birds on the Kirkcaldy waterworks on ist January. In July

a fully adult Gannet on the Bass Rock had not a single

dark feather to be seen, the white extending to the tip

of the wings ; the buff coloration of the head and neck

was very pale (2. xv. 82).

An albino Herring-gull is reported from Fair Isle on

8th June, and this our correspondent there believes to have

125 AND 126 L
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been a young bird as its bill was dark in colour. While

on the Isle of May in May, we were interested to notice

that there were several birds in the Herring Gullery which

still had many signs of immature plumage, immature

markings being evident on the wings and the dark bar

still on the tail. We were very anxious to discover whether

these birds were breeding, and this seems to have been

the case, as on i8th May we saw one of these birds in

immature plumage pairing with a fully adult female.

Food, Habits, etc.

A male Carrion Crow at Hareshawmuir found another

mate ten days after its first one was shot, and at Collessie,

Fife, on 12th October, twenty to thirty House Sparrows

were seen picking the lime from between the bricks of a

building—"cavities in the lime between the bricks were

about 2 inches deep." A Cole-tit at Beith, Ayrshire, was

found to have made its nest in a hole in a tree 6 feet

from the ground ; our correspondent says, " I have never

met with a nest of this bird placed so high." About the

middle of June we saw a nest in a gooseberry bush in a

garden near Colinsburgh, Fife ; it was made of moss and

leaves, had a small round hole on the south side and was

unlined—a typical "cock" Wren's nest. On 2nd July we

visited the nest again and found it had been taken by

a Willow-warbler, the hole at the south closed up, an

opening made to the north, and the nest lined with feathers.

We saw the Willow-warbler leave the nest, which contained

several eggs. Young Robins were seen eating raspberries

at Beith, and in The Scotsman (28th January 1922) there is

an interesting note of a Swallow which was apparently

asleep on a fence and which allowed itself to be stroked

by the observer before it awoke and flew away. A Wren
was seen dusting itself on the road, at Beith, the first time

our correspondent has noticed this species do so, while on

9th September, in Glen Doll, a Peregrine was seen to

" swoop at a Golden Eagle and the two birds fell sparring

to the ground. The Peregrine then flew off." Some young

and old birds were found this season at Inchrye, Fife,
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having malformations, mostly of the beak : one Chaffinch

had neither upper nor lower mandibles, and a Hedge
Accentor had the lower mandible almost -| of an inch longer

than the upper and curved upwards. Both birds were in

a very poor state when found. In late August or the

first days of September a Swift was found drowned in a

pail of water in the coal-house on the Isle of May. The
stomach of a Heron, on nth November, was found to

contain fur and bones of a mole and other small mammals.

Migration Notes Month by Month.

January.

January was unusually mild and consequently no weather

movements are recorded. The principal items of interest

are the unusual number of Pied Wagtails reported and the

continued occurrence of Gannets on the Bass Rock. One
or two Waxwings were observed during the month.

February.

The weather throughout February continued mild and

migration seems to have been perfectly normal, consisting

largely of the return of partial migrants to their breeding

grounds.

March.

In March the movements continued on normal lines;

there are more notes of the return of partial migrants

;

the earliest summer visitors are reported, and winter visitors

were making their way north. The month was breezy, the

prevailing winds being between west and south.

April.

The wind continued from the west and south up till

the 1 2th, after which the weather tended to be more of a

northerly type. There were some early arrivals of summer
visitors ; these became numerous as the month advanced

and the arrivals were considerable and widespread. A
good many winter 'visitors were on the move but little

passage migration is recorded.
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May.

A westerly type of weather prevailed throughout the

month, the influence of which is reflected in the migration,

which was normal and steady. There was a considerable

arrival of summer visitors in the first fortnight, but this

dwindled as the month progressed. A certain amount of

passage migration took place but nothing in the nature

of a rush ; winter visitors passed north in lessening numbers

during the month and some uncommon visitors are recorded.

June.

One or two late arrivals are recorded in June ; the weather

was dry and hot and the winds variable ; a little passage

migration is still recorded and late winter visitors still

lingered. Birds began to flock after nesting, and the first

indications of returns to the shores are seen.

July.

Up to the last week of the month the weather was hot

and dry, in the last week heavy rains fell ; the wind was light

and variable throughout the month. The movements in

July were such as one would expect to find at the season

;

there were returns of Waders and Gulls to the shore after

nesting, flocking of our own breeding birds and departure

of Swifts and Cuckoos. Very few arrivals of Waders from

overseas are noted.

A ugust.

After the loth of August the prevailing wind was from

an easterly quarter. There was a good deal of movement,

the usual autumn arrival of overseas Waders continued

throughout the month. A considerable departure of our

own birds is recorded and a certain amount of passage

migration is noted.

(To be continued.^
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NOTES ON APHIDES FROM SUTHERLAND.
By Dorothy J. Jackson, F.E.S. j^fW^i-^fi^

{Concluded from page ^(^) Z^/O''^ ®^

Part H.

Tribe ApJiidini.

Sub-tribe Aphidina.
-sjy-^ h

Genus Brachycolus, Buckton.

Brachycolus hold, Hardy.—Oviparous females and larvae

occurred on Holcus lanatiis at Inveran, Invershin, on

26th September 1920; and at Swordale, Evanton, oviparous

and viviparous females and larvae were abundant on the

same plant earlier in the month. In this latter locality

the growth of the grass was affected, the leaves of the

terminal shoots being very short and stunted. The aphides

occurred low down on the inside of the leaves where these

were sheathed around the central shoot.

Genus Aphis, L.

Aphis sambiicaria, Passerini.—Alate viviparous females,

nymphse, larvas and apterous oviparous females were common
on the leaves of elder {Savibnais nigra) at Invershin, on

17th September. The oviparous females were in many
cases clustered close together in groups on the under surface

of the leaf, resting with their heads downwards on their

first and second pairs of legs and with the abdomen raised

vertically and their hind legs in the air. Yellow eggs were

to be found on the leaves beside the oviparous females.

Some of the alate viviparous females were attacked by a

fungus belonging to the Entoviophthoracece.

Aphis urticaria, Kalt.—Extremely local but swarming
upon a tuft of nettles near Inveran, Invershin, and closely

attended by ants {For^nica fusca L.). In September 1920
only apterous viviparous females, oviparous females and
larvae occurred, but in July next year many alate viviparous

females were found.
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The oviparous female, hitherto undescribed, is smaller

than the apterous viviparous female, measuring 1-4 mm.
long by 0-68 broad. (The viviparous female measures

2-1 mm. long by i-2 broad.) The antennae are also shorter,

and the division between the 3rd and 4th segment, which

is not quite complete in the apterous viviparous female

(but distinct in the alate viviparous female), is altogether

absent in the oviparous form, so that the antenna consists

of only five segments in the following proportions :— 8, 6,

28, 15 (11+24). The 3rd segment is faintly imbricated,

the 4th and 5th strongly so, the former with a single

subapical sensorium, and the latter with a sensorium at

the apex of. the basal portion. Total length of antenna

0-63 mm. Hind tibiae thickened and with numerous sensoria.

Cornicles and cauda shaped as in apterous viviparous female

but smaller.

Genus Rhopalosip/mm, Koch,

RJiopnlosiplmin eriopJiori^ Walker.—Very local but occur-

ring commonly on Cotton Grass {Eriophoriun angustifoliinri)

growing in boggy ground near Inveran, Invershin, on

20th September. The species had been breeding in numbers

between the sheathing leaves at the base of the plants,

close to the wet peat, and the stems and soil were covered

with their cast skins. Larvae and nymphae were now most

common, and many alatae (males and viviparous females)

occurred upon the leaves, but apterous viviparous females

were rare and no oviparous females were taken. The species

was only found in one small patch, other areas of cotton

grass appearing equally suitable being unattacked. The

leaves of the most heavily infested plants had turned red,

while those on which few or no aphides were present were

still green. Several specimens—nymphae and apterous and

alate viviparous females—were attacked by a fungus which

Miss E. M. Wakefield has kindly examined for me and

identified as Entoinoplithoi'a sp., probably E. aphidis, Hoff.

Rhopalosiphum e7'iophori was described by Walker in

1848 {^Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), vol. ii., p. 46) as Aphis

eriopJiori from the apterous viviparous female collected in
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Wicklow, and I am much indebted to Mr Laing for compar-

ing my specimens with the type in Walker's collection

and confirming their identity. The various forms are

described below.

Apterous Vivipm'oiis Female. (Fig. i, C, and Fig. 2, C, D.)

Jet black, the apex of the abdomen with a large tuft

of flaky white tomentum. Antennae brown, the base of the

j>,jr^.

Fig. I.

Rhopalosiphum eriophori^ Walker.

A = Antenna of alate viviparous female, x 96.

B = Pourtla and fifth segments of antenna of male. X 96.

C = Antenna of apterous viviparous female, x 96.

third segment paler. Each segment with several very

distinct bristles; 4th, 5th, and 6th segments imbricated.

Third segment only slightly imbricated and with one to

five sensoria. Segments 5 and 6 each with a primary

sensoria, that on 6 with five small sensoria beside it. Apex
of spur with three bristles. Proportions of segments, 14, 11,

32, 17, 17 (12+36). Total length 0-92 mm. to 0-96 mm.
Head without prominent antennal tubercles, broader than

long and with several bristles. Front convex in the middle.

Rostrum reaching to the midcoxae. Thoracic and abdominal

segments each with a number of singly placed bristles on
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the dorsal surface and bearing numerous very minute

chitinous processes which are arranged in lines forming

an irregular reticulate pattern as figured (Fig. 2, C).

Cornicles black, faintly imbricated, broadest at the base,

thence narrowed, but slightly swollen two-thirds from the

base and again narrowed before the apex. Cauda very

short, only three-eighths the length of the cornicle and

similar in shape to that of the alate female (Fig. 2, B).

Analplate widely V-shaped at the apex ; beset like the cauda

with numerous small chitinous points and with several long

hairs. Legs dark brown, with the tibise and the base of the

femora paler. Length of femur 0-49 mm. to 0-54 mm.

;

tibia 0-77 mm. ; tarsus 0-09 mm. to o-i2 mm. Under-siirface

brownish black.

Length 2-4 to 2-5 mm.

Alate Viviparous Female. (Fig. i. A,

and, Fig. 2, B, E, and F.)

Red, abdomen with darker markings, head and thorax

brownish black. Antennce brown, 3rd segment with from

twenty-eight to thirty-five sensoria with double contour,

4th with eight to ten, 5th with five, 6th with primary

sensorium and a few small sensoria beside it. Proportions

of segments 14, 11, 61, 36, 28 (164-59). Total length

1-52 mm. to 1-55 mm. Head similar in shape to that of

alate male (Fig. 2, A), with several short bristles, the latter

present also on thorax and abdomen. Wings normally

aphidine, with veins distinct. Abdomen light red, the first

two segments each with a narrow transverse band of darker

red on the dorsum. Remaining abdominal segments pre-

ceding the cornicles suffused with dark red upon the dorsum

but with a narrow stripe of the lighter ground colour along

each side and sometimes a row of darker blotches beneath

it. Under-snrface dark red. Cornicles black, slenderer than

in the apterous female but more swollen about the centre.

Cauda dark red. Legs, first pair ochreous, with the tarsi

and the apices of the femora and of the tibise brown. The

second and third pairs are similar to the first, but have the

femora dark brown (excepting at the base), and the apices
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of the tibiae and the tarsi dark brown. Length of femur

0-62 mm.; tibia i-o mm.; tarsus o-i mm.
Length 2-5 mm.

Male. (Fig. i, B, and Fig. 2, A.)

Winged. Smaller than the alate female. Antennae very

similar to alate female but longer, and the 4th segment

Rhopalosiphuin eriephori^ Walker.

A = Head of alate male, x 75.

B = Cauda and anal plate of alate viviparous female, x 150.

= Small portion of dorsal surface of abdomen of apterous viviparous female, showing
bristles and the arrangement of the small chitinous processes, x 250.

D = Cornicle of apterous viviparous female, x 96.

E, F = Cornicles of alate viviparous females, different views, x 96.

with sixteen to twenty sensoria, and 5th segment with ten

to twelve. Proportions of segments 15, 11, 6}^^ 37, 31

(17 + 78). Total length 1 73 mm. Head and thorax brownish

black. Abdomen lighter than the alate female and differently

marked, a pair of dark brown lineal spots, transversely

placed, occurring on either side of the dorsum of each segment,

and frequently a similar but median spot just anterior to

these ; round lateral spots of the same colour occur along

125 AND 126 M
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the sides. The dorsum of the posterior segments of the

abdomen (preceding the cornicles) is occasionally suffused

with dark brown. Cornicles and cauda similar in structure

to those of alate female.

Length 22 mm.
Nymph.—Pale pinkish purple dusted with tomentum

and with a large tuft of flaky white tomentum at apex of

abdomen. Antenna; and legs dingy greyish ochreous.

Wing pads brown. Cornicles black.

Larvce.— Pale ochreous, pale pinkish yellow, or pale

pinkish purple. Antennse, legs, and cornicles coloured as

in the nymphae.

Genus AniLvapJiis, Del Guercio.

AniirapJiis centaiiriella^ Theobald.— Alate viviparous

females, larvae and nymphae, occurred on Knapweed {Cen-

taurea nigra), near the flowering heads, amongst colonies

of Macrosiphuin Jacece, Linn., at Inveran, Livershin, on

7th September. Apterous viviparous females were also

found but were less common.

Genus Toxoptcra, Koch.

Toxoptera graniinuni, Rond.—An alate male, a nymph,

and a few oviparous females occurred upon grass, growing

in a meadow at Inveran, Invershin, on 23rd September.

Mr Theobald has taken alate and apterous viviparous females

of this species upon grass at Chilham, Kent, in June 1920,

otherwise, as far as I am aware, no records exist of the

occurrence of this well-known American corn pest in Britain.

Subtribe MacrosipJiina.

Genus Macrosiphuin, Passerini.

MacrosipJuun jacecB, Linn.—Sexuales of this species were

very common on the flowering stalks of Knapweed {Centaiirea

nigra) at Inveran, Invershin, in the beginning of September.

Macrosiphuni urticce, Schrank.— Apterous viviparous

females and young were abundant upon the leaves of nettle

at Invershin in the beginning of September. No oviparous

females were found, but a few nymphae and alate males

were taken. The male is here described for the first time.
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Alate Male. (Fig. 3.)

Yellowish green, head and thorax brown with the inter-

segmental divisions yellow. Anteiince much longer than the

body, brown. Segment 3 with from about fifty-two to

Fig. 3.

Macrosiphum urticce, Schrank.

A = Third segment of antenna of male. X 96.

B = Fifth segment of same, x 96.

C = Ventral view of abdomen of male, x 96.

D = Lateral view of same.

CA = Cauda, O = opercula, P = penis (not fully extended).

sixty-six sensoria of varying sizes and with several short

bristles, 4th without sensoria but with numerous short

bristles, 5th imbricated posteriorly and with fifteen to
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nineteen sensoria and several bristles, 6th imbricated and

with a group of smaller sensoria around the large one at

the apex of the basal portion. Proportions of segments 9,

7. 75. 63, 52 (15 + 50). Total length 4-2 mm. Abdomen with

five to seven black transverse dorsal blotches of irregular

shape which become smaller and less distinct on the posterior

segments, and with a row of black spots on each side. These

darkly marked areas bear a few short bristles. Cornicles

brownish green, long, slender, and cylindrical, expanding

slightly at the base, very faintly imbricated, and with a few

large transversely elongated reticulations at the extreme

apex. Length 0-72 mm. to 0-82 mm. Cauda yellowish

green with ten or eleven long bristles. Legs light brown,

with tarsi and apices of tibiae dark brown.

Length i-8 mm. to 2-6 mm.

Genus Mj^zus, Passerini.

Myziis pei^sicce, S\x\ztr = dianthi, Schrank.—This species

swarmed upon clover grown in muslin-covered pots used

for rearing Sitones (weevils), and, unless the pots were

fumigated, the clover ultimately died from the attack.

Apterous viviparous females were most abundant, but alate

viviparous females also occurred.

An Uncommon Wrasse, Crenilabrus melops, from the

Coast of East Lothian.—On 27th May 1922 I received from

Mr J. J. Lamb, Aberlady, an example of this fish (the Connor,

Gilthead or Golden Maid) which had been captured in a salmon-

net there that morning. Its length to end of tail was 9I in., and

its depth from insertion of dorsal fin 3^ in. The colour was

a beautiful combination of orange and sea-green disposed in a

spotted pattern, the orange usually forming a broad margin to each

scale ; but even in the short time the fish took to reach me it had

evidently lost much of its brilliance. In 1909 I examined a similar

specimen caught in a salmon-net at Aberlady Bay on 28th May, and

ten years previous to that, namely on 17th June 1899, I found one

lying dead on the shore at North Berwick. The species would

seem to have been less rare in the Forth in Parnell's day than now.

—William Evans, Edinburgh.
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The Stinging of Ophion.—Sir Herbert Maxwell's article on

the stinging of Ophioji Inteiis interested me, as when handling these

ichneumons I had been slightly stung on several occasions, but it

never raised a lump. In 1916, however, two specimens of an

Ophion, but I am not sure about the species, were sent to me in

a letter, with an account of their stinging power. The girl who

caught them was stung by one, and the sting raised "a small

white blister, but she felt no ill effects in the morning." Several

hymenopterists have told me that Ophion cannot sting ! The male,

which of course has nothing to sting with, will double round its

curved abdomen, and threaten to sting, much in the same way

that a dragon-fly will act, and deceive an ignorant captor.

The unprovoked nocturnal attack is difficult to understand,

unless the sleeper unconsciously touched the insect; but it flies at

night and often enters bedrooms. Probably the diurnal biter, in

the garden, was Stomoxys and not an ichneumon. I have never

been bitten by Stomoxys at night, but too frequently in the

daytime.—T. A. Coward, Manchester Museum.

Haliplus immaculatus, Gerhardt., a Water Beetle, in

the Forth Area.—During April 191 2 this Water Beetle occurred

in the canal near Polmont Station, which is situated in that part of

Stirlingshire falling within the Forth Area. This, I expect, is the

Stirlingshire record for the species referred to in Mr Balfour-

Browne's paper upon the British species of the genus Haliplus

allied to ruficollis, De G. {A?in. and Mag. of Nat. Hist, ser. 8, vol.

XV., p. 120), as I sent him specimens from the Polmont locality.

Haliphis fluviatilis, Aube, a species usually found in more swiftly

moving water, also occurred in the Canal in company with

immaculatus.—A. Fergusson, Glasgow,

Ray's Wagtail in Ayrshire.— Ayrshire is not a county with

which I am very familiar, and I may be recording a well-known fact

in stating that I found this Wagtail common in the vicinity of

Gailes in 191 7. I first saw the bird early in April near the village

of Drybridge. By 20th May I had seen considerable numbers even

within the bounds of the camp, and I often heard their call while we

were on parade. On 2 ist May I saw a hen Wagtail with building

material in its beak near Monkton village, and on 22nd May I saw

two pairs feeding young in a grass field near Drybridge. On 25th

May I found after some trouble a nest in a ploughed field under an

upturned sod over which the roller had passed without doing any

harm; there were two eggs. On 28th May Capt. F. Franklin
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and I found another nest in a field in which potatoes were just

appearing above ground. It was under grass growing from a small

sod turned on its side, which gave the only cover available within

half an acre or so.

I saw or heard birds almost every day, and the four nests which

were located formed a fraction of the number we could have found

had we had unlimited time at our disposal.—G. G. Blackwood,

Dundee.

[This Wagtail was a common summer visitant to Ayrshire

according to Gray, and it is interesting to find that it still returns

in numbers.

—

Eds.]

Greenland Falcon in N. Uist. — On the 21st March I

saw a Greenland Falcon. It passed by me quite close, so there

could be no mistake. This is the third year in succession that

I have observed this bird in the Island of Vallay. — George
Beveridge, Vallay.

Geese on the East Coast.— I was recently writing to my
friend, Mr C. Heron Watson, who lives in the Carse of Gowrie, and

who has, I think, killed more geese than anyone in this district ; for

he has them under his very eyes, so to speak, and is also a first-class

sportsman and a brilliant shot.

He hasn't kept such accurate records as I have, but I should

think his totals are, if anything, under stated. He tells me that he

has killed altogether from 250 to 275 Pink-footed Geese, including

one of the three albino birds that I pursued many a time without

success when they came over to feed on my side of the river;

from 15 to 20 Grey-lags, 3 White-fronted, i Barnacle, shot opposite

St Andrews Links on the sands about thirty-five years ago (where

mine also was killed, a cripple no doubt, on the ist of August 1890),

and 3 Bean Geese.

The percentages are rather interesting. I have killed i White-

fronted and I Bean in about 100 Geese; he has 3 White-fronted

and 3 Bean in about 300. He has killed rather more Grey-lags

than I have, but these birds do not come to the flats in my country

so much as the Pink-footed Goose does.

None of them come to me very much now—the air-ships and

aeroplanes at the Leuchars Aerodrome scare them too much. The
airmen used to pursue the flocks, shooting them in the air; and

though this is, I think, not now permitted, the geese have never

recovered from the scaring they got during the War.

—

William
Berry, Tayfield.
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NOTES FROM

THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARK

Birth of a Hybrid Monkey.—Monkeys have bred from time

to time in various zoological collections, but such births are by no

means frequent, and although there have been expectations at

various times in the Park they have hitherto been disappointed.

The arrival of a baby monkey was quite unexpected; its mother

was a young and scarcely full-grown Rhesus Monkey {Macacus

rhesus), and its father a rather ancient Common Macaque {Macacus

cynomolgiis). The mother was one of about ten Rhesus Monkeys
all living, together with the father, in the large monkey cage in

the Park, and when the baby made its appearance it was interesting

to observe that the other monkeys showed no disposition to hurt

it in any way, but seemed to regard the mother and baby with

friendliness. During the first few hours the father remained

constantly on guard driving off, with a show of teeth, any others

which ventured near, but before the first day was over the other

monkeys, having perhaps shown the innocence of their intentions,

were permitted to come near and have a good look, and on the

second day the mother and young one, with several other adults,

were all sitting together in a closely packed mass. Unfortunately,

the young one only lived three days, and the body has been sent

to the Royal Scottish Museum and will be exhibited there. It

showed some of the characters of both the parent species, though

that of the father predominated, the length of the tail particularly

resembling the father.

Recent Additions—Nezv Tigers.—The most valuable gift of

animals received for a long time is a fine pair of Malay Tigers.

They reached the Park during the winter, but as they arrived from

a tropical region, they could not be exhibited immediately in the out-

door cages, and their arrival was therefore not made public at the

time; they are now, however, on view in the lion-house. These
tigers, a full-grown male and female, are the gift of the Sultan of

Johore, and Avere obtained through the kindness of Sir Arthur
Young, G.C.M.G. Messrs Alfred Holt & Co. most generously

granted a free passage for them from Singapore to London, and
they travelled on the s.s. Glaucus. From London, the timers came
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on by train to the Waverley Station, where they arrived on a Sunday

morning, the operation of detraining them and removing them to

the Park providing an interesting spectacle for a large number of

people. They have done remarkably well since they came and

are now in splendid condition, and they are a great ornament

to the Park.

An Indian Consignment.—A consignment of animals from

Calcutta arrived recently, and includes no less than four family

parties (father, mother, and baby) of monkeys. Three of these

groups are Rhesus Monkeys, and the fourth—the most interesting

of them— is a family of Pig-tailed Monkeys. The male in this case

is probably very old, and shows much less interest in his wife and

family than do the fathers in the case of the other groups, and the

mother is nursing not one but two babies, one of them, which is very

small, having probably been born on the voyage. Among this

consignment is a Leopard Cat, one of the most charming of wild

cats, which, though mature, is considerably less than the domestic

cat in size. There are also a number of Indian Ducks ; a group of

twelve Chukar Partridges ; and sixteen Purple Coots. The Coots

are briUiant purple-blue in colour and make a beautiful display.

Prairie Marmots and Others.—There was also acquired

during the winter a group of Prairie Marmots, and these have

settled down well in the squirrel and marmot enclosure, and are

now busily engaged in producing families ; a number of young

marmots, which can be distinguished from the adults by their

smaller size and lighter colour, are now to be seen in the enclosure.

Among other animals recently added are Kangaroos, Wombats,

Laughing Kingfishers, Emu, Black-footed Penguin, and a young

Otter.

The collection is now probably better than it has ever been

since the opening of the Park, and the accommodation available is

fully occupied. Other gifts of animals are promised, and among

those which will probably arrive in the near future, are four Llamas

and four Alpacas.—T. H. G.
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THE NATURALISATION OF ANIMALS.

The naturalisation of animals in countries to which they

do not belong is a process which began with the migratory

tribesmen who drove their domesticated flocks and herds

from one land to another in the days of the Polished Stone

Age, and which has been continued with increasing intensity

ever since. In Scotland we are familiar with its workings,

for our Squirrels and Capercaillies are the descendants of

importations from Europe ; our Rabbits were first established

by the Normans probably early in the twelfth century ; our

Black Rats and Brown, American Blight, Bed-bugs, and

a score of other pests have found their way unsought and

made free to settle in the land. But this is as nothing to

the naturalisation of foreign animals which has been pro-

ceeding in New Zealand during the short space of a century

and a half, and which is described in detail in a valuable

and arresting volume which will remain a standard work

on the subject.^

There, since Captain Cook first set free domesticated

Geese and Pigs in 1773, in order that future voyagers might

find sufficiency of food, 48 mammals have been introduced

and 25 have become established, including several species

of Deer, Weasels, Stoats, as well as Rabbits, Hares, Rats

and Mice (all, curiously enough, grouped under Carnivora !) ;

^ The Naturalisation of Animals and Plants in Nezv Zeahmd. By
Hon. Geo. M. Thomson, M.C.L., F.L.S., F.N. Z.Inst. Cambridge, at

the University Press, 1922. Price 42s. net.

127 AND 128 N
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130 Species of Birds have been set free, of which 25 are

naturalised, including Pheasants, Quail, Little Owl, Skylark,

Song Thrush, Blackbird, Hedge-Sparrow, Rook, Starling, and

Goldfinch ; and, in addition, many fishes, snails, and insects,

and over 600 species of plants are now more or less truly wild.

Where the introduced animal or plant took to the new

land, two striking processes followed : there was sometimes

a marked increase in size—Scottish Red Deer carried up

to twenty points on their antlers, Trout broke all Old World

records for size. Common Water Cress grew 12 to 14

feet long, and the Common Spear Thristle formed thickets

6 to 7 feet in height ; and there was often a remarkable

increase in numbers—Rabbits became an intolerable pest, the

Vulpine Phalanger, introduced in 1858, so multiplied that

in 191 2, 60,000 skins were sold (at 8s, to los. each) from

one district alone.

But on the whole the introductions have not been a

success. The Rabbit pest and the destruction caused by

Stoats and Weasels have become by-words. Since Thrushes

became established garden fruit has had to be netted ;
and

indeed of all the birds introduced, only one has escaped

criticism—the Hedge-Sparrow. The establishment of Trout

is regarded as the most successful of the ventures ; but even

it is responsible for the decrease of native fishes, for the

wholesale destruction of aquatic insect larvae, and for the

consequent diminution of the birds which largely depended

on that particular insect food.

To onlookers the lesson is clear. The ultimate effect

of an introduction is hard to gauge ; but the result is

generally harmful. The setting free of foreign animals

ought, then, not to be left in the hands of this or that

enthusiast whatever be his object ; enlightened countries

will come to see that naturalisation must be prohibited

by law, to be permitted only after every aspect of each

separate problem has been considered by those most com-

petent to judge—namely, the biologists.

* * * *

By the recent issue of the i8th and 19th parts of Die

Vogel der Paldarktischeu Faiina, a work of great interest to
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ornithologists has been brought to a conclusion. Its publica-

tion began in 1910, but was delayed by the war, and we
are glad now to be able to congratulate the author, Dr
Hartert, on the thoroughness and excellence of his work.

In it the birds of the Palsearctic region are treated on

modern lines, all subspecies described up to the present

time being dealt with, and a comparison between the two

volumes now published, and Dresser's Maniial of Palcearctic

Birds published in 1902, shows to what a great extent, in

these last twenty years, the investigation and naming of

subspecific forms has occupied the attention of ornithologists.

Though new racial forms are still being described, perhaps

in many cases on barely sufficient grounds, for many years

this will remain the standard work on Palsearctic birds. That
it is written in German may present difficulties to many
British and American ornithologists, who, we feel sure, would

welcome an English translation, even though abridged.

We commend to the notice of Scottish naturalists, a

scheme designed to commemorate the great scientific work
of the late Dr W. S. Bruce. The memorial is to take the

form of a medal and monetary award to be given to authors

of outstanding contributions to the geography or natural

history of the Polar Regions. Contributions may be sent

to Mr A. N. G. Aitken, ^-j Queen Street, Edinburgh.

Nesting of the Golden Eagle in Galloway. — Reports

having been circulated that the Golden Eagles which nested in the

Galloway hills in 1921 had been robbed of their eggs, it is only due
to the Marquess of Ailsa, his keepers and the shepherds on his

estate, that the true facts should be placed on record. So soon as

Lord Ailsa was informed that the eagles had arrived on his ground
he gave strict instructions to all game-keepers and shepherds in the

district that the birds were not to be molested or disturbed. The
eyrie was in the Slock of Mulwharker,^ the exact position being

known only to three persons. It could only be viewed from the

1 Maol-ahairce, Gaelic for "hill of the hunting horn." It is situated in the

Forest of Buchan which, in the thirteenth and fourteenth century, was the chace of

John Comyn, Earl of Buchan, Warden of the Western Marches under Edward I.

of Ens;land. He died in 1^08.
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opposite side of the Slock, whence it was regularly inspected by the

keeper on the beat during five weeks. At the end of that time, the

eagles deserted the nest, and the keeper, acting under instruction

from the shooting tenant, climbed down to the eyrie and removed

the two eggs, which, when blown, were found to be addled, with no

trace of a chick in either. The keeper reports that the male eagle

was a fine, healthy bird, but his mate was evidently an aged one,

with shabby plumage. Perhaps her condition was the cause of

infertility in her eggs. The male eagle did most of the hunting,

and his prey, judging from remains round the eyrie, consisted

chiefly of blue hares. The keeper saw hardly any traces of grouse

or other birds having been taken.

I think it must be admitted that praiseworthy measures were

carried out by Lord Ailsa and his people for the protection of this

interesting couple. No eagles have revisited the district in 1922.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Bird Notes from the Highlands.—During June, in the

course of a motoring tour, I met with several bird experiences in

the Highlands that seem worth recording. One of them may

indicate part of the wide area over which the Wood Wren is to be

found. I had been familiar with the bird in the Border counties

and in Argyllshire, especially round about Loch Awe, where it is

comparatively plentiful among the oak and birch woods. This

summer, however, it was met in localities that were new to myself

—near Glen Lyon, Kinloch-Rannoch, on the shore of Loch Eil, at

Invergarry, close to Loch Duich, in Glen Aff'ric, by Loch Laggan,

where one was heard in song from the hotel door, at Relugas on the

Findhorn, by the Garry above Struan, and in greater numbers at

Killiecrankie where three were singing near one spot. I saw and

listened to the notes of Tree-Sparrows at Inverlochy Castle, Fort-

William. For a week, a Quail called every night and morning of

our stay there from little hayfields close to Grantown-on-Spey. A
gamekeeper in Abernethy Forest told me that a pair of Great

Spotted Woodpeckers had nested there this summer, but the nest

was robbed. Another pair was seen by myself on several occasions

in a line of old aspens by the Highland Railway near Grantown.

From their anxious movements and cries they appeared to be

nesting, but unfortunately they shifted their quarters a few days

later. These instances may have their own interest in connection

with the recent increase as a nesting species of this Woodpecker in

Scotland. On Loch Laggan a bird was observed flying over the

surface of the water, which from its build and flight I am pretty

certain was a Widgeon drake.

—

Wm. M'Conachie, Lauder.
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ON THE ISCHNOCERA (BIRD LICE OR MALLO-
PHAGA) PARASITIC UPON BRITISH GROUSE.

By James Waterston, B.D., D.Sc, F.E.S., F.Z.S., Assistant-

Keeper in the Department of Entomology, British Museum.

{Published by permission of tJie Trjistees of the British Museum^

Having recently had occasion to determine some biting

lice from the Spitsbergen Ptarmigan, I found it impossible

to settle what names to employ without taking into account

all the descriptions of Mallophaga recorded from PaLtarctic

and Nearctic Grouse. It seems worth while to embody the

results of this investigation, so far as they concern British

Grouse, in a short paper, since considerable confusion has

up to the present existed, not merely as to the correct

names of the parasites involved, but about the insects

themselves. The present paper, however, does not, unless

incidentally, enter into questions of synonym.y, though it

is hoped that this will be done fully elsewhere. An
opportunity will also be taken later of referring to the

chief morphological characters of the species under

review.

Hitherto at most five species (or five with a variety)

of Grouse Ischnocera have been recognised in Britain. An
examination of my material, which has been accumulating

since 1909, leaves no doubt that there are seven species

to reckon with. Of these the Lipeunis, Nitzsch (i sp.) and

the Goniodes, Nitzsch (3 spp.) do not differ sufficiently from

their respective genotypes, so far as I can at present judge,

to warrant further subdivision. The remaining three species

(which have been variously referred to Lipenrus, Nitzsch
;

Goniocotes^ Burmeister ; or Ninmis, Nitzsch nee Hermann)
form a compact group easily recognisable by the rounded

head, widened behind the eyes, flattened mesosome, free

penis in the male, etc., and to these I have given generic

rank under the name Lagopoeciis.
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LAGOPOECUS, Waterst. (1922).

LAGOPCECUS PALLIDOVITTATUS (Grube) (1843).

(^ In this alone of the British species is the penis as long

as the mesosome.

Host—Capercaillie, Tetrao urogalhis.

LAGOPCECUS CAMERATUS (Lyonet) (1829).

(J The inner lateral edge of the mesosome is simple.

Host—Black Grouse, Lyriirus tetrix.

I have had no opportunity of examining Lagopcecus

from any Lyriirus other than tetrix to which, so far as

I know, L. cameraius is peculiar.

Lagopoicus affinis (Children) (1836).

$ The edge of the mesosome is angulate.

Hosts—Red Grouse, Lagopus scotiais, and

Ptarmigan, L. miitiis.

This species, I believe, occurs on every Lagopus sp. or

sub-sp. Its geographical range is thus considerable. I have

seen it from Spitsbergen, Britain, Iceland, Eastern-Western

Canada, Alaska, and the Aleutian Islands.

Ninnus nigrescens, Evans (191 2) is a synonym.

The females of Lagopcecus are somewhat difficult to

distinguish and their differentiation is not here attempted.

LIPEURUS, Nitzch (1818).

LiPEURUS TETRAONIS, Grube (1843).

Host—Capercaillie, Tetrao urogalhis.

Although Grube, in describing this parasite, gives as

host both Tetrao and L^agopus it is certain that neither

Lagopus nor Lyriirus normally harbour true Lipeurus. Grube

was probably deceived by some accidental straggling.

GONIODES, Nitzsch (181S).

GONIODES CHELICORNIS, Lyonet (1829).

Host—Capercaillie, Tetrao urogalhis.
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GONIODES TETRAONIS (L.) (l/SS).

Host—Black Grouse, Lyrurns tetrix.

Like Lagopceais canieratus (cf. supra) probably confined

to this host.

GONIODES LAGOPI (L.) (1758).

As I hope later to show, quite unnecessary difficulties

have been made in the interpretation of this name.

Hosts—Red Grouse, Lagopus scoticus and

Ptarmigan, L. imctus.

This parasite has probably the same host range and

distribution as Lagopcccus nffinis.

It is evident from the foregoing notes that hitherto the

Ischnocera of the Red Grouse and the Black Grouse have been

confused. Neither "' Lagopcccus canieratus''' nor '"' Goniodes

tetrao7ns" have any claim to be considered parasites of the

Red Grojise. The host attachment of the Grouse Ischnocera

is of a very definite type. Further, we can generalise on

the extent to which the insects have lagged behind the

birds in the evolutionary race. A parasitic species corre-

sponds to a host genus. Closely related species within a

parasitic genus here indicate closely related host genera.

It is interesting to note that judged by its parasites our

somewhat soberly clad Capercaillie has as its near relatives

the splendid Impeyan" Pheasants" of the Himalayas (2 spp.).

If accidental transference in the game bag be ruled out,

I have not yet seen a case of genuine straggling of one
of these Grouse Ischnocera. 1 have, however, examined
male and female -of Goniodes lagopi, taken from a Golden
Eagle {Aquila chrysactus) in Perthshire (see Trans. Perths.

Soc. Nat. Sc, vol. v., pt. iv., p. 124, Dec. 1912). In 191

2

I did not venture to name this pair, but the suggestion then

put forward that they probably came from Tetrao was
groundless, as a recent dissection of the male has shown.

To sum up, our four species of Grouse harbour seven

forms of Ischnocera referable to three genera. Of the latter,

one {Lagopcecus) is peculiar to Grouse and their immediate
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allies, while the others {IJpeiLvus and Goniodes) are more

widely spread on Gallinaceous hosts.

List of Hosts and Parasites.

Capercaillie {Tetrao urogallus urogalhis, L.).

Lngopcecus pallidovittatiis.

Lipeurus tetraon'is.

Goniodes cJielicornis.

British Black Grouse {LyriiriLs tctrix britannictis, With.

& Lonnb.).

Lagopa'ctis cavieratiis.

Goniodes tetraonis.

Red Grouse {I^agopiis scotiais, Lath.), and Ptarmigan

{Lagopus viutus cinereus, Marg.).

Lagopoeciis affinis.

Goniodes lagopi.

As the occurrence of these Mallophaga in any region

is entirely a matter of host distribution it has seemed

unnecessary to give detailed local records under each.

Brit. Mus.{Nai. Hist), June 1922.

Manual of British Botany. By Charles Cardale Babington,

M.A., F.R S., F.L.S. loth Edition, edited by A. J. Wilmott,

B.A., F.L.S. , Assistant in the Department of Botany, British

Museum. London: Gurney & Jackson, 1922. 8vo, 612 pp.

Price 1 6s. net.

We welcome an up-to-date edition of this excellent standard work on

our British Flora. Few words are necessary to recommend this volume

to the student and field botanist. It is essentially a reprint of the last

edition, but the nomenclature has been thoroughly revised in accordance

with the latest ideas, while an appendix has been added which includes

the most important additions to our knowledge of British flowering plants.

To those readers who are unfamiliar with " Babington," it may be

interesting to point out that the work has several features peculiarly its

own, e.g., an excellent, though concise, account of the various aquatic

forms of Crowfoot {Ramniadus), and fairly exhaustive accounts of the

difficult genera Rubus, Rosa, and Hieracium, founded upon the mono-

graphs of Babington, Moyle Rogers, and Hanbury. By the use of thin

India paper, rounded corners, and good flexible binding, this masterly

volume, although containing over 600 pages, slips easily into the ordinary

coat pocket, and may thus be carried with the utmost convenience into

the field.
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NOTES ON THE BREEDING OF THE GOOSANDER
AND THE RED-BREASTED MERGANSER IN

THE FORTH AREA; A RETROSPECT.

By William Evans, F.R.S.E., M.B.O.U.

Nearly half a century ago a pair of Goosanders nested

in the western section of the Forth Area, and in due course

the fact was put on record. Further occurrences in subse-

quent years, long ago led me to regard the species as a

regular breeder in that district, and in my review of our

knowledge of the fauna of " Forth," ^ I drew attention to

the circumstance that in this area the Goosander attains the

southern limit of its distribution in Britain. It was, there-

fore, somewhat of a surprise to me to find that the Misses

Baxter and Rintoul, in their recently published booklet

on Some Scottish BreedingDuck ; their Arrival and Dispersal,

were unable to give any record of the breeding of the

Goosander in Forth, other than their own for Aberfoyle

in 191 7.

Fortunately an early instance of the Goosander breeding

in this area was, as I have said, duly recorded, and for that

we have to thank the late Mr J. Buchanan Hamilton of Leny
(then Mr J. Hamilton Buchanan). In his " List of the Birds

which have been observed in the Parish of Callander,

Perthshire," and in his paper " On the Distribution of the

Goosander {^Mergus merganser^ in Scotland during the

Breeding Season "—both read at meetings of the Royal

Physical Society of Edinburgh in 1879 and published in its

Proceedings (vol. v., pp. 52 and 189), he told of the nesting

of a pair of Goosanders on the banks of the Teith in 1877.

" Their nest was on the grass among the roots of an old ash

tree, about twenty yards from the river." These facts he

had from the owner of the property on which, " in the park,"

the nest was, and where later on he himself saw " the old

female and the four young birds." I have always been

under the impression that the locality was down the river

^ Proc. R. Phys. Soc. Edin., for 1906-7, vol. xvii., p. 64.

127 AND 128 O
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below Callander. When alluding to this pair in his Ornitho-

logical Journal for 1878-79/ Harvie-Brown wrote, "It is

feared " they " have been shot and are now in Small's shop,

Edinburgh." Such has been the fate of many a Goosander

and Merganser on our rivers and lochs, for man cannot

tolerate any interference with his interests, real or supposed
;

and these birds, handsome though they be, feed on fish.

Pleas for their protection are therefore apt to fall on deaf

ears, and certainly they cannot be allowed to become

numerous.

On the same page of the Journal above mentioned

Harvie-Brown wrote :

—
" Golden-eyes are reported to have

bred in a hollow tree in a locality in the south of Perthshire

this summer— 1879. The young were taken and an attempt

made to rear them, but they all died." This is the Golden-

eye record for " Loch Achray in Perth {Jide J. A. Harvie-

Brown)" given in Drummond-Hay's " Report on the Ornitho-

logy of the East of Scotland from Fife to Aberdeenshire

inclusive," published in TJie Scottish Naturalist for 1886.

I discussed this record with Harvie-Brown in December

1886, and was referred to Hamilton Buchanan, who assured

me the birds were Goosanders. It also came to my know-

ledge about this time— I believe it was the same keen

ornithologist who told me—that a pair of Goosanders nested

in the early " eighties " in the hollow of a tree on the banks

of the Teith near the Pass of Leny, a few miles above

Callander ; and I have reason to think the species has

since from time to time bred in the same locality. On
2 1st July 1906, Mr K. J. Morton and I had the pleasure

of seeing at close quarters a female, followed by six ducklings

still in down though probably two to three weeks old, on

the Teith immediately above Callander ; and more than

once I have observed adult Goosanders in spring on the

same river between Callander and Doune, where a duck

with her brood was seen at Lanrick Castle by Dr W. Eagle

Clarke in the summer of 1916.

But as has been shown above, the Goosander does not

confine itself to the Teith. On ist June 1903 Messrs J.

1 Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc, Glasgow, vol. iv., p. 184.
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and R. Adam found a nest in a rabbit-hole on the south

side of Loch Achray, Trossachs ; it contained nine eggs

enveloped in pale grey down. The only egg taken was
generously presented to me. At Loch Ard a nest with

three eggs was discovered on 29th April 191 1 ; and at the

Lake of Menteith on 23rd May of the same year I came
suddenly upon a beautiful drake beside the wooded prom-

ontory near the heronry—from the great anxiety he

displayed I felt sure he had a mate on her nest in one

of the numerous holes among the tree-roots in tlie vicinity.

In the case of the Red-breasted Merganser {J\Iergus

serrator') as a breeding bird in the Forth area, a similar

state of matters exists. Records in this magazine of a brood

seen in 1916 on Loch Lubnaig, and of others in 1917 on

Loch Ard and at Aberfoyle, are all that Misses Baxter

and Rintoul cite for the area. In the following notes

evidence is brought forward to show that the species nested

in the second of these localities all but fifty years ago, and
that there is actually a published record of its having done

so on a loch in the east of Stirlingshire at an even earlier

date. This latter record is by Harvie-Brown, and appeared

in his " Collected Observations on the Birds of Stirlingshire,"

published in the Zoologist for 1867 : it is in the following

terms :

—
" Breeds on Loch Lomond, and I once only found

the nest on Loch Coulter."

Loch Ard, in south-west Perthshire, has been a known
summer resort of the Merganser for many years, but some-

how the fact, so far as I am aware, has never, prior to 1917,

got into print. From an old note-book I find that on

1 2th May 1873 Mr Stirling of Garden found a nest of this

duck on an island in that beautiful loch, and that one

of the eggs was afterwards given to Mr Oswin Lee. In

December 1S85 Mr Hamilton Buchanan told me he had

seen eggs of the Red-breasted Merganser from Loch Ard,

and he added, " it also breeds on the Lake of Menteith."

In 1896 Mr Lee informed me that two pairs frequented

Loch Ard, and two years later he showed Mr H. Raeburn
eggs from one of the small islands there. Writing in 1897

or thereby, in his book Ai!io7ig BritisJi Birds in their Breeding
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Haunts^ Lee does not, however, specify any nesting place in

"Forth," but his statement that the species "is a resident

in Scotland north of the Firths of Forth and Clyde " allows

for its presence in that part of Perthshire falling within our

area. In the course of the last twenty-five years I have

myself seen Mergansers on Loch Ard in the breeding season

on a number of occasions, and I have a note that eggs were

taken on an island near the head of the loch in 191 /. On
the same island Messrs Nash and Hamilton found a nest

on 1st June 1918; it contained eleven eggs, one of which

they kindly brought to me.

No doubt the Red-breasted Merganser has bred on

other lochs in south-west Perthshire, besides those mentioned

above. On Loch Vennachar, for instance, I observed a

pair in the end of April 1892, and the same experience was

repeated in May 191 3. On Loch Leven, Kinross-shire,

a female was seen in May 1910, but I do not attach much
importance to that, as Mergansers not infrequently linger

in the Firth of Forth into May before departing for their

northern breeding haunts.

It is no doubt true that the first authentic British eggs

of the Goosander were those obtained by Harvie-Brown

from Loch Ericht in the north of Perthshire, in 1871.

But are we to ignore that naturalist's own statement

{Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc, Glasgow, iv., 1880, p. 323) that he

knew a locality in Perthshire where this species had bred

regularly since about 1864? Then there is the reference

in More's paper in the Ibis for 1865 to a pair of "Golden-

eyes " having nested in a hollow tree at Loch Assynt

Sutherland. That the birds were Goosanders seems to me
highly probable, and Harvie-Brown long ago hinted as

much {Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc, Glasgow, ii., p. 121). As regards

the Merganser in the south-west of Scotland, it may be

pointed out that Gray and Anderson, in their Birds of

Ayrshire and Wigtoivnshire, 1869, state that it "breeds

sparingly in both counties."
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REPORT ON SCOTTISH ORNITHOLOGY IN 1921,

INCLUDING MIGRATION.

By Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul, H.M.B.O.U., and
Evelyn V. Baxter, H.M.B.O.U.

( Concludedfro7n p. 84.

)

September.

In the first half of September, with prevailing westerly

winds, there was much departure of our summer visitors,

a little passage migration and some small arrivals of winter

visitors. During the second half there were one or two

short spells of east wind and a certain number of uncommon
visitors, as well as passage migration, are recorded. The
departure of our summer visitors continued and increased

arrivals of winter visitors took place.

Octobe7\

With variable easterly breezes for the first six days

of October a considerable immigration seems to have taken

place ; thereafter the weather was of a westerly type and

a small, steady stream of migration is recorded. This was
chiefly arrivals of winter visitors, very little passage migra-

tion being noted. The last of the summer visitors took

their departure during the month.

November.

During the first twelve days of November the wind was

chiefly north or north-west, thereafter it was easterly up

to the end of the month. The feature of this month was

the great immigration of Waxwings that took place
; there

were also movements of Mealy Redpolls and Northern

Bullfinches and a large influx of Siskins. Otherwise the

migration for the month was normal in character.

December.

December was mild and the wind chiefly westerly ; no

weather movement is reported. Waxwings continued to

be recorded from many parts of the country, but except for

these there was nothing which calls for notice here.
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NOTES ON THE MOVEMENTS OF BIRDS IN 1921,

ARRANGED UNDER SPECIES.^

Hooded Crow, Corvus coriiix comix.—Movement is recorded

from 1 2th March to 12th April, and on i8th May one flew past the

Isle of May going west up the Firth.

Carrion Crow, Corvus corone coro?ie.—On 22nd March eight,

"evidently strangers, were fighting with our home pair" at Corse-

malzie, Wigtownshire, and Carrion Crows visited Pladda on

T3th May.

Rook, Corvusfrtigilegiis fnigilegiis.—Small numbers are reported

from Pladda on 2nd April, and Fair Isle on 22nd February, loth

April, and 4th and 7th November.

Jay, Garriclus gla7idarms.—On ist May a pair of Jays, probably

G. g. rtifiterguin were seen near Invergowrie, and the species

occurred repeatedly there in November and December, while about

25th November three were seen between Rothes and Craigellachie

{Scotsman, 6th December 1921).

Starling, Sturmis vulgaris vulgaris.—Arrivals are noted at

Pladda on 20th February, and from iSth March to 6th April a good

deal of movement is recorded from this station, the Isle of May, and

Noss Head. On 5/6th May some were at the Isle of May lantern

;

by 24th May a flock of sixty was roosting in the reeds at Loch Elrig,

Wigtownshire, and much flocking after nesting is recorded in the

second half of June. From loth October to 17th November much
movement is recorded, entirely from west coast stations.

Golden Oriole, Oriolus oriolus oriolus.—See p. 71.

Greenfinch, Chloris cJiloris chloris.—One or two are recorded

from Noss Head on 3rd and 6th April, a flock of four hundred were

near Loch Elrig, Wigtownshire, on 6th October, three on Fair Isle

on 13th October, a few on Ailsa Craig on 3rd November and a

good many there on 6th November.

Goldfinch, Carduelis carduelis. — Flocks of Goldfinches,

probably the British C. c. britannica, are noted in January in

Wigtownshire, one bird on Mearns Moor, Forfarshire, on 24th

April, one about a mile north of Montrose on 22nd September,

and a very large flock near Portpatrick on 26th September.

Siskin, Carduelis spinus.—Several were seen at Melrose on

ist May. A considerable immigration took place in autumn from

^ Several important ringing records published too late to be included under
" Ringing" are inserted here, under the species to which they refer.
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19th September, when three arrived on the Isle of May, to 17th

November. This was most noticeable on the east coast, specially

in Haddingtonshire, but records of flocks also come from Wigtown-

shire and about Glasgow, and a Siskin reached Ailsa Craig on 17th

November. On nth December three were seen at Possil Marsh,

near Glasgow.

Twite, Carduelis flavirostr-is flavirostris.—Fourteen arrived on

Pladda on 25th March, and from 8th October to 17th November
considerable movement is recorded from Ailsa Craig and Hyskeir.

Mealy Redpoll, Carduelis linaria linaria.—A good many
arrived on our shores in November, the chief records coming from

Fair Isle and the Isle of May; "quite a number" were on P'air

Isle during December.

Linnet, Carduelis cannabina cannabitia.—On 5th March two

Linnets visited Noss Head, and arrivals are recorded from Inver-

gowrie on loth April and the Isle of May two days later. A flock

of 500 was seen at Burrowhead, Wigtownshire, on 9th September,

a few on Ailsa Craig on i8th September and 6th November; while

on the morning of 4th October considerable passage to the south-east

took place over Largo.

Northern Bullfinch, Fyrrhula pyrrhula pyrrhula.—See

p. 71.

Scarlet Grosbeak, Carpodacus erythrinus erythrinus.—See

p. 72.

Chaffinch, Fringilla ccelehs ccelebs.—A Chaffinch was at the

Pladda lantern at 4 a.m. on nth February, and during April

northward movement is noted at Isle of May, Fair Isle, and Noss
Head. Autumn movement was first apparent at the Pladda lantern

on 26th August, while constant notes of small numbers of Chafiinches

on the move come from the Isle of May, Fair Isle, Ailsa Craig, and
Hyskeir from 14th September to 17th November.

Brambling, Fringilla mo7itifringilla.—Departures are recorded

generally from 21st March to 23rd April, last seen, Melrose on 25th

April and Fair Isle two days later. First reported in autumn from
the Isle of May on 18th September and Fair Isle on 24th September

;

a good deal of immigration is noted during October and up to 6th

November.

Tree-Sparrow, Fasser mo?ita?ius inontajius.—About forty Tree-

Sparrows arrived on the Isle of May on 2nd October, and several

were seen at Invergowrie on 4th December.
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Corn-Bunting, Emberiza calandra calandra.—A flock of thirty

is reported near Invergowrie on 12 th February, and arrivals at

Noss Head and Seggieden, Perthshire, between 5th March and 6th

April. Corn-Buntings occurred on the Isle of May on 5th and

1 8th October.

Yellow-Bunting, Etnberiza citj'inella citrinella.—Two were at

Noss Head on 5th March and one on 25th, 29th, and 30th March

and 3rd April. One on Ailsa Craig, on 2nd November, a few there

next day, and a few on Fair Isle on 8th November.

Ortolan-Bunting, Emba-iza liortulana.—See p. 72.

Reed-Bunting, Emberiza schceiiiclus schomiclus.—One occurred

on Fair Isle on 2nd October.

Lapland Bunting, Calcarius lapponiciis lapponiciis.— See p. 72.

Snow-Bunting, Pledrophenax fiivalis. Northward movement

is recorded steadily throughout ]\Iarch; last seen, Noss Head, 6th

April. The first arrival in autumn is noted at Fair Isle on 12th

September, and immigration of small numbers is recorded from

various stations from i6th October to 21st November. On 30th

December three visited Ailsa Craig.

Wood Lark, LtiUula arborea arborea.—See p. 72.

Skylark, Alauda arvensis arvensis.—Passage up the Tay

was noted on 20th January and 6th February, a lot passed over

Largo in ones and twos going east on 27th January, and some

arrived on Pladda on 4th February. Arrivals of breeding-birds are

noted between 20th February and 27th March, an "immigrant

flock " of two hundred to three hundred at Hareshawmuir, Ayrshire,

on loth April, and what were obviously passage migrants on the Isle

of May on iith and 12th May. Autumn movement down the Tay
was first noted on 8th September, and from 19th September to i8th

October constant movement is recorded from our southern stations,

the direction of flight being usually south-west or south, but

occasionally west, except on 4th October when a passage to the

south-east took place over Largo. Skylarks were passing Hyskeir

from 22nd October to 3rd November, some were on Ailsa Craig on

12th November and many went south-east over Largo on 26th

November.

Shore-Lark, Eremophila alpestris flava.—See p. 72.

Tree-Pipit, Afithtis trivialis trivialis.—Recorded from Blane-

field (Clyde) and Lauder (Tweed) on 24th April, Johnstone, and

Fair Isle on the 29th, while arrivals are recorded up to. nth May.
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Autumn movement is noted as early as 29th July near Dundee,

continuing up to 19th September. One occurred on 5th September

on Hyskeir, and passage migrants on Fair Isle on 27th and 28th

September.

Meadow-Pipit, AntJms pratensis.—Flocks are recorded at Corse-

malzie, Wigtownshire, on ist and i6th February, and Invergowrie on

13th February. Regular arrival is recorded from 1 7th March to 12th

April from many stations, while Meadow-Pipits at the Isle of May
lantern 6/7th May, may have been passage migrants. By 9th

August "crowding down" was noted at Hareshawmuir, and from

I St September to 26th October steady movement is recorded.

The height of the migration seems to have been between 19th and

29th September, when large numbers are reported; the direction

of flight where noted being chiefly south-west, but sometimes south.

Blue-headed Wagtail, Motacilla flava fiava. See p. 72.

Yellow Wagtail, Motacilla fiava rayi.—First arrivals are

reported from Summerston (Clyde) on 17th April, Cathcart 23rd,

Beith and Hareshawmuir 26th April. Last seen Hareshawmuir
on 8th September.

Grey Wagtail, Motacilla cinerea cine?'ea.—Seen occasionally

about the shores during January and February ; arrival at breeding-

places is noted from 24th February to 13th April. Autumn
movement observed from Broughty Ferry on 25th August, and
much departure from 15th September to the end of October.

Single birds were seen not infrequently about the coasts in November
and December.

White Wagtail, Motacilla alba alba.—Two are recorded in

Invergowrie on 13th February, an unusual date, and one at Cullen

on 14th March. Passage up the west coast is reported from i6th

April to 23rd May, a few were on Fair Isle on 28th April, 2nd and

9th May, and on the Isle of May from 12th to 17th May. South-

ward passage is noted on Fair Isle from 8th August to 7th September,

at west coast stations from 24th August to i6th September, and at

east coast stations from 19th iVugust to 9th October.

Pied Wagtail, Motacilla alba lugubris. —A good many are

recorded about the coasts during January and February and returns

to breeding quarters from i6th February to 2nd April, while a few

occurred on Fair Isle on 7th and 27th April and 9th May. On
7th August fifty-four Pied Wagtails were " counted in one field as

well as small parties elsewhere " at Invergowrie, and large numbers
arrived at Broughty Ferry on 6th September. Departures are noted
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during September and up to 17th October, while on ist October an

adult male visited Fair Isle.

Great Titmouse, Farus major siibsp. ?—One is reported on

Ailsa Craig on 5th October.

Cole-Titmouse, Partis ater siihsp. 1—Recorded from Ailsa Craig

on 5th October, 2nd and 6th November.

Marsh-Titmouse, Parus palush'is snbsp. .?—See p. 72,

British Willow-Titmouse, Pants atricapillus klemschmidti.—
Recorded in Wigtownshire from Leswalt on 9th October and

Craigenveoch on 15th November.

British Long-tailed Titmouse, ^githalos caudatiis roseus.—
There is an unusual number of records from east and south Fife

during the last week of November and throughout December, and

large flocks were seen in Dumbartonshire.

GOLDCREST, Regulus regulus.—Movements are reported from our

southern lanterns from 24th March to ist April, probably returns of

P. r, angloruin. From 6th to 13th April the continental form,

R. r. regulus^ is recorded from Noss Head and Fair Isle, and

Goldcrests at the Isle of May on 6th April may have belonged to

this form. From 9th August to 30th September much movement

is reported from our southern stations, chiefly the Isle of May and

Ailsa Craig, probably departures of the British R. r. anglortim, but

the Goldcrests arriving on Fair Isle on 26th and 27th September

were doubtless continental immigrants.

Great Grey Shrike, Lanii/s excuhitor exaibitor.—One shot

in autumn at Garmouth, Morayshire.

WooDCHAT Shrike, Lanius senator senator.—See p. 72.

Red-backed Shrike, Lanius collurio coUurio.—One occurred

on Fair Isle on 4th October.

Waxwing, Bombycilla garrulus.—Seep. 72.

Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa striata striata.—First noted

at Corsemalzie, Wigtownshire, on 8th May, Kinglassie, Fife, and
Netherlee, Renfrewshire, on 12th May. Thereafter arrivals at

breeding haunts are recorded up to 23rd May. By 23rd July

autumn movement was apparent, and many departures took place

during August; last seen, Balgay, Forfarshire, on nth September,

and Corsemalzie on 29th September.

Pied Flycatcher, Muscicapa hypoleuca hypoleuca.—One visited

the Isle of May on 19th September.
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Red - BREASTED Flycatcher, Muscicapa parva parva.—
See p. 72.

Chiffchaff, Phylloscopiis collybita collybita.—Y\x%\. noted at

Corsemalzie on 15th April, Beith on 20th, and Rouken Glen on

26th April. On 22nd September a Ph. c. collybita occurred

on Fair Isle, the second record of this form for the island, and

one was seen and heard near Darvel on 26th September. A
Chiffchaff was found dead at Vallay on 3rd November, but it is

not stated to which subspecies it belonged.

Willow-Warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus,—The first notes of the

arrival of Ph. t. trochilus come from Cochno, Dumbartonshire, on 3rd

April, Beith on 6th, Corsemalzie on nth, Bathgate on 13th, Bridge

of Weir on 19th, Hareshawmuir, Melrose and Broughton on 20th

April, and after this steady records of arrival come from mainland

stations up to 12th May. One, doubtless a passage migrant,

visited Fair Isle on 30th April, and Willow-Warblers on the Isle

of May up to 22nd May may also have been passage migrants.

Autumn movement had begun by 23rd July, and departures

continued steadily throughout August, last seen, Largo on 13th-

September, and Corsemalzie on 25th September. Passage migrants

are reported from Outskerries, Shetland, on 9th and loth September,

Fair Isle on 7th and i8th September, ist and 4th October, and

Willow-Warblers on Ailsa Craig on 5th October may have been

passage migrants. Some of the passage migrants may have

been Ph. t. eversmanni.

Wood-Warbler, Phylloscopus sibilatrix sibilatrix.—Noted at

Rouken Glen on 2nd May, Beith and Corsemalzie on nth May,

Johnstone 12th May, and the Isle of May on 12th and 13th May.

Last seen, Kinfauns on 25th July, Balgray 21st August, Seggieden

28th August.

Yellow-browed Warbler, Phylloscopus httmei prcemiuju.—
See p, 72.

Grasshopper Warbler, Loctcstella nczvia juxvia.— Is reported

from Kilmacolm on 27th April and Luce Bay on 23rd May.

Sedge-Warbler, Acrocephalus schcenobcsfitis. — Arrivals are

recorded from Fossil Marsh on xst May, Mochrum Loch on 4th,

Cathcart on 5th, and Isle of May (L.) on 6th May. Thereafter

notes come of occupation of breeding-quarters up to 22nd May.

One was seen in a wheat-field in Invergowrie on 17th July, one

was at the Pladda lantern on 28th July, and the last for the season

wa,s seen at Corsemalzie on 6th September,
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Garden Warbler, Sylvia borln.—Recorded from Melrose on

yth May, Beith on nth, Johnstone, Loch Goil and Loch Awe
on r2th May. One visited Hyskeir on i6th July, and passage

migrants are reported from Fair Isle on 19th, 20th, 26th, and 29th

September and ist October, and from Outskerries, Shetland, on

27th September.

Blackcap, Sylvia atricapilla atricapilla.—Recorded from

Cathcart on ist May, Isle of May (c?) on 6th May, 9th, loth,

and 20th August and 29th September ( cJ c? ), Fair Isle (?) on

ist October, and Hyskeir ( c? ) on 30th October.

Whitethroat, Sylvia commiDiis coniimtnis.— First notes of

arrival come from Corsemalzie on 25th April, Giffnock and

Kingoodie (Perthshire) on 30th April, and Invergowrie on ist

May. Thereafter steady records of arrival at breeding-places come

up to 14th May, and Whitethroats were seen on the Isle of May
up to 19th May. During July many left Invergowrie; last seen,

Derrie, Wigtownshire, 24th August, Dundee and N. Fife 28th

August, Hyskeir 5th September, and Isle of May 15th September.

Lesser Whitethroat, Sylvia curruca curnica.—One occurred

on Fair Isle on 9th May, one on the Isle of May on loth May,

about forty there on 12th, and a good many on 13th May. In

autumn single birds are noted on Fair Isle on ist, i8th,

and 23rd September and 4th October, and the Isle of May
on 19th September.

Eastern Lesser Whitethroat, Sylvia curruca affiiiis.—
See p. 71.

Fieldfare, Turdus pilaris.—From 20th February to 21st March

some movement of Fieldfares is recorded, and from 5th April till

the end of the month the northward migration was very pro-

nounced. On ist May a great movement to the north is

recorded from Fenwick, Ayrshire (2. xv. 89) ; last seen, Hareshaw-

muir 7th May, Pladda 8th, and Isle of May on 14th May. The

first autumn note comes from the Isle of May, where two Fieldfares

were seen on 29th September. Flocks are noted at Barachan,

Wigtownshire, and Erraid on 6th October, and from 15th October to

6th November a good deal of arrival took place. On 15th November

a very large number arrived on the Isle of May and flocks were

going south, at Largo.

Mistle-Thrush, Turdus viscivorus viscivorus.—One was at

the Pladda lantern at 6 a.m. on i6th February, and this species

was "back to the woods" at Hareshawmuir on 25th February. On
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2nd August a large flock went south-east over Lahill, and one was

at the Isle of May lantern 2 8/2 9th September.

Thrush, Turdus philovielus.—A good many returns of our

T. ph. darkei are recorded from inland breeding-places from

8th February to rgth March. Thrushes at Fair Isle on 30th

April, and one at the Isle of May on 6th May, were probably the

continental T. ph. philomelus on its way overseas. By 6th July

Thrushes were seen on the Isle of May, and from this time

throughout August and September we have notes of a considerable

movement from our southern stations and lanterns, no doubt our

T. ph. clarkei departing. From 23rd September to 26th October

notes come of what was evidently an immigration of T. ph.

philomelus., while from 30th October to 12th November records

from Ailsa Craig and Hyskeir refer possibly to an emigration

to Ireland.

Redwing, Turdus inusicus.—Northward movement is noted

continuously from i8th March to 6th April; last seen. Fossil Marsh

9th April, and a flock of fifty at Corsemalzie on 17th April. First

seen in autumn on 27th September, immigration took place through-

out October, and many notes of arrival come from stations in all

parts of Scotland. From 3rd to 14th November some were at

Hyskeir, and large numbers appeared at Largo on 26th December.

Ring Ouzel, Turdus torquatus torquatus.—Northward passage

is reported from the Isle of May on 6th, 7th, loth, and 12th May.

Autumn records come from Glen Clova on i ith September, Capel-

mount Pass next day, Hareshawmuir on 13th, Fair Isle on 15th, and

Isle of May on 29th September, Hyskeir on 2nd October, and

several at Fair Isle on 4th November.

Blackbird, Turdus nierula merula.—Some Blackbirds arrived

at Pladda on 20th February, and from 19th March to 12th April a

good deal of movement of small numbers is noted at Isle of May,

Noss Head, and Pladda. A few arrived on Fair Isle on 30th April,

and some were at the Isle of May lantern 5/6th May. The
first autumn arrivals are reported on Fair Isle on 20th September,

and from then till 5th October there are records of small numbers

from this station, the Isle of May, and Ailsa Craig. From i8th

October to 14th November a considerable movement took place

and is recorded only from Fair Isle and west coast stations, viz.,

Erraid, Hyskeir, and Ailsa Craig, while Blackbirds were at the

lantern at the last-named station on 2 7/2 8th November.

Wheatear, CEnanthe (Etianthe cenanthe.—March records are

from the Isle of May on the 19th, Collessie, Fife, on .the 24th, and
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Torrs, Wigtownshire, on the 2Qth. Throughout April much arrival

is recorded and movement showed on the Isle of May up to 13th

May, and Hyskeir to 24th May. As early as 6th July autumn
movement was apparent, and it continued in small numbers
throughout this month and August, being recorded only from

southern and western stations. September shows much stronger

movement, the north and east also participating; last seen, Fair Isle

I St October, Hyskeir 4th, Ailsa Craig 5th, Erraid 6th, and Corse-

malzie 12 th October.

Greenland Wheatear, CEnanthe cenaiithe leiicorrhoa. —
Occurred in small numbers on the Isle of May from 4th to 15th

May;, at Milliken Park on 14th, and Kilbarchan on 15th May. On
7th and 9th September records of Greenland Wheatears come from

Fair Isle, on 9th at Lahill Mains near Largo, 12th at Burrow Head,

Wigtownshire, and frequently from Isle of May and Hyskeir from

14th September to ist October.

Whinchat, Saxicola rtibetra mbetra.—First recorded from

Amulree, Perthshire, on 26th April, Hareshawmuir on 30th April,

Mull and Invergowrie on ist May. After this arrivals are noted up

to 22nd May, by which time our breeding birds seem to have been

generally settled. Autumn movement was observed on 4th August,

several Whinchats arrived on Fair Isle on 7th September, and a big

influx took place there on i8th September, "unusual numbers"

being recorded; last seen at this station on i6th October.

British Stonechat, Saxicola torguata hibernans. — Single

birds are noted on South Uist on 23rd June, Isle of May on 24th

Septemxber, and Hareshawmuir on loth October.

Redstart, Phoenicurus phceniairus phceniciiriis.—Two were

seen in Strathbraan, Perthshire, on 23rd April, one at Pladda (L.)

on 26th April, and a few on the Isle of May next day. After this

a good deal of immigration is reported up to 23rd May, by which

time our breeding birds seem to have been well distributed. On
26th May one was on the Isle of May, and one on Pladda on 30th

June. By 12th July autumn movement is noted, and there are

many records from our southern stations up to 6th September, this

being apparently emigration of our own birds. Immigrants are

recorded on Fair Isle on 15th September, and Redstarts are noted

at intervals from this station and the Isle of May up to the end of

the month. A female was on Hyskeir from ist to 4th October.

Red-spotted Bluethroat, Luscinia svecica.—See p. 72.

Redbreast, Erithacus rubecula.—A Redbreast was at Noss

Head on 17th and i8th March, and arrivals are noted on the IsIq
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of May on 6th April, the subspecies not being stated. Emigrants

of the continental E. r. rubecula are recorded from Fair Isle from

loth to 30th April, and the Isle of May from 4th to 7th May, while

on 13th May a British Redbreast, E. r. melophilus, turned up on

the latter island. From 14th to 2gth September movements of

small numbers of our British subspecies were noted on the Isle

of May, and it seems probable that records from Ailsa Craig during

this period and on 5th and 26th October also refer to this form.

One of the typical form E. r. rubecula visited the Isle of May
on 19th September, and a few were on Fair Isle on 4th and 24th

November.

Hedge - Sparrow, Prunella modularis. — Hedge - Sparrows,

probably all of the British race, visited Noss Head on 23rd March,

Pladda on 27th July and 23rd August, Isle of May from 15th to

25th September, Ailsa Craig i8th September, 5th and 17th October,

3rd and 6th November, and Hyskeir on ist and 2nd October.

Wren, Troglodytes troglodytes troglodytes.—-Movements of small

numbers are recorded from Ailsa Craig on 14th and i8th September,

5th October, 3rd and 6th November; the Isle of May from 20th to

29th September and 12th November, and Hyskeir from ist to 4th

October and 21st October to 14th November.

Swallow, Hirundo rustica 7-iistica.—First reported from Beith

on 4th April, Fossil Marsh on 8th, Summerston on 9th, and
Hareshawmuir, Ayrshire, on 12th April; thereafter much arrival is

recorded up to the end of the month. A few were seen at Fair Isle

on 29th April and 14th May, a good many at Pladda on 6th and

nth May, passage over the Isle of May occurred from 7th to i8th

May, and two at Vallay (O.H.) on 13th and 23rd May. Many
Swallows left us in September and one was on Fair Isle on 22nd

September. Last seen. Largo and Elliot, Forfarshire, on 8th

October, Leswalt and Port Patrick 9th October, and Auchencairn,

Kirkcudbright, on 19th October.

House-Martin, DeUchon urbica urbica.—A very early House-

martin was seen at Ross of Mull on 10th April "very tired." They
reached Melrose on i6th April, Broughton, Peeblesshire, on 25th,

and Kinglassie, Fife, on 29th April. After this much arrival is

recorded, but it was not till the last week of May that the full

numbers reached some of their breeding-places. A few were seen

on Fair Isle on 8th June, and one on Pladda on nth June. Some
departure took place during August, but the bulk of the birds left

during September; last seen. Largo 7th October and Collessie,. Fife,{;

1 5 th October. /iv'^^^S®
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Sand-Martin, Riparia riparia riparia.— First noted at

Summerston, Clyde, on 9th April, numbers at Bardowie i6th

April, Melrose 20th, and Dunkeld 22nd April. Thereafter much
arrival is recorded up to nth May, while on 22nd May one was

seen at Vallay (O.H.). Many departures took place during August;

last seen, Lundie, Forfarshire, on 2nd September, and Craigenveoch,

Wigtownshire, on 9th September.

Swift, Apus apus apus.—Records of arrival come from King-

lassie, Fife, Kirkcaldy, and Invergowrie on 30th April, Kilmacolm,

Cathcart and Lauder on ist May. After this the spread was rapid

and arrivals are reported up to 17th May. By 17th July, Swifts

had begun to leave Dundee, and on 28th July many left Stirling;

most of our Swifts went during August ; last seen, Seggieden on ist

September, Lahill, Fife, 4th, and the Isle of May 21st September.

Nightjar, Caprimulgus europceiis europcBus. — First noted,

Corsemalzie 14th May; last seen on moor there, 26th September.

Hoopoe, Upupa epops epops.—See p. 72.

Kingfisher, Alcedo atthis ispida.—One at Hareshawmuir, where

this species is a rare visitor, on nth August, during which month

a pair began to frequent Elliot Water and another pair the Brothock,

In the end of October one was seen near Fochabers and one near

Rothes, on a burn running into the Spey, about 2nd November.

Wryneck, Jynx torquilla torquilla.—One was killed at the

lantern of the Isle of May on 19th August, while another was at

Musselburgh on 27th August (i. 192 1, 158).

Cuckoo, Cuculus canoms canorus.—First recorded from Corse-

malzie on 2 ist April, Kinglassie, Fife, on 23rd, and Seggieden on

26th April; thereafter Cuckoos are generally reported and our

breeding birds seem to have arrived by 8th May. One was on the

Isle of May on 29th July; last seen, Dundee on 7th August,

Craigenveoch, Wigtownshire, on 13th August, and Thirdpart, E.

Fife, on 26th August.

Little Owl, Athene noctua noctua.—See p. 72.

Long-eared Owl, Asio otus otns.—Two were on Fair Isle on

4th November.

Short-eared Owl, Asio fiamvieusfiamineus.—One at Fair Isle

on ist October; first seen in Wigtownshire 8th October, and two

at Vallay (O.H.) on ist December.

Iceland Falcon, Falco rusticolus isla?idiis.—See p. 72.

Greenland Falcon, Falco rusticolus candicans.— See p. 72.
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Hobby, Falco subbuteo subbuteo.— 'Siee. p. 73.

Merlin, Falco columbarius (zsalon.—From loth September to

ist October movement is noted at Fair Isle, Isle of May, and

Hyskeir.

Kestrel, Falco tinnunculus tiimunculus.—Movement noted as

in the last species.

Rough-legged Buzzard, Buteo lagopus lagopus.—A single bird

is reported from Vallay on 12th April, and one of a pair was trapped

at Knockando, Morayshire, on 4th May.

Common Buzzard, Buteo buteo buteo.— One at Hareshawmuir

in March, one at Tayfield, N. Fife, on loth June, " been going

about for a year past," one near Springfield, Fife, on 7th August,

and one at Gillespie, Wigtownshire, on 3rd October.

Sparrow-Hawk, Accipiter ?iisus nisus.— A female on Fair Isle

on 23rd September, the first recorded there in autumn.

Osprey, Pandion halicetus halicetus.— See p. 73.

Bittern, Botauris stellaris stellaris.—See p. 73.

Whooper Swan, Cygnus cygnus.—On 7th March four Whoopers

arrived on Fossil Marsh and left again on 5th April flying due north.

Eleven were seen at Vallay (O.H.) on 6th April and three there on

28th April. On 28th October eight were crossing Barnbarroch,

Wigtownshire, going south, and "Swans" were seen in E. Fife and

at Fair Isle.

Bewick's Swan, Cygnus bcwickii beivickii.—By 14th March

only three were left on Tiree of the number which winter there.

On 15th October four arrived at Kilmacolm, one was seen at

Anstruther, Fife, in early November, twenty-four at Lochwinnoch,

Renfrewshire, on 30th November, and three on Fossil Marsh on

25th December.

Grey Goose, Anser sp. ?—Large movements of " Grey Geese "

are recorded from the Carse of Gowrie, Seggieden, and Hareshaw-

muir 20th April to ist May. From 24th September to 22nd

October big arrivals of "Grey Geese" are reported and they were

unusually plentiful in north and east Fife till mid-November,

White-fronted Goose, Anser albifrons.—Nineteen were seen

at Vallay (O.H.) on 29th April and one there on loth May. About

fifty on North Uist on 27th September, and three large skeins flying

over Loch Tay towards Oban on 30th September.

Bean Goose, A^iser fabalis fabalis.—Sixty passed over Fenwick,

Ayrshire, on ist May, 40 ft. up going due north at mid-day (2. xv., 89).
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Reported in autumn from Loch Finlass, Ayrshire, on 23rd

September, Eaglesham on 26th, and eighty at Hareshawmuir on

30th September. One shot at Leswalt, Wigtownshire, on 27th

November.

Pink-footed Goose, Anser brachyrhynchns.—Ahowt forty are

recorded from Vallay (O.H.) on 4th May. They are rare in the

Outer Hebrides (f. 1921, 158). On 12th October eighteen were

seen at Collessie, and there are a good many records from Fife after

this date.

Greater Snow-Goose, Anser hyperboreus nivalis.—See p. 71.

Barnacle Goose, Branta kucopsis.—Hundreds were seen in a

W. Highland locaUty on 8th April, and they left about 28th April.

On 24th September one arrived on Hyskeir, and two on the Isle of

May on 28th September, while numbers arrived at Vallay on 21st

October.

Brent Goose, Branta bernicla ber?iicla.—Fifteen seen at Vallay

on 1 8th March, and five there on 28th March.

Mallard, Anas platyrhyncha platyrhyncha.—The break up of

the great winter flocks took place at the end of March and during

April; Mallard were seen on the Isle of May on 12th and 22nd

May, and one hundred and five were counted off Kingoodie on

17th June. Large arrivals took place from 25th September to

mid-October and are recorded from many localities. Three

Mallard ringed as adults at Leswalt, Stranraer, on 28th February

192 1, were recovered as follows:—One at. Lake Storsjon, Sweden,

on 4th August 1 92 1, one at Nordskaale Village, Faroes, on 12th

May 192 1, and one a mile west of Norrkoping, Sweden, on 23rd

September 192 1 (2. xvi., 16). These records were not published in

time to be inserted in their proper place under " Ringing."

Teal, Anas crecca crecca.—A pair visited the Isle of May on 7th

May. On 13th August quite 200 were on the bank of the Tay at

Seggieden, and from this time to 15th November a good deal of

movement is noted.

Garganey, Anas querquedula.—See p. 73.

WiGEON, Anas penelope.—By 4th August Wigeon were moving,

three being seen in Largo Bay and three at Balcomie, E. Fife, on

9th August. From 27th August to 23rd October a good deal of

movement is recorded, and big flocks were at Vallay on 23rd

November.

Pintail, Anas acuta.—A female was at Vallay on 25th August,

and seven Pintail in Wigtown Bay on 17th November.
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Shoveler, spatula clypeata.—Had returned to Lochendores

and Lundie Lochs, Forfarshire, on 8th April, "a brood" was seen

on Loch Connel, Wigtownshire, on loth August. Last seen,

Lundie Lochs 7th September, and Lintrathen, Forfarshire, on 3rd

October.

Scaup, Nyroca marila mania.—Scaup were seen in Tay Estuary

to 9th April, a duck in Loch Fyne 15th to 25th May, and for a

few days in the third week of June three Scaup drakes frequented

Loch Fyne (2. xv. 212). On 17th August three Scaups were on

Dindinnie Reservoir, Portpatrick, and from 28th October onwards

there are a good many records of the species.

GoLDENEYE, Bucephahi dangula clangula.—A good many

records up to 23rd April. On 3rd May two drakes and a duck

were seen on Thrieply, Forfarshire, and an immature drake on

Lundie Loch on 19th July. From 3rd October to 24th November

there are many notes of arrival.

Long-tailed Duck, Clangula hyeinalis.—About fifty were seen

at Vallay on 22nd April, and the first return is noted at Fair

Isle on 1 8th October, after which there are numerous records

of arrival.

Common Scoter, Oideinia 7iigra nigra.—Recorded in Largo

Bay up to loth June and again on i8th July. From gth August

onwards many returns are noted; there were enormous fiocks in

St Andrews Bay on 31st August, while on 22nd September a

Common Scoter "crashed through the lantern" at Hyskeir at

9.15 P.M.

Velvet Scoter, Oideniia fusca fusca.—Three were seen off

Sinniness Head, Wigtownshire, on ist May, and by 31st August

six had returned to St Andrews Bay.

Merganser, Mergus serrator.—On ist May five Mergansers

were seen off Sinniness Head, while on 31st August several were

in St Andrews Bay.

Storm-Petrel, Hydrobates pelagicus.—A Storm-Petrel struck

the Pladda lantern on 3rd September, another was at the

Outskerries lantern on 8/9th September, and two were killed at

the Fair Isle lantern on 26th September.

Leach's Fork-tailed Petrel, Oceanodroma leucorhoa.—
Remains of three of this species were found on the shore at

Vallay on i6th October (r. 1922, 8).

Manx Shearwater, Piiffinus puffinus pnffinus.—At least fifty
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were seen in Largo Bay on i8th June, three there on 9th July,

and five off Tentsmuir Point on 23rd July.

Great Northern Diver, Colymbus immer.—Seen in Luce

Bay on ist May, and Oban to loth May.

Black-throated Diver, Colymbus arcticus.—One was in Largo

Bay on 19th April, and on 22nd April the species arrived at one

of its West Highland breeding lochs. On 30th September one

was on the Firth of Forth, near Inchkeith.

Red-throated Diver, Colymbus stellatus.—Seen round the

coasts till 19th April, and arrived at inland loch 22nd April.

Wood-Pigeon, Columba palumbus palumbus.—One or two seen

Isle of May, loth, i8th, and 19th May, and 24th September, and

one at Vallay (O.H.) on loth November. On i6th November

a large movement to the east was going on over Largo up to

10 A.M., and arrivals from the south were seen on the Isle of

May. Huge numbers of Wood-Pigeons are reported during

December from E. Fife, parts of Perthshire and the Borders,

while a migration to the south was observed on the Isle of May
on 6th December.

TuRTLE-DovE, Streptopelia turtur turtur.—Single birds are noted

at Carsethorn, Kirkcudbrightshire, on 14th May (i. 1921, 125),

Poolewe, W. Ross, from 6th to i6th June, Foula (2) on i6th June,

Hyskeir on 5th and 6th September, Isle of May on iSth, and

Leswalt, Wigtownshire, on 22nd September.

Oystercatcher, Hcematopus ostralegus ostralegus.—Breeding

birds arrived on Pladda on i6th February, and Tiree 9th March.

On 1 8th June a flock of 250 w^as seen in Tayport Bay, on

29th July twenty-five passed over Hareshawmuir, going S.-W.

Huge flocks were at St Andrews on 31st August, and Oyster-

catchers at the Isle of May lantern on 2 8/2 9th September.

Ringed Plover, Charadt-ius hiaticula hiatiaila.—Movement is

recorded between 22nd and 28th February from Largo Bay, Fair

Isle, Noss Head, and Pladda. On 2 8/2 9th September many were

at the Hyskeir lantern, and one at the Isle of May lantern on

2ist November.

Golden Plover, Charadjius apricarius.—On 28th February

some were at the Pladda lantern, and much return to breeding

grounds is recorded in March and April. A great northward

movement on ist May was seen at Fenwick, Ayrshire (2. xs^ 89),

and Golden Plover at the Isle of May lantern on 5/6th May were

probably birds on their way to nest overseas. On 7th June " small
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trips " of sixteen to twenty birds were seen at Hareshawmuir. By
6th August autumn movements had begun, and from 6th September

to 3rd October what may have been immigrants from overseas

are noted at Fair Isle, Hyskeir, and Isle of May, while on

i6th September a great flock (estimated at 10,000) is reported

from Prestwick, Ayrshire.

Grey Plover, Squafarola squatarola.—Single birds were in

Largo Bay on loth and 22nd February, at Fair Isle on 14th and

28th September, eight at Fairlie on 24th September, six at Tayport

on 8th October, twelve off Kingoodie, Perthshire, on 6th November,

and one in Invergowrie Bay next day, two at Fairlie on 3rd December,

and one in Largo Bay on 8th December.

Lapwing, Vanellus vanellus.—Many returns to inland breeding

grounds took place during February and the first half of March.

A flock of fifteen was seen at Loch Elrig, Wigtownshire, on

24th May, and one of eighteen at CuUen on ist June, while two

Lapwings were at Hyskeir on 5th and 20th June. Much movement

is noted from shores and lanterns from nth August to 9th October;

seen at Hyskeir on 20th October (i) and 6th November (4), and

some were at the Ailsa Craig lantern on 2 7/2 8th November.

Turnstone, Arenaria iiiterpixs inferpres.—Last seen, Oban on

27th May, and Horse Island, Ardrossan, on ist June; Hyskeir

reports Turnstones on ist and 21st June, 9th and 17th July. A
good many reached Largo Bay on 4th August, after which there

are many records of arrival, numbers were at the Hyskeir lantern

on 2 8/2 9th September.

Ruff, Philomadnis p2ignax.—The only record is from Largo

Bay on 4th August.

Knot, Canutus canutus.—First noted in autumn at Tentsmuir

Point on 23rd July, and from 4th August onwards many arrivals

took place. A Knot was shot in September at Dunachton, near

Kincraig, Inverness-shire, and many were at the Hyskeir lantern

on 2 8/2 9th September.

Sanderling, Crocethia alba.— '$,eer\ in Largo Bay on 19th April.

First return noted in Tayport Bay on 23rd July, and there are

a good many records from 4th August to i6th September, on which

latter date twenty were seen on Stevenston shore, Ayrshire.

Dunlin, Erolta alpiiia alpina.—Two were at the Isle of May
lantern early on 6th May. Movement to the shores is reported

from 1 6th July to 8th August, and what looks like a considerable

immigration during September.
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Curlew Sandpiper, Erolia ferrtiginea.—Four were at Sinniness

Head, Wigtownshire, on ist May.

Little Stint, Erolia minuta viinuta.—Single birds are recorded

from Fair Isle on 8th and 12th September.

Purple Sandpiper, Ei-olia viarltinia maritima.—Last seen,

Isle of May on 15th May. Recorded at Hyskeir on 29th May,

ist and 8th June, and 4th July ; a considerable arrival after

26th August.

Common Sandpiper, Tringa hypohiica.—First noted at Busby,

Clyde, on 9th April, Hareshawmuir (800 ft. up) on nth, and

Malzie Burn, Wigtownshire, on 14th April ; thereafter the spread

was rapid, and by the end of April the breeding birds seem mostly to

have been settled in. One on the Isle of May on 7th and nth May
may have been going to breed overseas. Movement was apparent

in autumn by 3rd July and continued throughout August ; last seen,

Fair Isle on 5th September, and Gillespie shore, Wigtownshire,

on 19th September.

Green Sandpiper, Tringa ochropus.—See p. 73.

Redshank, Tringa totanns. — Many returns to breeding

quarters are noted during March, and flocks back at Kingoodie

and Invergowrie (on the Tay) by 12th June, while on 28/29th

September numbers were at the Hyskeir lantern. A Redshank

ringed at Torrance, Stirlingshire, on 26th May 1918, was recovered

near Preston, Lanes., on 19th November 1921 (2. xvi. 17).

Greenshank, Tringa nehiilaria.—One was seen in the West

Highlands "passing on migration" on 12th April. One was

seen frequently on Hyskeir from 15th to 24th July, one in

Monifieth Bay on 25th August, and one on the Isla at Coupar-

Angus on 4th September.

Grey Phalarope, Phalaropus fulicarus.—See p. 73.

Red-necked Phalarope, Phalaropus lobatus.—Had returned

to one of its breeding places on 22nd May.

Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa lapponica lapponica.—A flock of

eighty was seen in Tayport Bay on 12th March, and by i6th July

forty had returned to this locality. After this there are many notes

of arrival up to iGth September.

Whimbrel, Niimeniiis phceopus phcEOpus.—First recorded from

the West Highlands on 30th April, Sinniness Head, Wigtownshire,

on ist May, and the Isle of May next day. Thereafter a good

many notes of movement occur up to 5th June. A few were seen

on Hyskeir on 8th, 12th, 13th, and 14th June, loth and 14th July,
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and during August a good deal of southward migration is reported.

Five were on Hyskeir on nth September, one on the Isle of May
14th and 15th September, and one going south at Kilmalcolm on

23rd October.

Great Snipe, Gallinago media.—See p. 73.

Common Snipe, Gallinago gallinago gallinago.—Movement of

small numbers is reported from Fair Isle, Pladda, and Isle of May
from 14th March to t 7th April. Snipe had returned to the Isle of

May on 30th July, and many were seen about Loch Elrig, Wigtown-

shire, on 23rd August. A good deal of movement is noted from

Fair Isle, Hyskeir, and Ailsa Craig from 26th September to 14th

November.

Jack Snipe, Linmocryptes gallimila.—Last seen. Fair Isle on

7th April, and Hareshawmuir on 12th April. Returns are noted in

autumn from Fciir Isle on 15th September, Cathcart on 23rd, many
at Fair Isle 27th, few Hyskeir lantern 2 8/2 9th, and some Isle of

May 29th September. Thereafter many notes of arrival up to

loth November.

Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola.—Single birds are reported from

Tiree on loth March, and Fair Isle loth April and 2nd May. The
first autumn immigrant recorded is from Fair Isle on 3rd October,

and from this time to 17th November constant arrivals are noted;

these are mostly not large, though "a large flight" arrived at

Cochno in late October, " many " are reported from Fair Isle on

4th November, and ''considerable arrivals" from Islay on 17th

November. Four were flushed at Vallay (O.H.) on 4th December,
" first this season."

Sandwich Tern, Sterna sandvicensis safidvicensis.— First noted

at Pittenweem on 5th April, Largo Bay on 12th, and Elliot, Forfar-

shire, on 26th April. "Constant and considerable movement"

southward was noticed at Balcomie on 9th August, and eastward

at Largo next day. Last seen, Carnoustie Bay on i ith September,

and Gillespie, Wigtownshire, on 19th September.

Common Tern, Sterna hirundo.—-First recorded on i6th April

at Monifieth Bay and in the Tay Estuary on 25th April, arrivals at

breeding places being noted up to 22nd May. Movement on 9th

and loth August as in preceding species; last seen, off Gillespie on

19th September, a young bird at the Hyskeir lantern on 28/29111

September, and a few in the Firth of Forth on 30th September.

Black-headed Gull, Lar-us ridihinidiis.—Was "in at all nesting

colonies" in the Dundee district on 12th March, and on passage at
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night at Pladda on 12 th April. Returns to the shores are reported

in the latter half of June, and " a constant stream of numbers of

Black-headed Gulls each evening from 7 to 10 p.m." over Largo on

13th, 14th, and 15th July, the direction of flight being to the E.S.E.

Yellow-legged Herring Gull, Larus argentafus cachinnans.—
See p. 71.

Lesser Black-backed Gull, Larus fusais.—Arrivals, no doubt

of our own L. f. affinis, are reported from Glasgow Harbour on 9th

March, Renfrew Ferry and Erskine Ferry on 12th March, Kilmalcolm

on 6th April, and Firth of Tay on loth April. A L. f. fuscus is

noted at Lunan Bay on loth September, and Lesser Black-backed

Gulls {subsp}) were seen in Largo Bay on 6th October, and at

Kilmacolm on 7th November.

Glaucous Gull, Larus hyperboreus.—Reported from Fair Isle

on 3rd January and 22nd February, Tay Estuary on 15th January,

and Noss Head on loth April.

Iceland Gull, Lams kiccopterus.—Single birds are noted at

Fair Isle on 3rd January and 22nd February.

Arctic Skua, Stercora?-!i/s parasiticus.— First noted as moving

at Balcomie, E. Fife, on gth August, and thereafter there are many
records, all from the east coast, up to 14th September.

Buffon's SkuAj Stercorarius lojigicaudus.—We had a good view

of a Buffon's Skua off Fidra on 30th September.

Little Auk, Alle alle,—Many were off Fair Isle on 3rd January,

and a few at the same station on 14th December.

Puffin, Frafercula aixtica arctica.—Numbers arrived on 20th

April at Fair Isle, and on 24th April at Out Skerries. On nth

December an oil-covered Puffin was found at Ailsa Craig.

Land-Rail, C^-ex a-ex.— First reported from Elderslie, Renfrew-

shire, and Peasiehill, Forfarshire, on 25th April, Hareshawmuir on

27th and Largo on 28th April. Thereafter arrivals are noted up to

1 2th May. The only Corncrake noticed at Seggieden this year was

on 1 6th September, and single birds are reported from Derrie,

Wigtownshire, on 6th October, Eaglesham, Renfrewshire, on 14th

October, and near Letham, Fife, "seen by a rabbit-trapper" on 4th

December.

Water-Raii,, Rallus aquaticus aquaticus.—'^VL^^Q. birds were

seen at Derrie on i8th January, Leswalt (both Wigtownshire) on

20th January, Collessie, Fife, on 5th February, and Fair Isle on

22nd February. On 13th September we have this note from Fair
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Isle " many Water-Rails have been some time on the island;" on

28/2gth September one struck the Hyskeir lantern, and an influx

took place at Corsemalzie, while on gth October " many were resting

in the whins, at the top of the cliffs," at Leswalt, Wigtownshire.

On 25th November one is reported from Vallay (O.H.).

Moorhen, Gallinula chloropits chloropus ; Coot, Fnlica atra

atra.—Both species returned to Possil Marsh on 30th January

"very early," but the cold snap drove them off on 5th February;

they "returned in force" however on 27th February.

Quail, Coturuix coticrnix cotiirnix.—Heard at Inveresk, Mid-

lothian, on 20th June (i. 1921, 125), and one was seen at Teasses,

Fife, on iSth October.

BOOK NOTICES.
The Biology of the Sea-Shore. By F. W. Flattely and C. L.

Walton, M.Sc. With an Introduction by Prof. J. Arthur

Thomson, M.A., LL.D. London: Sidgwick & Jackson,

Ltd., 1922. Pp. xvi-l-336. Price i6s. net.

BUTTERFISH PROTECTING EgGS.

Many books have been published on the life of the sea-shore, but

none gives the reader so vivid an impression of the difficulties

encountered by animals in this familiar region, or of the marvellous

variety of adaptations by which life has conquered the difficulties and
survived. To afford a background for the discussion of these adaptations

of shore animals the authors have described the peculiar physical
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conditions against which living things have to contend—the problems

due to the tides, the dangers of drowning or drying up, the risks from

storms and fresh-water floods. These make the shore the most diverse

and difficult of all the inhabited areas, and have created a struggle for

existence more intense than anywhere else.

Manifold devices have been adopted by shore creatures to circumvent

inanimate nature. Here are described their modes of defence and
offence, their ways of resisting the waves, their co-operative associations,

their methods of moving, feeding and breathing, and the adaptations

which ensure the survival of their progeny in a world of innumerable

dangers. The naturalist who reads this work will catch many fresh

glimpses of the why and wherefore of habits and structures, will be

impressed by the inventiveness of life, and will marvel at the precision

with which shore creatures have turned to good account the dangers

which threatened to overwhelm them. There are many illustrations,

from which we select for reproduction that of a male Butterfish protecting

its eggs, of which it is related that when the eggs were moved into very

shallow water, the fish followed and again coiled round them, so

persistently refusing to desert its charge that it had to be pushed again

into deeper water.

Some Scottish Breeding Duck : Their Arrival and Dispersal.

By Evelyn V. Baxter and Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul. Edinburgh :

Oliver & Boyd, 1922. Pp. 90. Price 5s. net.

For the study of the changes which time works in the animal life

of all, but especially of civilised countries, it is essential that, at different

stages of progress, detailed surveys should be taken of the situation.

Readers of The Scottish Naturatist are familiar with the excellent series

of articles in which the authors carried out such surveys in regard to

seveival species of Wild Ducks, and the present work continues the story,

dealing in all with the records of appearance, of breeding, and of the

gradual extension of range of nine native species. The records here

collected are invaluable as a basis for future observation and speculation.

They are not always complete, for it is next to impossible to garner every

stray reference, and it cannot always be assumed that a first observation

necessarily means a new arrival, but, nevertheless, they indicate a

definite and remarkable power in these Ducks of colonising fresh areas

in recent years.

In an interesting chapter summarising the result of their labours

the writers state that this extension is probabl}^ due to overflow from

congested breeding areas and to a tendency of the birds to linger on in

their winter quarters until they breed there, and they pay a welcome

tribute to the efficiency of the Wild Birds Protection Acts in helping

on this desirable change. This short treatise can be heartily

recommended to naturalists as embodying a type of observation and
research which, applied to this or other groups of animals, will bear

rich fruit in time to come.
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NOTES FROM

THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARK

ANIMAL "STOWAWAYS"

Not all foreign animals which come to the Zoological Park

reach this country as recognised passengers on the ships which

carry them; from time to time they travel in a more furtive manner,

their presence being usually discovered only at the journey's end,

when they are lucky if death be not the penalty they pay. The
banana bunch is by far the most common medium of transport of

such "stowaways," though it is not the only one; any bale or crate

packed for despatch in a warm climate, with apertures into which

an animal might enter, is liable to become a vehicle of transport.

One of the most interesting examples of the kind which the writer

has met with was a specimen of an Algerian sand lizard {Fsammo-

droffii/s) which came to this country in a bale of esparto grass— the

point of particular interest being that the bale, before despatch, was

compressed by hydraulic pressure into practically a solid mass, and

though the lizard must have endured this great pressure, it survived

it and lived for some months after it was discovered at Inveresk,

though it would never feed. Two interesting stowaways of this kind

are at present on view in the Park. One, which arrived in April

last, is a Boa which was discovered when a crate of American

bananas was opened in a Glasgow fruit warehouse, and was sent to

the Park by Mr Henderson, the finder. The fact that this snake

was carefully captured uninjured, instead of being killed, is worthy

of note, for the finder had no knowledge of the species the snake

belonged to or that it was non-venomous, and there are not many
people who would deal with an unknown snake in such away. The
snake is probably a specimen of the West Indian Boa {^Boa divmi-

loqud) which closely resembles Boa cotistrictor, but is somewhat

darker in colour and does not grow to quite so large a size, probably

never exceeding eight feet or so, while Boa constrictor grows to at

any rate twelve feet. The Boas are inhabitants of central and tropical

South America and the West Indies (except two species which,

curiously, are natives of Madagascar), and feed almost exclusively,

if not entirely, on warm-blooded prey—small mammals and birds,

and it is doubtless in pursuit of mice or young rats that the snake

found its way into the crate; or possibly it had already had a good
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meal and regarded the crate as a dark and comfortable corner in

which to take up its abode while its meal digested. The latter is

more probable, as these snakes do not, as a rule, pursue their prey,

but, preferably, lie in wait for it, taking up a position at some spot

where the favourite food animal is likely to pass. The Boa lies

coiled with the head on top of the coil and the neck part back in an

S-shaped loop, as motionless as stone until the prey comes within

range, when the head is darted forward with open jaws which grip

the head of the prey ; at the same time a coil or two of the snake's

body is instantly thrown round the prey which is killed by constric-

tion^the pressure of the snake excluding air from the lungs.

Sometimes death comes even more quickly through dislocation of

the neck of the prey, but in any case it is rapid, and few beasts of

prey probably cause less mental or physical pain to the animals they

kill than Boas and Pythons. Though snakes of this type feed

on either mammals or birds, individually they quickly become

habituated to one kind of food, and there is also probably a

tendency among the various species to prefer birds only or

mammals only. Thus the Indian Python or Rock Snake, which is

a much thicker and heavier snake than some other members of its

race, though it will feed, at any rate when young, on either birds or

small mammals, is a ground-dwelling snake, and prefers furred to

feathered prey, and if it has been feeding for any length of time on

furred prey alone, will probably starve to death rather than take a

bird. The Anaconda, the largest South American snake, and a close

ally of the true Boas, is peculiarly subject to what seems mere caprice

in its feeding habits, and though young ones can be trained to take rats

or rabbits, a snake captured when it is fairly well grown, say a year

or two old, will generally refuse to feed on anything but prey similar

to that which it has been getting in a wild state. This prey seems

to be generally aquatic birds, and Anacondas in captivity will some-

times refuse to feed on anything but ducks, and if they cannot have

ducks will starve, though surrounded by rabbits, pigeons, and poultry.

T. H. G.

{To be cofitiniied.)
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With the utmost regret we record, on the 23rd October, as we
go to press, the death of Mr William Evans.

THE GREAT WAXWING INVASION OF 1921.

By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

The Waxwing, Ampelis garrulus, is no new nor rare visitor

to our shores. Scarcely a winter passes but one or more is

observed in the eastern parts of Britain, and occasionally

the numbers indicate a very considerable immigration. But

never has Scotland witnessed so great or widespread an

invasion as that which occurred in the late autumn of 1921.

The immediate cause of Scotland's great share in this

immigration was, as I shall show later, due in the first place

to lack of food-supply in Norway, and in the second place to

well-defined weather conditions ; for although invasions of

vast extent have been recorded in former years in Britain,

the main body of the army has, as a rule, landed upon the

eastern coast of England.

Of all the invasions of the past, and they have occurred

at an average interval of between ten and eleven years in

recent times— 1834-5, 1849-50, 1866-7, 1872-3, 1892-3, 1901-2,

1903-4, 1913-14, and 1921-2—perhaps none could compare
in point of numbers with that of 1849-50, when "upwards
of thirty successive notices of specimens obtained appeared

in The Zoologist, and though even these conveyed but a

very small idea of the numbers that actually visited us,

they amounted to five Jmndred and eighty-six birds killed"

(Dresser: Birds of Europe, vol. iii., p. 432). Fortunately, no

such slaughter has greeted the present invaders ; but it is

possible that the 192 1 immigration has been even more
129 AND 130 R
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extensive than that of 1849, for in the pages that follow I

shall endeavour to summarise a series of some 137 different

records received from Scotland alone, to which may be added

36 English records gathered from various sources. The sum
total of Waxwings referred to in these records exceeds 11 00.

Many correspondents have shared in making these

statistics the most complete that have ever been collected

in this country relating to a single Waxwing immigration,

and this willing assistance I most gratefully acknowledge.

Normal Annual Movements.— In order that the significance

of the recent incursion may be more readily understood, it

may be stated that the Waxwing, although not a local

migrant, is a migrant with a somewhat limited range of

movement. In early spring it moves northwards to its

breeding-haunts in the Arctic regions, where, in Europe, it

nests in the pine-woods of the extreme north of Scandinavia,

Finland, and Russia. The breeding season over, a southward

migration takes place in autumn, and this movement seldom

extends beyond Central Europe, the general southern limit

ranging from Denmark through northern Prussia. Stragglers

may occur in northern Italy, in Holland and Belgium, as

well as in Britain, but these countries lie beyond the normal

annual range of the mass of Waxwings.

Earliest Arrivals in Britain in 1921.—Dr Eagle Clarke

states {^Studies in Bird Migration, p. 158) that November,

December, and January may be regarded as the months

during which Waxwings generally appear in Britain, and

he gives 9th October as an "early record." In 1921, how-

ever, exceptionally early arrivals were noted on the coast

near Dartmouth—two individuals on 25th September, and

perhaps the same birds on i6th and 17th October, in the

same neighbourhood.^ Here both time and place are

unusual, and this occurrence clearly did not belong to the

mass invasion, although it may indicate conditions of unusual

severity in the region whence the birds came.

The general invasion began about lOth November, but

it is a curious fact that the first Waxwings were seen at places

away from the east coast, in two cases in western counties from

1 British Birds., December 192 1, p. 155.
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which Waxwing visits have seldom been recorded. These

records—Polmaise, Stirlingshire (? before loth November);

Inverurie, Aberdeenshire (about loth November); Croy

Station, Dumbartonshire (loth November); Burnage, Man-

chester (lOth November), and Oundle, Northamptonshire

(nth November)—suggest that previous to loth November

migrants had reached the east coast, but had passed un-

V^^AXWING.^

noticed. On the east coast Waxwings were first seen on

1 2th November at Broughty Ferry and North Berwick,

and subsequent days brought several records from the coast

and its neighbourhood, as well as from further inland

—

Bonnybridge, Stirling, about 12th November; Holy Island,

14th; Scarborough, 15th; Cadder, N.-W. Lanarkshire, on

the same date; Joppa and Inveresk, both on the south side

of the Firth of Forth, 15th and i6th respectively. Already

1 From Saunders' Manual of British Birds, by courtesy of the pub-

lishers, Messrs Gurney & Jackson.
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the west coast also had been visited, for on 15th and

i6th November two birds were watched at Poolewe, in

Ross-shire.

Subsequent Extension of Area Visited.—Previous to

i6th November the vanguard of the invasion had reached

Scotland, and on that date the beginning of the m.ain body

made its appearance. Thereafter records come thick and

fast, and a wide extension of the area visited becomes

apparent. At first the majority of the records come from

the maritime counties on the east coast, and in particular

from the counties which, forming salients in the North Sea,

present an opportunity for landing to a migration from the

north-east. Thus on i8th November there are coastal

records from the Outer Hebrides, Shetland, Aberdeenshire,

Kincardineshire, East Lothian, and Midlothian, on the 19th,

Banffshire, Berwickshire, and Wigtownshire are added, and

on the 20th, Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, Forfar, and Holy

Isle. Whereas during these three days the only inland

records come from Perthshire (where four birds had already

been seen on the i6th), and from Carlisle.

I have already pointed out that a few early arrivals had

been noticed further inland than one might have expected,

but some of these were moving westwards, probably along

routes determined partly by the food-supply available and

partly by the shelter afforded. One such line of movement

appears to have been through the midland valley in

Stirlingshire, and thence by way of Kelvin Valley to

Dumbartonshire and the environs of Glasgow. After the

large influx of the three days, i8th to 20th November, the

inland trek from the coast becomes more marked, and

on 2 1st November Waxwings were noted far inland in

Dumbartonshire and Peeblesshire, and about the same time

in Inverness-shire, on the 22nd on the south coast of Fife,

on the 26th in Wigtownshire, on the 27th in Roxburghshire

and for the first time in Selkirkshire.

During this period the English records reveal the same

trend, for while the majority are east coast records from

Northumberland and Yorkshire, the westward dispersal is

indicated by the occurrence of birds at Carlisle (20th and
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23rd), and Silloth (22nd), on the borders of Shropshire and

Montgomeryshire (21st), and in Hereford (22nd).

It is significant as regards the general westward dispersal

that the last Scottish counties from which records were

received were Ayrshire (30th November), Lanarkshire (8th

December)/ and Argyllshire (mid-January).

In all, twenty-seven Scottish counties were visited by

Waxwings during the invasion, ranging from Shetland to

the Solway and from the east coast to the Outer Hebrides.

The only counties from which records have not been received

are Nairn, Kinross, Clackmannan, Linlithgow, Kirkcudbright,

and Bute ; and the fact that the majority of these are in

the neighbourhood of well-visited areas points rather to lack

of recorders than to the absence of migrants. Apart from

its wide range, the most striking feature of the invasion was

its westerly dispersal, for although records of Waxwings from

the western parts of Scotland are rare, the movements of the

birds carried them on this occasion to the west coast or its

neighbourhood, in the Outer Hebrides, Ross, Inverness-shire,

Argyll, Dumbartonshire, Ayrshire, and Wigtownshire. This

unusual westerly extension may be accounted for by the

direction in which the migrants struck the British Isles and

by the large numbers of birds involved.

In England also, although the number of birds was much

smaller, the area visited was very wide, ranging from

Northumberland and Cumberland on the northern borders

to Surrey and Devon, and from the east coast, as far south as

Suffolk, to the western counties of Lancashire, Shropshire,

and Hereford.

The Ditration of Actual Iimnigration.—How long did the

arrival of Waxwings continue ? Did the birds arrive

suddenly in a more or less compact body, which afterwards

spread from the points of landing in different directions, thus

affording the material for later locality-records ; or was the

immigration a long drawn-out process, spreading over days

or weeks? The successional appearance of birds at different

parts of the coast gives only a somewhat vague answer to the

^ Excluding an early record on 15th November from a northern

projection of the county lying on the Kelvin Valley route.
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question, which indeed is not an easy one to settle. A
precise solution almost demands direct evidence of arrivals,

or, in its place, a series of continuous observations, with the

assurance, especially necessary in a case such as that of the

Waxwing, which is known to move from place to place in

search of food, that birds observed in successive days were

fresh arrivals and were not earlier arrivals which had moved

from their first landing place.

In the present instance an accumulation of evidence

points conclusively to a long-continued immigration, the

period of which can be fairly accurately determined. The

birds seen up to 17th or i8th November occurred singly, in

pairs, or in very small flocks, quite insufficient to account for

the numbers observed in various places from the i8th

onwards. A fortunate series of observations made in

successive days at Joppa, a point affording a good landing

to migrants coming from a north-easterly direction, seems

to point to fresh arrivals. On 15th November Mr Gray

observed there in his garden four Waxwings, on the i6th

there were six, on the 17th thirteen, and on the i8th nine,

after which the flock, already dispersing, moved to fresh

quarters. A second series of observations carries on the

story : At Holy Island, where the birds stayed only a few

hours before moving on, so that each observation marks a

fresh arrival, Mr W. G. Watson noted one Waxwing on 14th

November, three on the 20th, one on the 26th, and one on

the 29th. After 29th November I have no records of obvious

new arrivals on the east coast except about ist December,

when over a score appeared at Cley in Norfolk, and several

appeared about the same day at Hunstanton in the same

county. At Golspie on the east coast of Sutherland several

were seen on 8th December, but these cannot safely be

regarded as fresh immigrants, since there were already

many Waxwings in the neighbourhood.

It maybe concluded, therefore, that the immigration, begun

on 9th or loth November, continued until the early days of

December, a period of twenty-three to twenty-six days.

TJie Numbers of Waxwings Involved.—The Waxwing
invasion of 192 1 seems to have been the largest that ever
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occurred in Scotland and ranks with the greatest visitation

to the British Isles. It is impossible, of course, to state with

accuracy the total number of birds that landed in the country,

but from the actual observations of correspondents and from

their estimates of numbers in separate areas it is possible to

gain some idea of the numbers involved. On their first

arrival the birds were often seen in flocks of considerable

size: on 15th November, a flock of 14 was seen at Cadder,

in N.W. Lanarkshire; on 17th November, 13 at Joppa, Mid-

lothian; on 1 8th November, between 50 and 70 in the out-

skirts of Stornoway, about 20 at Dunbar and 25 at Killin,

Perthshire; on 19th November, about 40 at Dunglass,

Berwickshire, and a dozen at Banff.

In the following week, on 20th November, a " dozen or

more" were seen on the Beauly Firth; 21st November, 30 at

Edrington Castle, and on the 22nd, about 15 in the neigh-

bourhood of Hutton and Flemington, both in Berwickshire.

On the latter date also, 10 were seen at Kirkwall, and

"quite a number were in the county" of Orkney, about

12 at Leckmelm, Ross-shire, and a similar number at

Inverness; while in England, about 12 were seen near

Silloth, on the west coast of Cumberland. November 23rd

brought few Scottish records, but in England 30 to 40
were seen at Stanwix, Carlisle, and on the east coast, 10 at

Beal in Northumberland, and 20 at Scarborough; on 25th

November, 14 were counted at Brora, Sutherland, and at

Beal 20 were now present-

After the week ending 26th November, there are fewer

records of large flocks, but on 27th November 20 to 30 were

seen near Cockburnspath, Berwickshire, and a careful estimate

by Mr A. A. Falconer indicates that about 200 in all were

then in that neighbourhood. "About ist December, over a

score " arrived at Cley in Norfolk, and many were seen at

Hunstanton in the same county, while in the beginning of

December a flock of about 30 was observed at Kilhillock,

near Cullen, in Banffshire, and on 4th December about 12

still remained at Pease Dean in the Cockburnspath district

of Berwickshire. Thereafter no flock containing more than

7 or 8 birds was noted.
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It would not be safe to assume that each of these records

refers to birds that had not been previously observed, for the

Waxwings betrayed a strong tendency to wander from place

to place as the food supply gave out. For example, the last

record of about a dozen birds at Pease Dean clearly refers to

the residue of the large flocks seen about 21st November in

the same district. But this objection cannot apply to the

majority of the records which were gathered from widely

separated localities.

The total number of Waxwings of the 192 1 immigration

of which I have received notice, and omitting of course dupli-

cate references to the same flock at the same time and place,

amounts to over 1000 individuals; but I would again repeat

that this number certainly includes some overlapping due to

the appearance of the same birds successively in different

places. On the other hand, it refers only to birds actually

seen or estimated from close observation, and therefore must

fall far short of the true number of the immigrants, many of

which must have landed and remained undiscovered in the

less populous parts of the country.

In the following section I shall have occasion to state

some of the total numbers observed on different days.

TJie Waves of Iviviigration.— I have shown that the influx

of Waxwings continued over a period of rather more than

three weeks, from at least the loth of November till at least

the 1st December; but during this period the succession of

arrivals was by no means constant or regular. It would

appear that the migrants reached this country in waves, and

here I set down the facts that point to successive influxes,

leaving for a later section a discussion of the meteorological

factors which seem to be associated with them.

As it has been found to be impossible altogether to

eliminate overlapping of records, and as it does not seem

to be advisable to confine attention only to arrivals on the

coast, since migrants may easily have made a first landing

some distance inland, I have made use of the total numbers

of individuals recorded each day in Great Britain. In so

doing I recognize the dangers of error not only from these

sources, but also from the incompleteness of the records

themselves. While, therefore, the numbers quoted cannot
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be regarded as possessing absolute accuracy, they possess a

relative accuracy sufficient to justify the general interpreta-

tions put upon them.

Lest, however, too much stress may seem to have been laid

on the imperfection of the records, it should be added that, for

a casual accumulation of notes, the records are wonderfully

complete, since from the first day of the immigration, loth

November, till the 8th December, one or more records were

received for each separate day, with the exception of one

day, the 5th December.

Three distinct climaxes or waves of immigration, separated

by periods of quiescence, are apparent. The first occurred

on loth November, when about 21 birds were seen. Then
followed a lull for three days on none of which more than

about 4 birds were seen.

The second and greatest wave may be regarded as

beginning on i6th November, when 27 birds were recorded,

and it reached its maximum with a great influx on i8th

November, when eight recorders mention a total of 127

Waxwings. Following this outburst of migration came an

irregular but progressive decline in the numbers of birds

observed, which proceeded till the 29th November, when
only three individuals were noted. Nevertheless this period

showed some very considerable daily totals, as on 21st

November, 82 birds; 22nd, 58 birds; 23rd, 6j birds; 25th,

52 birds ; and 27th about 36 birds. These high numbers, like

the low numbers which occurred on the intervening days, show
as a rule a progressive decline, and such a gradual decrease

might be partly accounted for by the scattering of the flocks

which reached the island at the time of the maximum of

immigration. The numbers probably bear some relation to

the great influx on the i8th November, as well as to fresh

arrivals on the succeeding days.

The third wave began early in December, although in-

definiteness in the recorded dates prevents precision here.

It seems, however, to have reached its maximum about the

2nd and 3rd December, the total number of Waxwings
seen during the first four days of the m^onth having been

approximately ninety.

129 AND 130 S
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This may be reckoned the end of the immigration ; for

on the 5th December, for the first time since the movement
began, no Waxwing was recorded, and thereafter the numbers

seen daily are insignificant, and show those slight fluctuations

which might be expected if we assume that the parties which

had arrived earlier were now scattering or scattered.

Regions of Arrival and Incidejice of the Migration.— In

the majority of the great immigrations of Waxwings to

Britain the bulk of the migrants have landed on the east

coast of England, and, in comparison, the numbers recorded

from Scotland have been paltry. In the present case,

although the position can scarcely be said to be reversed,

the incidence of the migration fell much more heavily on

Scotland. As this difference is probably traceable to special

meteorological conditions, the incidence of arrivals may be

investigated a little more closely. If the country be divided

into broad regional areas, it will be found that the numbers
of birds, in round figures, recorded from each is as follows,

excluding casual records after the early days of December,

and clear cases of overlapping : from Scotland north of the

Caledonian Canal, including the northern and western Isles,

140; from the southern shore of the Moray Firth to the line

of the Forth and Clyde, 175 ; from the line of the Forth and

Clyde to the Border, 335. In England the distribution was

roughly: in the north-east, 95; north-west, 53; east, 43;
mid, 29 ; south, 26 ; and west, 8.

It is apparent that in England the maximum arrival

occurred in the north, and that southwards the numbers

gradually dwindled. In Scotland, on the other hand, the

maximum occurred in the southern area, and the numbers

gradually declined northwards. Taking Britain as a whole,

therefore, we conclude that the main bulk of the immigration

landed in Southern Scotland ; and that, while flank move-

ments developed on both sides of the central area, the

greater number of the birds involved in these were carried

northwards of the main region of arrival.

In the continuation of this article I hope to discuss the

causes of the immigration, and incidental observations

regarding the habits of the Waxwings in this country.

{To be continued^
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BREEDING-STATIONS OF THE BLACK-HEADED
GULL IN DUMBARTONSHIRE.

By Alexander Cuthbertson.

The collecting of the data on which this paper is based has

been exceedingly difficult owing to the paucity of published

records relating to the years 1850-1900, and to the inde-

finiteness of much of the available information. In the

Transactions of the Andersoniaft Naturalists' Society, in

The Glasgow Naturalist^ and in The Scottish Naturalist,

few, if any, data are to be found, while in Mr Robert

Gurney's paper on the " Breeding-Stations of the Black-

headed Gull in the British Isles," ^ there is no mention

of any of the colonies in Dumbartonshire. The remarks

following refer particularly to the area of the Kilpatrick

Hills.

The large colony at Loch Humphrey existed many years

prior to 1875, and seems to have numbered several hundred

pairs in 1890, the gulls nesting on a large islet and on

a long peninsula. The authorities unwittingly forced the

birds from their breeding-sites, by raising the level of the

water, so that in 1895 or so, a movement to the marsh
at the south-east of the loch became general. Several

years later frequent raids occurred, and a concomitant decrease

was noted until 1910, when a steady recovery took place,

but in 1916 and 1917 signs were abundant that this colony

was again on the decrease. During 1918-1921 the numbers
of nesting birds varied from fifteen to thirty pairs, but as

they are taking to the moor close by the marsh a decrease

is imminent.

North of Loch Humphrey lies Fyn Loch, which is asserted

to have been colonised about 1890 by great numbers of

gulls from Stirlingshire. I am inclined to believe, however,

that this colony is but an off-shoot from the large gullery,

then being slowly broken up, on Inch Moan in Loch Lomond.

1 Joum. of N, H. Soc. of Glasgow.
^ Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc, vol. x. part xv., pp. 417-447,
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The rapid growth of this colony is remarkable, and proves

that, free from molestation, the gulls will rapidly increase.

I am credibly informed that in 1894 or thereabouts, two

collectors carried away more than 250 eggs. Probably from

1 895-1905 the gulls were much disturbed, for in 1907 it is

reported that not more than thirty pairs were breeding there.

No information is available until 1914, when no marked

increase was observed ; but three years later more nests

and eggs than usual were found. Especially in 192 1 I noted

an increase, the gulls breeding at various sites in the vicinity

of this loch.

A party (possibly from Black Linn) appeared at Burn-

crooks Reservoir in 1917, and has continued to breed there

in good numbers, while in 1919 a colony of fifty to sixty

birds was established across the boundary on Auchineden

Moor in Stirlingshire. A large number breeding on Strath-

leven Moor was first reported in 1919. From 1910-1918

a few Black-headed Gulls bred, occasionally, at Carbeth

Loch. It is worth noting that the gullery at Craigmaddie,

near Milngavie, has increased to over 400 pairs, despite the

taking of many eggs. Baker Loch has not been colonised

of recent years, although a few pairs attempt nesting. The
one-time prosperous gullery at Lily Loch has been almost

wiped out. In 191 5 more than twenty-five pairs bred, in

192 1 one pair nested, but the eggs were taken by trespassers

on Duncomb (1313 ft).

The date of the colonisation of Cochno Loch is too

indefinite to be reliable. Forty years ago " only a few

dozen nested " ; and some twelve years later more than

fifty pairs bred. From 1895- 1900 the eggs were taken year

after year, until in 1903 most of the breeding birds went

over to Edinbarnet Loch, where a colony had been estab-

lished many years previously. However, in 1919, a fairly

large number nested on the island. I am informed that

in 1914 many moved northwards to Black Linn. In 1918

about twelve pairs bred, in the following year and 1920 only

a few attempted to nest, and in 192 1 only one nest with

eggs was found. Adjoining Cochno Loch is Edinbarnet

or Jaw Loch (a reservoir), commonly believed to have been
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colonised when first flooded by the authorities about 1890.^

An average of fifty pairs bred here until 191 3, when they

were disturbed. In 1916 the gulls quitted the islet, and

mostly nested on the shore. Two years later hardly a

gull remained, nearly all having sought seclusion at Black

Linn, near Dunellen Crag (1171 ft.).

At Black Linn, in 1915, the gulls nested on the rocks,

shore, and on the moor—some hundred, pairs. In 1916

it was impossible to walk along a part of the margin without

treading on the eggs that were littered there. Two years

afterwards only a few gulls nested, frequent raids having

obliged the gulls to move eastward. In 1920 and 192

1

only one nest with eggs was found. The majority settled

at Gilshaw Loch, where, in 191 5, the small gullery was rein-

forced by others from Cochno Loch and Jaw Loch. In 191

7

about thirty pairs bred, and in 1918 and 1919 a decrease is

reported to have occurred, but in 192 1 I estimated the number
of nesting gulls at sixty or seventy pairs, as the numerous

islets of this loch were disclosed by the drying-up during

the abnormal climatic conditions that were experienced.

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking Mr C. A,

Hamilton of Barns, Sir Robert Campbell Mackenzie of

Edinbarnet, Sir Archibald Campbell, Mr J. Shanks, Mr
James Bartholomew, Mr W. Evans, and the other gentlemen

without whose co-operation and assistance this paper would

have been more incomplete.

If my remarks have shown the need of adequate pro-

tection of this economically important Gull, and enable

ornithologists to take a more comprehensive view of the

distribution of the species in the Clyde area, my object

will have been achieved.

On the Dark Phase of the Young of the Starling.—In

i\\e Scottish Naturalist for 191 9, p. 183, Dr Eagle Clarke makes some

remarks on the dark phase of the juvenile plumage of the Starling

{Sturfius vulgaris) in connection with the then newly separated

race, S. v. zetlandicus of Hartert—a race based chiefly on the dark

plumage of the young. He states that "similarly coloured birds

1 Authorised 1887.
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have been obtained in areas far removed from the northern isles

(Shetlands), namely, at Kew in Surrey and at Spean Bridge in

West Inverness-shire (23rd June 1903), and it is probably at present

more prevalent than is suspected." I think it is therefore of

interest to record the occurrence (within the limits of the City

of Edinburgh this year) of a brood of these dark coloured young

Starlings. My attention was first drawn to them in May through

a dead young bird which had fallen from the nest. When found

it was too decomposed to preserve, but an idea of the depth of

its dark colour may be obtained when it is stated that the first

description given of it to me was that it was a young Blackbird.

Later the parents were observed with three young, all equally

dark ; one of these has since been shot and is now in the Royal

Scottish Museum ; the two remaining young are at present (August)

moulting into adult plumage. Only one brood seems to have

been reared. I invite all interested in birds throughout Scotland

to watch carefully in the future for further occurrences of these

dark broods ; reports regarding such will be gratefully received

by the Editors, at the Natural History Department, Royal Scottish

Museum, Edinburgh.—J. H. Stenhouse, Edinburgh.

Nesting of Slavonian Grebe in Scotland.—There is no

doubt the Slavonian Grebe now nests regularly in Scotland. About

thirty years ago a pair nested on a loch in Inverness-shire, and,

as far as I could gather from various bird-lovers in the locality,

founded a small colony. This is likely to grow, as gamekeepers

in the neighbourhood are now doing their best to protect the birds

and nests. Even when the earlier clutch of eggs may fall to the

egg-collector, to Gulls or to Hooded Crows, the second attempt

may be more successful, the more particularly as the reeds later

in the year afford better concealment for the nest.

I was fortunate enough to watch at close quarters five different

nests with eggs this season. Three clutches of eggs to my knowledge

hatched out, and by the end of July the young birds had attained a

good size. One nest was harried by a Hooded Crow. The nest was

then deserted by the parent birds, but in a fortnight another nest

was built close to the first, and in it four eggs were laid and

duly hatched out.

I have sent for the collection in the Royal Scottish Museum
two eggs from the forsaken nest of 1922.

—

Richard M. Watson,

Edinburgh.
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SOME INSECT RECORDS FROM THE EDINBURGH
DISTRICT IN 1921.

By William Evans, F.R.S.E.

That sunshine and warmth favour an abundance of insect-

life is common knowledge ; but moisture, it must be

remembered, is also indispensable. Here, as in other parts

of the country, 1921 was an exceptionally sunny year; yet

on the whole it was, from the entomologist's point of view,

a poor one, the result no doubt of the severe droughts

experienced. Limitation of travelling facilities owing to the

great coal strike, and other circumstances prevented me
from getting much into the country ; but nevertheless some

interesting insects were obtained. The fine warm weather

in April brought the spring species early on the scene.

.Several bumble-bees, hibernated queens of course, were

busy at the blossoms of the white garden arabis and the

flowering currant on 6th April ; and long before the month

closed practically all our local species

—

Bonibus lappoiiicus

included—had been seen. On 23rd April several of the

smaller wild bees, Andrena albicans, Halictiis riibiaindus, etc.,

were in profusion on the flowers of dandelion and others soon

followed. With a continuance of the fine weather these

spring aculeates were able to speed up their work, and

consequently the period of their activities was early over.

A tiny worker of the year's brood of Bovibiis pratorum was

seen on i8th May, and two males on 25th June. The

abundance of the Click Beetle {Cryptohypnus riparhis) in

fields of young grass about Edinburgh in the spring has

already been commented on by me in this magazine in

November 1921.

On 20th April I spent a few hours in the glen of the Esk,

above Penicuik, looking for beetles, etc., under the bark of

felled trees. Almost at the outset the flight holes of

Trypodeiidron domesticuin on a dead limb recently cut from

an oak caught my eye, and by removing portions of the bark
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a number of the beetles themselves were soon found. Along

with them were, as often happens, a few Epurcea angustula,

a beetle new to the Forth list. The claim of T. doinesticum

to a place on that list had previously rested on a single

specimen swept by Prof. Hudson Beare off herbage at

Hawthornden, some miles further down the valley on 6th

May 1905, as recorded in the Ent. Record for 1906, p. 107.

I may here say that during the spring of 1922 this Scolytid

was again found by me at Penicuik, both on oak and beech,

when DelipJirum crenatinn (the subject of a recent paper by

Mr A. Fergusson in this magazine) was also present, and

also at Roslin in an old oak. Among other things found at

Penicuik on the occasion above mentioned were numbers of

the little beetle, Agathidmni nigripenne, under beech bark,

and dead examples of the large blue-black wood-wasp, Sirex

cyaneus, in the bole of a much-decayed but still standing

silver fir. A specimen of 6". gigns was obtained in the

same locality in July, and another on Mortonhall estate in

September ; both were females.

Adjoining the site of Bavelaw pine-wood, near Balerno,^

on 3rd May, 1 beat from the freshly lopped branches of a

felled Scots pine nine examples of Rhinoviacer aitelaboides,

a weevil for which no recent Forth record is known to me.

The same branches yielded a female of the rather scarce

Sawfly, Lyda stellata.

On 24th May, Mr J. W. Bowhill motored me to Press-

mennan Lake, at the foot of the Lammermuir Hills, East

Lothian, where I secured a good Caddis-fly, LivinopJiilus

rJiombicus (Messrs Bowhill and Morton had taken one there

three days previously), and also a specimen of the much
commoner Phiygaiiea striata. The former is an addition to

the list of Forth Trichoptera, while the latter fills a blank in

my East Lothian list. The Sawfly Strongylogaster cingulatiis

was beaten off oaks; and a single example of a small Weevil,

which Professor Beare has identified for me as Anthonoinus

conspersus, came, I believe, also off oak. On a sunny brae-

side below the lake there was a strong colony of the some-

1 This fine old wood, the home of a number of good insects, was cut

down during the winter of 1920-21.
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what uncommon bee, Andrena wilkella. The only Lepidop-

tera of interest seen were Enclidia mi and Adda viridella.

A visit to Aberlady on 4th June was a failure owing to

the drought, the mossy edge of the marsh, where Professor

Beare got some good " Staphs " and other beetles a month

before, having dried up ; besides a few common things I

only saw one each of PJiilontJius corvimis and Ph. viicans,

two Ph. vernalis^ and some Latlirobium atripalpe. On the

previous day I captured Lacon inurinus, a good Click Beetle,

on the wing, east of Port Seton, and near the same spot two

males of Tachysphex pectinipes, a small sand-wasp, which Mr
K. J. Morton took near Longniddry in July 1920. On 24th

June a small colony—females only seen—of another un-

common fossor, Crabro peltarms, was found between Port

Seton and Longniddry, not far from the spot where I got a

male in June 1916.

From July onwards, the Plant-hoppers {Homopterd) and

Aphides claimed my attention, and many of each were

collected ; but lists of these are reserved for future papers.

Among the former were Zygina flanimigera (Longniddry,

Aug.), Phalara exilis (Burntisland, Sept., and near Penicuik,

Oct.), Cicadula fieberi and Eupteryx inelisscB, the last two

from an Edinburgh garden where they were captured in

September by Dr T. V. Campbell. For much help in the

determination of the Aphides I have to thank Mr F. V.

Theobald ; among them are the following :

—

Macrosipliuui

tussilaginis, Myzus ranuncidina, Ajztiraphis chrysaiithemi,

Capitophorus similis (all from Morningside, Edinburgh, in

Oct.), C. hippophaes (Longniddry, Oct.), and Sipha schon-

tedeni (Balerno, Sept.). On ferns in our greenhouse, Idiop-

terus nepJirolepidis—-a small black species with prettily

marked wings in the alate state—was abundant throughout

the summer and autumn, as was also Mysus circinnflexics

on a species of lilium. For the names of two Snow-flies

—

Aleitrodes lonicei^ce (on honeysuckle in plantation at Bell-

wood, near Penicuik, Oct.), and A. vaporariorum (on

tomatoes, Morningside, Oct.), I am indebted to Dr J. W. H.

Harrison.

As already recorded in this magazine, one of the true
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Mosquitoes, Anopheles plumbeus, was taken by me west of

Longniddry on ist October. A member of the Culicine

section of the family, namely, Ochlerotattis neinorosus, was

plentiful at Bavelaw Moss on the evening of 27th September,

the males dancing in groups over an adjoining hedge, where

I had met with them in still larger numbers a year before.

Although this is quite a common gnat throughout Scotland,

I cannot call to mind any definite record of it from this

district. For over twenty years I have had in my collection

females from Bavelaw, etc., labelled neniorostis} and it was

only when I got males in September 1920 that the doubt

was removed. The specimen recorded by me in Ann. Scot.

Nat. Hist., 1903, p. 247, under name Cnlex cantans, Mg., was,

I think, this same species, but it is now in very bad condition.

When re-examining my Culicidae a couple of years ago I

found I had O. detritus from the coast at Blackness in the

autumn of 1896.^ From grubs in an onion from an

Edinburgh allotment in 192 1, an example of the lesser bulb-

fly {Eunierus) mentioned in my paper in the Scot. Nat. for

January 1920 was reared. The proper name of this syrphid,

it now appears, is Eumerns tuberculatus, Rond. {cf. Collins,

E.M.M., 1920, p. 102). Although of minor interest it may
be mentioned that Cai'popliagus heinipterus, a cosmopolitan

beetle, was plentiful in March in Mr Taylor's premises,

Morningside Place, Edinburgh, where it was emerging from

figs purchased at a sale of military stores.

In conclusion, reference may be made to the unusual

abundance during September and October of the Red-

admiral Butterfly {Pyranieis atalantd), which was to be met

with from the coast to the most inland localities. With a

score of them on asters in Mr Bennett Clark's garden at

Balerno, west of Edinburgh, was a single Painted Lady

(^P. cafdui). The fact of two Atalantas being seen at

Balerno in May this year, indicates that a i&w, at any rate,

survived the winter.

^ Mr Grimshaw has shown me two specimens he captured near

Aberlady on 24th August 1904.
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NOTES ON THE POPLAR SAW-FLY {TRICHIO-

CAMPUS VIMINALIS, FALL).i

By Ronald C. Fisher, B.Sc.

On examination of the young Poplars in a nursery at the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, on 2nd August 192 1, peculiar

swellings were observed on the petioles of many of the

leaves. Closer examination was made and a number of

saw-fly caterpillars were found feeding on the underside and

at the same time a small larva was seen to emerge from one

of the swellings. Larva; and leaves were collected for the

Fig. I.—Leaf Petiole and Egg-slits. (Enlarged.)

laboratory experiments on which the following notes are

based.

Two species were found to be present and were identified

from Cameron's ^ description as Trichiocampus viininalis,

Fall, and Croesus septentrionalis, Leach—the latter in small

numbers. Large numbers of infected petioles were examined
for the presence of eggs, as it was evident that the peculiar

swellings were egg-slits made by the adult saw-fly and in

each of which an Q.gg had been deposited. Unfortunately,

the search was somewhat unsuccessful, only one Qgg being

found ; all the others had already hatched. It was thus

apparent that the observations made were commenced at

^ This species is said to be widely distributed throughout Britain.

2 Monograph of the British Phytophagous Byme?2optera, vol. ii., Ray
Society, 1884.
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a time—early August—just too late to obtain unhatched

eggs and, consequently, there was no opportunity of enquiring

fully into the egg stage.

The egg-slits or egg pockets were situated just below the

leaf-base and varied from fourteen to twenty-two in number,

seven to eleven on each side of the petiole. The incision

which was made on the side of the leaf-stalk from the upper

surface was oval in shape and the egg lay in a small pocket

resembling a minute tobacco-pouch (Fig. i).

Egg.—The one egg which was found unhatched was

elongate, sac-like, oval, and of a yellow colour. It was

Rtf-

FiG. 2.—Damage by Younger Caterpillars. (Underside of leaf.)

attached to the pocket in which it lay and measured from

0-5 to 0-75 mm. in length.

T/ie Lai'V(S, which were collected, were reared in cages

in the laboratory on poplar leaves. The two or three

individuals of Croesus septentriojtalis, Leach, died, and so

attention was confined entirely to Trichiocampus vzminalis,

Fall. The young larvae, which were greenish-white in colour

with brown heads, fed socially in serried ranks on the under-

side of the lamina of the leaf. The epidermis alone was

eaten, the result being that the leaf was skeletonised and the

veins left intact (Fig. 2). It was noticed that after the third

month, in the fourth instar, in addition to the general
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greenish colour of the larvae a tinge of orange appeared on

the first three and segments ten and eleven of the abdomen :

black spots also made their appearance at this stage, two

on each segment. As the caterpillars fed and moulted the

orange colour became more general until after the last moult,

when fully grown, the entire body was orange in colour.

The full fed larva varied from 18 to 20 mm. in length, with

dark brown head, thorax, and abdomen of a bright orange

colour, and each segment bore two black marks on each

side of the body, the lower of the two being considerably

LI B

Fig. 3.—Damage by Older Caterpillars.

smaller than the upper. The caterpillar was clothed with

numerous white feathered hairs.

Types of Feeding.—When the young larvae reached the

fourth instar they became more active and wandered from

leaf to leaf, feeding singly or in twos and threes but not in

serried ranks, as at the earlier stages of their life. A leaf

was attacked usually from the edge, the larvae lying on the

plane of the leaf and eating steadily backwards, leaving only

a few of the chief veins untouched. In this way the entire

leaf was often destroyed (Fig. 3). Again, the older larvae

also gnawed holes in the leaves, not necessarily commencing
feeding at the edge. As in the case of the younger stages,

they also fed from the underside. The larvae when full
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grown spun up in corners of the cages and remained there

during the winter, as caterpillars under a silk covering. It is

hoped to obtain from these adult saw-flies during the coming

spring.

Parasitism.—This formed the most interesting result of

the observations on this insect. It was found that several

larvae towards the end of August, while having the character-

istic orange colour of the full-fed caterpillar, were very

much undersized and smaller than those previously obtained.

These smaller larvae wandered aimlessly around the cages

and eventually spun up in corners. This went on regularly

;

the young forms fed and reached a certain stage and then

finally spun up long before they had attained the size of a

normal full-fed caterpillar. Such a larva was isolated in

a box, and after a few days the contents of the box were

found to be a shrivelled larval skin and a dipterous cocoon,

which in due course opened and a Tachinid fly issued.

Tachinids issued from saw-fly cocoons in the cages at

intervals of two to three days, from 19th August till ist

September. This was clear evidence that the undersized

and sickly appearance of the larvae was due to parasitism.

They had evidently been parasitised before being brought

into the laboratory. The parasite was identified by Major

Austen of the British Museum as Ptychoinyia selecta, Meigen.

This parasite probably also accounts for the great

difficulty that was experienced in keeping alive the youngest

forms in the laboratory. These larvae gradually died off.

A wilt disease was also suspected.

In conclusion, it may be stated that there is evidently

little risk of this insect appearing in large numbers and

damaging young poplars. Parasitism effectively prevents

this. The great majority of the caterpillars, reared in the

laboratory, were parasitised. It was apparent that the

observations on this insect had been made on the larvae

of the second brood of summer 192 1, and it is hoped to

ascertain during the coming spring the time of emergence

of adults of the first brood and their subsequent life-history.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF CLYDE
COLEOPTERA (Third Series).^

By Anderson Fergusson, F.E.S.

This paper, which was read before the Natural History

Society of Glasgow on 26th December 1919, has now been

brought up to date and contains all the additions which

have been made to the list of Clyde Coleoptera since the

publication of the last paper of the series in the Glasgow

Naturalist in 191 2. For the sake of completeness several

species, which have been recorded from time to time in

various periodicals, have been included, and in these cases

a reference to the previous record is given. The only

records that have not been so dealt with are those contained

in a recent paper by Messrs J. E. Murphy and T. H, M.

Gordon, published in this magazine (1921, p. 25), in which

33 species were added to the Clyde list. In the present

paper the number of species added is 123 and these,

together with the species brought forward by Messrs Murphy
and Gordon, bring the total number of Coleoptera recorded

for the area up to approximately 1356 species. I have

to thank Mr A. H. May for permission to record some

of his captures which are new to the area, and I am
indebted to Dr Malcolm Cameron, Messrs G. C. Champion
and E. A. Newbery, and the late W. E. Sharp for their

kind help in the determination of the more critical species.

Except where otherwise stated the beetles have been taken

by myself

The arrangement followed is that of E. A. Newbery
and W. E. Sharp's Exchange List of British Coleoptera

(1915)-

Geodephaga.

Bradycellus sharply Joy.—Dr Joy in describing this species

pointed out {E?it. Mo. Mag., xlviii., 257) that the distiuctus of

1 The two previous series appeared in the Glasgow Naturalist,

ii., p. 83, and iv., p. 70.
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British collections was not the true distinctus, Dej., and that

the species standing under that name was undescribed. He
accordingly proposed the name shai-pi for it. B. sharpi has

occurred in Arran, Clyde Islands, in moss and under stones

amongst heather at Catacol and Machrie Bay. The distinctus

of British collections had been recorded from the Solway area

in Scotland but never from Clyde. The true distinctus, Dej., also

appears to occur in Britain, as it has been recorded from Bourne-

mouth by Dr Sharp {Ent. Mo. Mag., xlix., 54).

Dromitis melaiwcephalus, Dej.

—

Lanark, scarce, in moss in a

wood near Lanark.

Hydradephaga.

Hydroporus latus, Steph.

—

-Clyde Islands, sparingly in a

small stream at Machrie Bay, Arran, during June 191 7. This

species is rare or at anyrate very local.

H. griseostriatus, De G.

—

Clyde Islands, in lochs at a fair

elevation in Arran (Fergusson, Glasgow Nat., v., 17). I have not

yet met with it at a lower elevation than about 800 feet. It occurs

along with the succeeding species, but it is also found in many
lochs in which lapponicus is not to be seen.

Dytiscus lapponicus, Gyll.

—

Clyde Islands in a loch in Arran

about 800 feet above sea-level (Fergusson, Glasgow Nat., v., 15).

Palpicornia.

Helophorus affinis, Marsh.—This species was recorded for

Clyde in the first list of additions {Glasgow Nat., ii., 88), on a

specimen without definite locality. It has since been found in

the following counties: Dumbarton, in brackish pools at Bowling;

Renfrew, in brackish pools at Langbank -. Ayr, in the Irvine

where the river is tidal.

H. gra?iularis, L. {brevicollis, Th.).— Rare, in standing water,

Cantyre, near Bellochantuy, September 1912 (Fergusson, Glasgow

Nat., viii., 51); Clyde Islands, one example at Machrie Bay in

a ditch on the shore.

Hydrcena pygmcea, Wat.—Rare, Clyde Islands, very sparingly

in moss in a little trickling stream on the hill behind Whiting Bay,

Arran, during September 19 16.

Philhydrus nigricans, Zett.

—

Lanark, Symington (A. H. May).

Brachelytra.

Aleochara diversa, J. Sahl. {inoesta, Brit. Cat.).—The Aleochara

mcesta of British collections really comprehended two species as
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was pointed out by Mr G. C. Champion {Ent. Mo. Mag., xxxiii., 97),

one of them being A. sparsa, Heer {siiccicola, Th.), which is

common and generally distributed, and the other, A. diversa,

J. Sahl., which appears to be much rarer. Dr Sharp has a

specimen of A. diversa in his collection from Glasgow, Lanark
;

and I have an example from Lagg in Arran, Clyde Islands. The

records under A. maesta, Grav., in the original Clyde list in the

British Assodaiio?i Handbook probably refer to A. sparsa, Heer,

which is common in the area.

A. bilifieata, Gyll.

—

Clyde Islands, in vegetable refuse,

Machrie Bay, Arran.

Exaleochara morion, Grav.

—

Renfrew, in flood refuse, Loch-

winnoch.

Oxypoda lofigipes, Muls.

—

Lanark, one in a mole's nest at Fossil.

Dadobia immersa, Er.

—

Lanark, one under fir bark, Cadder

;

Clyde Islands, one in a similar situation at Brodick, Arran.

Atheta sulcifrons, Steph. {pavens, Er.). — Amongst shingle,

Stirling, Kilsyth ; Lanark, near Lanark ; Ayr, banks of River

Irvine.

A. parvula, Mann, (cauta, Er.).

—

Clyde Islands, common in

dung, Machrie Bay, Arran.

Myllcena kraatzi, Shp.— Lanark, rare, one specimen in damp
moss. Fossil Marsh.

Ilypocypit{s seminnhan, Er.

—

Lanark, rare, one in moss in a

wood near Lanark.

Tachyporus obtusus, L., v. nitidicollis, Steph. —Ayr, in cut

grass, Knoweside.

Bryoporiis rngipennis, Fand.

—

Stirling, very rare, one in moss

near the summit of Ben Lomond.

Quedius lo?igicornis, Kr.

—

Lanark, in moles' nests. Fossil.

Q. maunis, Sahl. {fageti, Th.).

—

Clyde Islands, one specimen

was taken at Machrie Bay, Arran, by beating birches during June

1917.

Philotithus aibipes, Gr.

—

Clyde Islands, in dung, Machrie

Bay, Airan.

P. sangnifiolentus, Gr.

—

Clyde Islands, apparently rare, but

perhaps overlooked, one in dung, Machrie Bay, Arran.

Cryptobium fracticorne, Fayk. — Renfrew, Kilmalcolm (A.

H. May).

Lathrobinm termifiatum, Gr.

—

Main Argyll, one from Ben
Donich, Lochgoilhead.

Stenus 7)ielafiarius, Steph.

—

Ayr, rare, one in moss at a loch

on Carrick Hill near Knoweside.
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S. paliistris, Er.— Clyde Islands, two in a marshy spot at

Brodick, Arran (Fergusson, Scot. Nat., 19 19, 167).

S. erichsoni, Rye.

—

Lanark, in moss about the roots of trees

in a wood near Lanark.

Trogophloeiis arcuatus, Steph. — Renfrew, Bridge of Weir

(A. H. May).

Lesteva lo7igelytrata, Goez., v. maura, Er.

—

Main Argyll, in

wet moss in a burn on Ben Donich at 800 feet ; Clyde Islands, in

moss in a hill drain at Machrie Bay, Arran.

Philorhitium sordidum, Steph.

—

-Ayr, on broom, Irvine.

Phyllodrepa Jloralis, Payk. {rufipes, Brit. Cat.). — Clyde
Islands, scarce on hawthorn blossom, Machrie Bay, Arran.

Acrolocha striata, Gr.

—

Clyde Islands, in cut grass, Machrie

Bay, Arran.

Anthobium sorbi, Gyll.—On blossom ot broom, Stirling,

Rowardennan ; Lanark, near Lanark.

A. primidm, Steph.

—

Lanark, by sweeping in a wood near

Lanark. It occurs in the flowers of primroses.

Metopsia i^Phlxobhun) clypeata, Miill.

—

-Lanark, one by general

sweeping amongst trees, Lanark.

Fseudopsis sulcata, New.— Rare in vegetable refuse, Dumbarton,

Bearsden, and Renfrew, Langbank (A. H. May).

Micropeph/s porcatus, Payk.

—

Stirling, by sweeping, Balmore.

Clavicornia.

Euplectus sanguineus, Denny.

—

Clyde Islands, one in vegetable

refuse at Brodick, Arran.

Bibloporus bicolor, Denny.— S. Perth, under oak bark. Glen

Falloch.

Bythinus macropalpus, Aub. {securiger, Brit. Cat.). — Rare,

Stirling, in moss, Bardowie; Renfrew, in moss, Lochwinnoch.

B. validus, Aub.

—

Stirling, in moss, Bardowie ; Ayr, in moss,

Barr; Clyde Islands, in vegetable refuse, Brodick, Arran.

Neuraphes elongatus, Miill. — Ayr, rare, one specimen in

moss, Barr.

Choleva oblonga, Lat. (intermedia, Kr.).

—

Cantyre, Campbel-

town, Commander Walker (H. Britten, Ent. Mo. Mag., liv., 33),

C. cisteloides, Froh.

—

Lanark. I have a few specimens from

the Rev. J. E. Somerville which were taken by him in the vicinity

of Glasgow many years ago.

Nargus anisoto7noides, Spence.

—

Lanark, one in decaying

fungi, near Lanark.

Catops watsoni, Spence.— In carcases, Lanark, near Lanark;
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Cantyre, Bellochantuy (Fergusson, Glasgow Nat., viii., 51);

Clyde Islands, Lagg, Arran.

C. coarciniis, Kell.—In carcases, Stirling, Rowardennan

;

Renfrew, Bridge of Weir (A. H. May) ; Lanark. Newton and

Lanark ; Ayr, Shewalton ; Clyde Islands, Machrie Bay.

Triarthron incE7'keli, Schmidt.

—

Lanark, one by sweeping in

a wood near Lanark, June 191 8 (Fergusson, Scot. Nat., 191 9, 167).

Agathidium semimi.hi.in, L.

—

Stirling, one on decayed fir stump,

Rowardennan.

A. IcBvigatmn, Er.

—

Clyde Islands, in cut grass, Wliiting

Bay, Arran.

A. rotundatum, Gyll.—Although this species was included in

the original Hst of Clyde Coleoptera, no definite locality could

be given. It has since occurred at Shewalton, Ayr, in fungi on

fir stumps and logs.

Scaphisoma agariciimm, L.

—

Stirling, seven specimens under

birch bark and by beating faggots, Rowardennan (Fergusson,

Scot. Nat., 1919, 167).

Ulster marginatus, Er.

—

Lanark, two in a mole's nest at

Fossil. Apparently rare.

Cateretes {Cercus) 7-ii.filabris, Lab.—By sweeping marshy places,

Stirling, Rowardennan, type form \ Clyde Islands, near Dougarie,

Arran, but all the specimens taken here were ab pallidus, Heer.

Epurcea inelina, Er. — Lanark, scarce on the flowers of

umbelliferous plants near Lanark.

Monotonia picipes, Hbst.—In vegetable refuse, Renfrew, Bridge

of Weir (A. H. May); Ayr, Shewalton; Clyde Islands, Brodick,

Arran.

M. longicollis, Gyll.

—

Ayk, along with the previous species,

Shewalton ; Clyde Islands, Brodick, Arran.

Atoniaria diluta, Er.

—

Renfrew, one specimen of this very rare

species was found in flood refuse at Lochwinnoch during April 1916.

A. atricapilla, Steph.

—

Renfrew, in flood refuse, Lochwinnoch

;

Cantyre, in vegetable refuse, Tayvallich (Fergusson, Glasgoiv Nat.,

viii., 48) ; Clyde Islands, Machrie Bay, Arran.

Corticaria ferruginea, Marsh {^fenestralis, Brit. Cat.).—Ayr,

one by sweeping at Shewalton.

Triphylliis bicolor, Fab. {pimctatus. Fab.).

—

Lanark, Cadzow
High Park, Hamilton, in fungus on oaks (King, Scot. Nat.,

1917, 296).

Aspidiphorus orbiculatus, Gyll.

—

Stirling, one by sweeping

rough ground, Rowardennan, July 1915 (Fergusson, Scot. Nat.,

1919, 167).
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Cis aliii, Gyll.

—

Lanark, one in fungi near Lanark.

Cerylofi fern/ginemn, Steph.—S. Perth, scarce^ under bark,

Glen Falloch.

Exochomus quadripustulatus^ L.

—

Renfrew, one specimen.

Paisley (Rev. Chas. A. Hall, Scot. Nat., i9i4) 264), Bridge of

Weir (A. H. May). This species has also been recorded from

Stirling and Lanark (Gordon, Scot. Nat., 192 1, 26).

Pullus {Scymnus pars) siituralis, Thunb.

—

Ayr, off firs at

Shewalton.

Lamellicornia.

Aphodius scybalarms, F.

—

Cantyre, in sheep droppings,

Macrihanish (Fergusson, Glasgow Nat., viii., 50).

A. porcus, F,

—

Clyde Islands, four specimens of this rare

species were obtained from cow droppings in a sandy place at

Machrie Bay, Arran, in September 191 2. A. porcus is parasitic

upon species of Stercorarius.

A. ohliteratus, Panz. — Lanark, local, near Lanark. My
specimens were not obtained in dung, but by sweeping in a wood
in autumn.

Sternoxia.

Corymhites pectinicornis, L.

—

Stirling, Rowardennan (A.

H. May).

Malacodermata.

Cyphon padi, L.

—

Stirling, Rowardennan (A. H. May).

Cantharis obscura, L.

—

Lanark, local, by sweeping in a wood

near Lanark during June.

C. figuratiis, Man., v. critachaiius, Chitty.

—

Renfrew, Bridge

of Weir (A. H. May).

C. hcBmorrhoidalis, F.

—

Lanark, local, by sweeping near Lanark

during June.

C. darwinianus, Shp.-

—

Renfrew, on banks of Clyde near

Bishopton, under seaweed. This species was recorded from the

south end of Arran by T. R. Billups, but that record is rather

doubtful.

Rhago?iycha translucida, Kry. {imicolor. Curt.).—Rare, Lanark,

one near Lanark ; Renfrew, one near Clarkston. By sweeping.

Malthinus fasciatus, 01.—Cantyre, Tayvallich, two by sweeping

(Fergusson, Glasgow Nat., viii., 48).

M. frontalis, Marsh.

—

Lanark, one by sweeping near Scots

Firs at Lanark.

Malthodes mysticus, Kies.

—

Lanark, by beating and sweeping,

near Lanark; Cantyre, Tayvallich (Fergusson, Glasgow Nat.,
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viii., 49) ; Clyde Islands, sweeping at Machrie Bay, Arran. This

species is considered rare in Britain. My specimens were taken

during July and August.

M. fiiscus, Waltl. {pelhicidiis, Kies.).

—

Lanark, by sweeping

near Lanark in July.

M. atomiis, Th.

—

Lanark, local, by sweeping near Lanark in

July. Females only were taken. The males are very rare.

LONGICORNIA.

Lepttira cerambyciformis, Schr.—Very local, Lanark, on blossom

of Meadow Sweet {Spircea) and umbelliferous flowers near Lanark,

July and August.

Grammoptera riificornis, F.

—

Lanark, local with the preceding

species, near Lanark, July and August, Although not included in

the original Clyde list, this species is not strictly new to the area.

It appears to have occurred at Kenmuir Wood in the palmy days of

that locality (Cameron, Transactions of the Glasgow Society of Field

Natu7'alists, 1871-78, p. 7), but as it is no longer to be taken there

it is satisfactory that another station has been found for it.

Phytophaga.

Donacia obscura, Gyll.

—

Stirling, rare one by sweeping in a

marshy spot, Rowardennan, during June 19 14, and another in the

same place, June 191 9.

Chrysomela brtinsvicensis, Grav. {didyjtiata, Brit. Cat.).

—

Clyde
Islands, in numbers upon Hypericum at Whiting Bay, Arran,

September 191 6 (Fergusson, Scot. PVat., 19 19, 167).

Phytodecta pallida^ L.

—

Main Argyll, rare, Lochgoilhead, two

specimens under a stone upon the summit of Ben Donich (2774
feet). As both examples were quite immature, it was obvious that

the insect, in its larval stage, had been feeding about the summit

and had pupated under the stone where the beetles were found.

I came to the conclusion that the only plant upon which the larv^

could have subsisted in that barren spot was a dwarf willow which

was not uncommon about the summit.

Phyllodecta viilgatissima, L. — Main Argyll, on willows,

Lochgoilhead. This species has probably been overlooked in

other parts of the area.

Psylliodes chrysocephala, L., v. anglica, F.— Clyde Islands, two
specimens of this variety with testaceous elytra occurred at Machrie
Bay, Arran, during September 191 3.

P. napi, Koch.

—

Lanark, near Lanark by sweeping, September;
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Renfrew, in flood refuse, Lochwinnoch, March; Clyde Islands,

sweeping in Glenashdale, Whiting Bay, Arran, September.

P. cuprea, Koch.

—

Clyde Islands, by sweeping on the shore at

Kildonan, Arran, during September 19 16.

Phyllotreta tetrastigma, Com.

—

Stirling, Rowardennan, May
1 9 18, and Renfrew, Bridge of Weir, June 1918 (A. H. May).

Aphthona lutescens, Gyll. — Clyde Islands, very local, on

CoTnaruTJi palnstre, near Dougarie, Arran, during September.

A. cyaneJla, Redt.

—

Clyde Islands, one specimen only was

swept at Whiting Bay, Arran, in September 1916. It appears to be

rare in Scotland.

Longitarsits briinneus, Duft, {castaneus, Foudr., Jiec Duft.)

—

Clyde Islands, two at Machrie Bay, Arran (Fergusson, Scot. Nat.,

1919, 168).

L. gracilis, Kut.

—

Cantyre, on ragwort, Tayvallich (Fergusson,

Glasgow Nat., viii., 49).

Z. pratensis, Panz. — Clyde Islands, not uncommonly at

Machrie Bay and Dougarie, Arran, September.

L. pratensis, Panz., v. collaris, Bed. — Clyde Islands, this

variety occurred with the type in both the above localities (Fergusson,

Scot. Nat., 19 1 9, 168).

L. exoletus, L. — Cantyre, by general sweeping, Tayvallich

(Fergusson, Glasgoiv Nat., viii., 49).

Rhynchophora.

Afithribiis [Brachytarsus) variegaius, Fourc. [varins, F.).

—

Ayr,

Shewalton, off spruce, May and June ; Lanark, one specimen from

hazel at Kenmuir (Cameron, Transactions of the Glasgow Society

of Field Naturalists, 1871-78, p. 7); Stirling, Rowardennan

(A. H. May).

Phyllobius pomoncB, 01.

—

Ayr, by sweeping, Irvine.

Polydrusus fuollis, Stroem. {inicans, F.). — Lanark, not un-

commonly upon young trees of various kinds at Lanark during

summer (Fergusson, Scot. Nat., 19 19, 168).

Brachysomus echinatus, Bons.

—

Lanark, rare, by sweeping,

Lanark, July.

Sitona flavescens, Marsh, {longicollis, Brit. Cat.)..

—

Lanark, by

sweeping, near Lanark. It probably occurs in other localities

throughout the area.

Trachyphlxus bifoveolatus. Beck, {scaber, Brit. Cat.).

—

Clyde
Islands, one by sweeping at Catacol, Arran.

Tropiphoriis obtusus, Bons.

—

Clyde Islands, one example of
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this rare species was taken on the banks of the Machrie Water in

Arran during July 19 16.

Cceliodes ruber. Marsh.—Lanark, one by sweeping, near Lanark.

C. dryados, Gmel. {quercus, F.).—On oaks, local, Stirling,

Rowardennan, May (A. H. May) ; Dumbarton, Milngavie, June

(A. H. May) ; Lanark, near Lanark ; Ayr, Shewalton ; Clyde

Islands, Dougarie, Arran. My specimens were taken during

August and September.

Allodactylus{C(eliodes, pars) affi?iis, Pk. {geranii, Pk.).

—

Lanark,

on Geranium at Lanark during June and July, local and scarce.

Rhinoncus gramineus, F.

—

Clyde Islands, rare, by sweeping on

the shore at Lagg in Arran, September 191 3.

Ceuthorrhynchus terminatus, Hbst.

—

Clyde Islands, rare, one

by sweeping at Catacol, Arran.

C. floralis, Pk.

—

Lanark, near Lanark ; Ayr, Shewalton ; Clyde

Islands, Machrie Bay, Arran. Not uncommon by general sweeping.

C. urticce, Boh.

—

Ayr, rare, one on the sandhills at Stevenston.

C. erysimi, F., v. chloroptenis, Steph.

—

Stirling, one by

sweeping banks of Kelvin at Summerston (T. H. M. Gordon,

Scot. Nat., 1 92 1, 162).

Balanohius {Balaninus pars) pyrrhoceras, Marsh.

—

Stirling,

Rowardennan (A. H. May), Balmaha.

Tychius {Micotrogus) picirostris, F.

—

Clyde Islands, local and

scarce, by sweeping trefoil in a field at Machrie Bay, Arran, June

1916.

Orchestes foliorum, Miill. {saliceti, F.).

—

Main Argyll, by

beating willows, Lochgoilhead.

Rhamphus pulicarius, Hbst. {flavicornis, Clairv.).

—

Dumbarton,

Tarbetj Main Argyll, Lochgoilhead; Cantyre, Tayvallich

(Fergusson, Glasgozv Nat., viii., 50); Ayr, Shewalton. By

beating willows.

Cionus tuberculosus. Scop.

—

Cantyre, on Scrophularia nodosa,

Tayvallich (Fergusson, Attn. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1905, 56).

Nanophyes marmoratus Goez. (lythri, F.).—This species, which

is rare in Scotland, was included in the original Clyde list on the

faith of rather a vague record of its occurrence in Argyllshire by the

Rev. Geo. Little, contained in Murray's Catalogue of the Coleoptera

of Scotland (1853). It is satisfactory to record that it has been

found sparingly in a marshy spot at Dougarie in Arran, Clyde

Islands, during August and September.

Magdalis phlegmatica, Hbst.

—

Lanark, rare, one example of

this northern species was taken off Scots fir near Lanark during

July 1918.
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M. armigera, Fourc.

—

Lanark, rare, two specimens by general

sweeping near Lanark, in June 1918, and one in July 1919.

M. carbonaria, L.—Rare, Stirling, one or two specimens off

the foliage of a felled birch at Rowardennan ; Clyde Islands, off

birches, Machrie Bay, Arran.

Apion fm?iiatu7n, Germ.

—

^Dumbarton, Ardpeaton, Loch Long

(Wm. Evans, Ent. Mo. Mag., liv., 64).

A. fiigritarse, Kirkby.

—

Ayr, Ayr, September 191 7 (A. H. May);

Clyde Islands, one female by sweeping on the shore at Kildonan,

Arran, in September 1916.

A. ciirtirostre, Germ. {Jiuinile, Germ.), v. inedianum, Th.

—

Clyde Islands, a few examples with the type at Machrie Bay,

Arran (Fergusson, Scot. Nat., 19 19, 168).

Rhynchites harzvoodi, Joy.

—

Clyde Islands, two beaten off

old birches at Machrie Bay, Arran, in June 191 6, and other two

also off birch in the same locality in June 191 7 (Fergusson, Scot.

Nat., 191 9, 168).

Phloeophthorus rhododactylus. Marsh.

—

Stirling, one or two

specimens by Professor Hudson Beare and myself under bark

of dead broom at Rowardennan ; Renfrew, Bridge of Weir

(A. H. May).

Heteromera.

Sphceriestes [Salpingtis, pars) mutilattis, Beck., v. bishopi,

Shp.

—

Clyde Islands, one specimen, which is referred to this

form by Mr K. G. Blair, was taken by beating old birches at

Machrie Bay, Arran, in June 19 16.

Meloe violaceus, Marsh.—Rare, Clyde Islands, one female was

found crawling beside a road at Machrie Bay, Arran, during June

191 7. Mr Arch. Shanks informs me that a specimen was found

near Loch Thom, Renfrew, in June 1921.

Anaspis garneysi, Fow.

—

Stirling, one specimen beaten off

hawthorn blossom at Balmaha in May 19 14 (Fergusson, Scot. Nat.,

1919, 169).

A. regimbarti, Schils. {ri/ficollis, Brit. Cat.).

—

Lanark, fairly

common near Hamilton.

Introduced Species.

Leptidea hrevipennis, Muls.

—

Lanark, Zoological Laboratory,

Glasgow University, in abundance from a wicker basket received

from Cambridge (King, Scot. Nat., 1921, 103).
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Curlew Sandpiper and Ortolan Bunting in Ross-shire.—
On 31st August 1922 a party of some twenty Curlew Sandpiper

{Erolia ferriigined) all in juvenile plumage were seen and some
obtained on the Dornoch Firth. With the Sandpipers were some
Dunlin. A young female Ortolan {Emberiza hortuland) was
secured on 15th September 1922 by the shore near Portmahomack,
Ross-shire.—A. C. and R. Meinertzhagen.

Buzzards, Ravens, etc., in Perthshire.—"We see Buzzards

constantly in this neighbourhood (Port of Menteith, Perthshire).

Shooting near Aberfoyle one day last year we saw four at once
coming along in front of the beat. The drive suffered, of course,

in consequence. They are quite common on the Menteith Hills

and round Loch Katrine. Ravens have also mcreased very greatly

in number. From a fishing point of view we are plagued with

Mergansers and Goosanders, both of which are far too numerous."

— (Lieut.-Col. T. W. S. Graham in The Field, 22nd April 1922,

P- 541).

BOOK NOTICES.

A Naturalist in the Great Lakes Region. By Elliot Rowland
Downing. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois.

Pp. XXV + 328.

Zoology has lagged behind Botany in its appreciation of the import-

ance of studying organisms in such groups as nature brings together in

her own particular environments ; and in this study America has given

a distinct lead to this country. In this handy volume, well-printed,

profusely, and for the most part well illustrated, are contained a series

of chapters which trace briefly the history of the Great Lakes Region
of North America from its bed-rock to the recent superficial formations,

and describe the plant associations which have adjusted themselves to

these different conditions and the animal groups which have gathered

together as the vegetation developed. The author has successfully

attempted to interpret the significance of the common-place, and his

account of the formation, and of the plant and animal inhabitants, of the

sand dunes, the forest, the prairie, the river and the lake, affords a liberal

education in natural history. The plants and animals referred to are, of

necessity, American ; but there is a wonderful resemblance between the

members of these associations in the New and in the Old World. The
book is meant, in the first place, for teachers of natural science in
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schools, and we could wish that teachers in this country had the

advantage of so helpful a guide to the country-side.

The Edge of the Jungle. By William Beebe. London : H. F.

& G. Witherby, 1922. Pp. 237. Price 12s. 6d.

In this, the companion volume to "Jungle Peace," another series

of charming word-pictures has come from the pen of this accomplished

naturalist and traveller. Of the twelve chapters, that on the Great Tree-

Frog, which is unique in its selection of a hatching place for its eggs,

and those on the Leaf-cutting Ants, with the tale of how their fungus-

food is transferred from one nest to another, are the most fascinating
;

but all are delightful, and it is with a sigh of regret that the end has

come so soon, that the book is laid down. We look forward with much
anticipatory pleasure to similar intellectual treats from Mr Beebe in the

future. The book will appeal to a wide circle of readers, and we can

strongly recommend its perusal.

Robin in Khaki : A Book of Birdeens. By Isa J. Postgate.

London: Alexander Moring, Ltd. 8vo, 70 pp., illustrated.

Price 3s 6d. net.

This little book consists of a series of sketches written in a light

and agreeable style, recounting the experiences of the authoress in her

efforts at taming her feathered friends. The essays prove the writer to

have been unusually successful in inspiring confidence in her pets ; even

Seagulls were attracted by her personality and came at her call. The
story of the bell-ringing Canary, indeed, reads more like a fairy tale

than a vouched-for record of fact. The perusal of these pages should

inspire a spirit of sympathy with and kindness towards all members of

the feathered world.

OsMics : The Science of Smell. By John H. Kenneth, M.A.

Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1922. Pp. 42. Price 2s. net.

The extent to which the sense of smell shares in the activities of

mankind, in testing and recognising objects, in the education of the hale

and of the blind, in hunting, in religious rites, and so on, has never been

fully investigated, and is far from being fully realised. The author

considers that the time has come for a systematic examination, from all

sides, of a function of such fundamental importance ; and as a first

contribution to this study here publishes a list of 500 references to papers

dealing with the subject. A couple of indices, arranged from a general

and a zoological standpoint, give an excellent guide to the content of

the bibliography.
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NOTES FROM

THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARK
ANIMAL "STOWAWAYS."

( Concludedfrom page 132.)

The second stowaway referred to, much smaller but scarcely

less interesting than the snake, is a spider of the family Mygalidse,

which includes a number of tropical species that grow to a size that

makes the spiders we are familiar with in this country seem very

tiny and inconsiderable. Some of the largest of them would cover

a space of six to eight inches with the spread of their legs in an

ordinary walking position ; they are often called " bird-eating

"

spiders, and they are certainly large and strong enough to over-

power any small bird which might become entangled in their webs.

The spider under notice, which was found in an Edinburgh fruit

warehouse, and was presented to the Park by Mr Andrew Reid,

represents a species common in the West Indies and Central

America, of somewhat moderate but still very respectable dimen-

sions. The body is about an inch and a half in length, and the legs

cover a space of about four inches in ordinary walking attitude.

The body and legs are covered with hair of a rich brown colour,

and to those who will acknowledge beauty in a spider, the creature

is not lacking in good looks.

This spider is not an uncommon stowaway in bananas, and

probably enters them in pursuit of prey. In captivity the writer

has found it live well, feeding readily on cockroaches ; and as the

American cockroach is perhaps the most common creature of all

to come to this country among bananas, the reason of the spider's

presence in a similar place is quite clear.

The most interesting banana "stowaway" that the writer ever

had was an American opossum. It is the only case he has ever

known of a mammal being imported in this way. In the case of

reptiles, spiders, and insects, all of which can fast for long periods,

food and water would not be an essential on the voyage, and it is

practically certain that none of them ever do feed on the way, but

the opossum is in a different position. It required regular food,

but it found it in the bananas surrounding it. The banana importer

loses nothing by the snakes or spiders which travel among his w^ares,

but it was not so with the owner of the opossum's travelling berth

who found his bananas much reduced in quantity; the opossum

was quite fat.
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TASTE OR SCENT IN THE OSTRICH

That the Ostrich possesses the sense of taste or of smell, or

perhaps both, to a considerable degree, seems to be indicated by the

behaviour of a female Ostrich in the Zoological Park. This bird

had a poor appetite and was failing in condition, and as it would

not eat any of the food ordinarily given to it, a large number of

other food substances were offered it in the effort to induce it to

feed again. Among other things the writer offered it a considerable

variety of fancy biscuits ; the first were made up of two ice-wafers

with some sugary compound between, and the Ostrich snapped up

greedily three packets consisting of six biscuits each. The fourth

packet to be brought from the writer's pocket happened to contain

another kind of biscuit flavoured with cocoanut. These were offered,

and the Ostrich also ate them with equal eagerness. When, however,

the fifth packet, which again contained the same kind of ice-wafer

biscuits as the first three, was offered, the Ostrich no sooner felt

the biscuit in its beak, than it dropped it. Again and again these

biscuits were offered to the bird, but she would not swallow them,

merely touching them with the tip of her beak and dropping them.

Search was made amongst the different packets of biscuits for some

more of the second kind ; another of them was offered and taken.

The next packet to be offered after that contained "ginger snaps,"

and these found equal favour with the bird, but after having eaten one

packet of the ginger snaps, it refused not only the ice-wafer biscuit,

but also the cocoanut one, and the writer found that the only biscuit

afterwards he could get it to take was the ginger snap. The fact

that the bird preferred the last kind of biscuit it had taken, may have

been due to nothing more than an abnormal and erratic appetite

;

the interesting point was the quickness with which the bird per-

ceived, by some other sense than sight, the distinction between the

different kinds of biscuit. One would imagine that a bird which

was seizing and swallowing rapidly whole biscuits, would have gone

on swallowing each biscuit for so long as it was prepared to swallow

any, but, on the contrary, the biscuit it did not want was merely

touched with the mandibles and dropped at once, while the favourite

one was seized and swallowed at a gulp.

The same thing occurred in regard to other foods offered it, but

in no case was the quickness of selection shown so markedly as in

regard to the biscuits. Thus, at one time, the bird showed a liking

for small potatoes and swallowed them as they were offered, but

small apples offered with potatoes were rejected after being touched

with the mandibles as quickly as were the despised biscuits.

T. H. G.
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There are two questions which inevitably arise and demand
an answer in an attempt to understand the life-work of

any man. The first and simplest deals with effect ; it is

the obvious question asked by all—What did he accomplish ?

The second is more elusive and more fundamental ; it is

a question of cause—What influences guided and determined

his accomplishment?

For the moment, no more need be said regarding the

accomplishment of William Evans than that he was perhaps

the most competent Scottish field naturalist of his day,

a man whose sympathies ranged over the whole field of

wild life, and whose knowledge was equally precise concern-

ing the animals and the plants of the countryside, from the

lowest to the highest orders. Following the due order of

cause and effect, I shall first endeavour to indicate the

influences which seem to have determined the course of

his life-work.

If it be true that naturalists are born and not made
(and there is much truth in the statement, if naturalists

be looked upon as distinct from zoology specialists, who
may be manufactured), then William Evans was a shining

example of the truth ; for the stamp of heredity is clear

in his work. His father, William Wilson Evans, was Curator

of the Experim.ental Gardens in Inverleith Row, Edinburgh,

which were subsequently absorbed in the Royal Botanic

131 AND 132 X
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Garden, and there William Evans, the second youngest of

a family of six, was born on 9th May 185 1.

The love of nature, developing at first lightly and

naturally in a garden, was soon to receive a new direction,

when, in 1857, the Royal Botanic Garden swamped the old

Experimental Gardens, and the father decided to migrate

to Tynefield Farm, between East Linton and Dunbar. If

heredity gifted young Evans with his first love, the outside

influences of a fortunate environment can be ranked only

second in confirming and directing the inborn passion. The

years at Tynefield caught the boy at a formative period,

and there, in a district well known for the interest of its

wild life, and particularly for the numbers of its winter

migratory birds, the bow of his life was bent.

The influences compelling him were varied and each

seems to have left its mark. There was his father's influence,

instilling a knowledge of plant life ; there was the particular

influence of the district itself, pulling the youth as well

towards animal, and especially bird, life. This latter force

took definite direction under the guidance of Dr Charles

Nelson and his brother John, of Pitcox, whose collections

of stuffed birds, mounted butterflies, and natural history

books, backed by a friendly interest, were factors of prime

importance in his early education. Finally, strong artistic

influences played intermittently about the boy. The district

was frequented by a band of young artists, which included

Pettie, Chalmers, Orchardson, and Graham, and Tynefield

was the favourite resort. The results were seen even in

these early years in a close association between the

naturalistic and artistic spirits, when the boy, now only

between 7 and 9 years of age, expressed his interest

in bird life in a long series of miniature models of birds,

cut with his penknife in wood, and each bearing, not only

in its colouring, but in its pose as well, unmistakable evidence

of nature knowledge and of art. The artistic impulse never

died out : throughout his life William Evans continued to

sketch in water-colour, and his holidays in this country, as

well as in Norway, Spain, and the United States, were

commemorated by volumes of careful drawings.
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These seem to be the influences that set the main drift

of his life ; the remainder of his experiences need only

be briefly referred to. He was schooled at the Free Kirk

School of East Linton, and at Edinburgh Institution after

his father left Tynefield, about 1864, to become estate

agent to Sir G. Clark of Penicuik. He left school at the

age of 16 or 17, and as a junior joined the Scottish Widows'

Fund, from which, after he had attained the post of

assistant actuary, ill-health compelled him to retire in 1892.

The quarter of a century spent in this work must be

regarded as a great break in the main course of Mr Evans'

life, and it is probably to be accounted for, apart from

the immediate influences of the friends of his youth, by
the fact that the late sixties of last century offered no

inducements nor even opportunities for the adoption of a

scientific career.

Although Evans threw himself whole-heartedly into the

work of his profession, becoming a Fellow of the Faculty

of Actuaries, and publishing several actuarial papers of

importance, the naturalist slumbered only skin-deep. His

election to the Fellowship of the Royal Physical Society in

1880 was the scratch that revealed the true man, and from

the date of his first paper, in the Proceedings of the year

following, a steady stream of records and painstaking

observations flowed from his pen. The nervous illness

which hampered his work and compelled him eventually to

resign from his profession was a blessing in disguise, for

under a careful regime and open-air existence he became
sufficiently restored in health to be able to prosecute the

field studies which lay to his heart, to the everlasting benefit

of the natural history of Scotland.

During these latter years his friends noted with dismay

the frequency with which ill-health again came upon him,

and after a short illness, during which his interest in

natural history continued unabated, he died peacefully on

Monday, 23rd October 1922.

William Evans was pre-eminently a field naturalist,

of that school of wide sympathies of which, alas ! few

representatives now remain. Even had his own bent not
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been in this direction, the demands of health must have

compelled him to follow nature in the country-side. Yet

there can have been few field naturalists who could compare

with him in the precision or the range of his knowledge.

His earlier papers were largely ornithological, owing, I have

little doubt, to the strong influence of Dr Robert Gray's

example ; but soon other vertebrates claimed his attention,

and he contributed to the Proceedings of the Royal Physical

Society excellent accounts of the Mammalia, afterwards

published in book form, and of the Reptiles and Batrachians

of the Edinburgh district. Then he turned also to inverte-

brates and wrote effectively not only on the more familiar

groups of Lepidoptera and Aculeate Hymenoptera, but

on neglected and obscure orders, such as Collembola,

Thysanura, and Harvest-men (Phalangids), False Scorpions

(Chernetidea) and Spiders, Ixodidae, Myriapoda, Ants,

Mallophaga, Oligochseta, and so on. This varied output,

running into well over 100 papers, apart from 300 to 400

odd notes and records, and consisting largely of systematic

lists with frequent notes on the structures and habits of

species referred to, was in great part held together by a

unity—the unity of place. For Evans made himself the

outstanding authority on the fauna of the Forth Area, and

the majority of his contributions were designed to fill now
this and now that blank in our knowledge of the denizens

of the district. His address on " Our present Knowledge

of the Fauna of the Forth Area," delivered in 1906 to

the Royal Physical Society, was a fitting memorial of

one of the chief aims of his scientific life. All his work

was characterized by scientific exactness, and by a fine

appreciation of the characters of species. He was a collector

of no ordinary skill, as his large collections testify, and his

enthusiasm in the chase of a rare or special quarry was

unbounded.

Mr Evans was a Fellow of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh, elected in 1884, of the Faculty of Actuaries, and

of the Royal Physical Society, elected 1880, of which he

became in turn Secretary, Vice-President and President, as

well as a Member of the British Ornithologists' Union. From
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191 2 onwards he was one of the Editors of The Scottish

Naturalist ; and this magazine and its forerunner, The

Annals of Scottish Nattiral History, owe much to his many
and varied contributions as well as to his mature and valued

advice and guidance.

William Evans was a modest man, but in him lay that

full knowledge which comes of enthusiasm and life-long

study. He was intolerant of slipshod work or of inaccuracy,

but no man more appreciated the difficulties of the beginner,

or did more to help the young naturalist who sought his

assistance and advice. In his friendships he gave much,

and, I think, received much ; for one cannot but see in his

life's work the influence of his long association with the

Royal Physical Society and its members. It is easy also to

see that he owed much to the sympathy and understanding

of his wife, who predeceased him by little over a year, and

his family, all of whom were interested in and familiar with

his work. His last continued labour was the mounting and

classification, for specialist study, of the important collection

of animals made by his son, Capt. W. Edgar Evans,

R.A.M.C, B.Sc, during his war service in Mesopotamia, a

collection in which he justly took great pride.

James Ritchie.

Food of the Goldfinch {Cardnelis ekgans).—One of the most

gratifying results of the various Wild Birds Protection Acts, and

the power conferred under them upon County Councils to prohibit

the capture of desirable species, is manifest in the steady increase

of Goldfinches in districts where, to quote the words of the late

Professor Newton, " they were once more plentiful than sparrows

[but] are now only rare stragglers " (jO/V/w/mry of Birds, p. 370).

In the flower-garden here there are great breadths of the wood
forget-me-not {Myosotis sylvaticd), whereof the ripe black seeds

offer unfailing attraction to these pretty birds. In the present

season two pairs of Goldfinches reared their broods close to the

house, a third nest being deserted after two eggs had been laid,

no doubt because the female bird had come to an untimely end.

We enjoyed, therefore, good opportunity of observing the move-
ments of both old and young Goldfinches. It was interesting to

see the parent birds plunging their beaks into those bundles of
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white foam which, with scant elegance, we term cuckoo-spit, extract-

ing therefrom the fat little grubs of the jack-jumper {Aphrophora

spumarid).—Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Great Snipe in Kirkcudbrightsliire.—On nth October I

was going to the duck flight about 5.30 p.m. on a small shoot which

I rent from the Culgruff estate. About fifty yards from the river

Dee, on the Crossmichael side, in a small bog with a lot of rushes,

where snipe are generally to be found, I shot a Common Snipe

which my dog retrieved, and had only proceeded about ten yards

when a bird with a soft floppy sort of flight rose within four yards of

me from some rushes. I could not afford to let it out far as the

light was very bad and took it about fifteen yards out. When my
dog picked it up I noticed it was very large for a Common Snipe,

and on my returning home and consulting a book of reference, I

came to the conclusion that it was a Great Snipe. Freshly killed

its weight was found to be under yi- oz. but over i\ oz.—W. M.

Russell, Castle-Douglas.

[The bird, which is now in the collection of the Royal Scottish

Museum (1922-97), is a female Great Snipe, GaUinago media.—Eds.]

Garganey in Dumbartonshire.—On ist and again (in

brilliant sunshine) on 2nd April 1922, my son and I saw three

Garganey, two drakes and a duck, on the marshes by the banks of

the Kelvin, west of Summerston Station. This is the locality where

Messrs Thomas Hill and Harry G. Cumming observed a pair on

1 6th May 1920. {Scottish Naturalist^ 1920, p. 153.)

—

John

Robertson, Glasgow.

Greenshank in Linlithgo-wshire.— I have sent to the Royal

Scottish Museum a Greenshank which I shot on 17th October

on Linlithgow Reservoir. I think it is a rare bird in this county,

but what interests me more is that it was one of five which had

been frequenting the reservoir for three or four weeks, and I am

inclined to think they were a brood. Is it possible that they could

have bred in this district? I again saw a Greenshank on the

reservoir on 2nd November, a late date.

—

Seton M. Thomson,

Linlithgow.

[The specimen received is an immature Greenshank in second

feather; although the Greenshank is gradually extending its

range in Scotland, it still breeds only in the wilder districts, and

the group on Linlithgow Reservoir is much more likely to have been

on southward migration, than a local brood.

—

Eds.]
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NOTES ON THE WOOD - WASPS (SIR EX)
OCCURRING IN SCOTLAND; WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THEIR PRESENT - DAY
DISTRIBUTION.

By William Evans, F.R.S.E.^

At the present time there are in Scotland two species of

Siricid(B (Wood-wasps or Giant Saw-flies) which in the

course of the past thirty or thirty-five years have earned for

themselves a claim to a place on our fauna that cannot be

ignored. They are Sirex gigas^ Linnaeus, the Giant Wood-
wasp ; and what it seems we must call Sirex cyaneus, Fabri-

cius, the Blue-black Wood-wasp. On the latter point,

however, more will be said later on. Whatever may have

been their former status—whether partly indigenous or

wholly introduced—both are now thoroughly at home in

this country, breeding freely in the older coniferous woods
in many districts. Of course importation in foreign timber

still goes on, and to this source many of the specimens

captured about coast towns and villages are no doubt due.

The frequency of their larval borings in home-grown timber

is, however, only too well known. Being large, formidable-

looking insects, they readily attract the attention of the

uninitiated ; and having, moreover, rather a habit of entering

houses, and even of alighting on people, they are frequently

captured and sent to museums with a request for the name
and some information as to the habits of the creature. The
long ovipositor of the female no doubt gives the impression

of a sting, but in reality there is nothing in the nature of a

weapon of offence about it.

The main object of this paper is to trace the comital

distribution of these two fine insects in Scotland to-day ; but

before proceeding to deal with that problem, some remarks

on the characteristics of the species, and other points of

interest about them, may be useful.

1 The first part of this paper was corrected in proof by Mr Evans
during his last illness ; the second part, containing detailed records, was
completed in its final form by his daughter, Miss C. Ethel Evans.

—

Eds.
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(a) External Characters separating the Species.—In

the female sex Sirex gigas and vS. cyaneus cannot be con-

founded ; the former is a dull,yellow-and-black banded insect,

while the latter (excluding the legs) is of a uniform metallic

blue-black colour. The males, on the other hand, bear con-

siderable superficial resemblance, both having the hind body

largely reddish yellow. There is, however, one character

by which males and females alike can be separated at a

glance, namely, the yellow on the temples (sides of the head

behind the eyes), always present in gzgas, but never in cyaneus.

The antennae, too, are yellow in the former and black in the

latter. In the females the terminal spike projecting above

the ovipositor is narrowly spatulate in gigcts, but sharply

triangular in the other. Further, a difference in the number
of " brachial cells " in the fore-wings—two in cyaneus as

against one in gigas— has been regarded as of generic

importance by systematists, who have consequently removed

cyaneus and some closely related forms to a separate genus,

Paururus.

As regards the Blue-black Wood-wasps, much confusion

has existed in the past. For many years it was the practice

to record the blue-black specimens occurring in Britain under

the name of S.juvencus, a species diagnosed by Linnaeus in

1758; but in 1904 the Rev. F. D. Morice pointed out in the

Ent. Mo. Mag. (p. 34) that juvencus ought to have the

antennae widely reddish yellow towards the base, a character

he had not found in any specimen he had so far examined

from this country, all having the antennae entirely black as

in 6". noctilio, a form described by Fabricius in 1793. Other

small differences were referred to. Since then he has seen

from the east of England, a few specimens with the

characters oi \x\x& juvencus \ but so far as I can find out none

has as yet been recorded from Scotland. I possess, however,

two males from Dalmeny Park (Nov. 1899) in which the

antennae are partly rufescent, but they have the eighth dorsal

segment bluish-black all over, which is said to be a character

of noctilio. I am inclined to think the rufescence on the

antennae is due to immaturity, the more so as these two

specimens (which were cut out of their cells) are associated
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with two females with black antennae from the same timber,

which are clearly noctilio. Though 1 have examined about a

score of specimens from different parts of Scotland, all except

these four I now refer to cyaneus. In this connection it is

fortunate that I possess two of Service's specimens (females)

taken at Munches, Kirkcudbrightshire, so long ago as 1883,

and they prove to be cyaneus ; so that this species (which by

the way is of American origin) has been in the south of

Scotland for at least forty years. The three forms are very

closely related and the question of their specific status is still

in doubt. It appears to me that breeding experiments alone

will settle the matter. That cyaneus is the common species

in the pine-woods of Scotland is the opinion of Mr K. J. Blair

of the British Museum, expressed in a letter written in

September 1921 to Mr J. Ritchie, Curator of the Perth

Museum. I may add that I have compared my series with

a male and a female determined by Mr Blair for the Perth

Museum, and with the exception of the noctilios above

mentioned, the females have the relatively longer saw-

sheath and narrower terminal spike of cyaneus^ as shown in

Mr Morice's plate in the Proceedings of the Entomological

Society of London for 1917 (pp. xxi. and xxii.). The male

of cyaneus has the eighth dorsal segment entirely reddish-

yellow, while in noctilio it is blue-black ;
^ and it looks to me

as if the hind tibia of the former is relatively longer than the

first tarsal joint, when seen alongside the leg of the male of

the latter. Further, as I am informed by Mr Morice, the

first brachial cross-vein in the fore-wing is always complete

in cyaneus^ whereas in noctilio it is frequently incomplete.

On the whole I am inclined to regard cyanetis as an American
sub-species of the o\d-\vor\djuvencus. Of the latter, however,

I know nothing personally. As hetv^etn juvencus and noctilio,

Enslin^ expresses doubt as to their distinctness, and accord-

ing to him, intermediates exist. To me the separation of

noctilio and cyaneus appears to present little difficulty.

Great variation in size occurs in the Siricidce; a female of

^ In this respect cyaneus is stated to agree -wiXhjuvencus.

2 In "Die Blatt- und Holzwespen" (Schroder's Insekten Mittel-

europas," 1913).

131 AND 132 Y
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gigas in my collection measures from front of head to end of

eighth dorsal segment just under 38 m^m., others reaching

36 and 35 mm. ; while the two smallest measure 18 and

24 mm. The largest cyaneus female is 30 mm., while the

smallest is no more than 16 mm.

{p) Time of Emergence.— During July and August Sirex

gigas usually gnaws its way out of the pupal chambers under

the bark or thin external layer of wood of the conifer in

which it has spent its two or three years of larval life and

subsequent stages of development ; but many delay till

September, while late ones may be seen in October, and an

occasional exceptionally early one in June. Of seventy

records in which the month is given— I have many more in

which only the year is forthcoming—the numbers are appor-

tioned as follows :—June, one record
; July, fifteen ; August,

thirty-eight ; September, fourteen ; and October, two. If

my records of cyaneus are of any significance on this point,

it is on the whole a rather later insect to appear. Of twenty-

eight dated records, two are in June, two are in July, ten are

in August, eight in September, and six in October. Records

of specimens obtained during winter and spring are due to

artificial disturbance. An interesting figure of vS. noctilio

{? cyaneus) gnawing its way out of a piece of pine wood is

given in Dr James Ritchie's recent book on The Influence of

Man on Animal Life in Scotland (p. 468). As giving some

idea of the extent to which a tree may in the course of time

become infested by cycles of 5//uv larvae, it may be mentioned

that in May 1922 I examined a dead silver fir lying in a

plantation near Penicuik with the following results :—For

8 or 9 feet from the root no flight holes were observed,

but from that point to where the top of the tree had been

broken off— a distance of about 15 feet, with an average

girth of about 3! feet— I counted on the exposed two-thirds

of the surface of the trunk no less than 360 exit holes.

Assuming that the third of the circumference next the

ground was similarly pierced, the total flight-holes must thus

have reached close on five hundred, from each of which a

Sirex (or its parasite) had at some time or other emerged.

Fortunately I was able to find several of the insects dead
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in their pupal chambers, and these prove the species to

have been 5. cyaneus. A feature of the flight-holes, which

are about the diameter of an ordinary lead pencil, is their

perfectly circular form. This calls to mind an amusing

incident which occurred on the railway near Dunbar a

number of years ago, when numerous flight-holes were dis-

covered on a telegraph-pole, and gave rise to the rumour

that some one had been firing bullets into the post.

{c) Natural Enemies of Sirex in Scotland.—So far as

I know Sirex has in Scotland only two natural enemies^

capable of exercising any real control on its numbers ; these

are the large Ichneumon-fly, Rhyssa perstiasoria, L., which

in its larval stage is a parasite of the Sirex grub ; and the

Great Spotted Woodpecker, now a widespread resident bird

in Scotland. The latter certainly does not discriminate

between the species of Sirex, for, while I have seen dead

spruces on the Esk above Polton, which were known to be

infested with ^z^^i", vigorously explored and hacked into by

a woodpecker, I have observed the same thing in the case of

old silver firs at Penicuik from which only the remains of

cymieits were obtained. The Rhyssa may be more discrimi-

nating, though I can hardly think so. Up to the present

however, I have only heard of one instance in v/hich it has

been reared from a blue-black species, namely vS, cymieiis

(specimens in Perth Museum). On the other hand, of attacks

on gigas there is ample evidence. In the summer of 1917

Mr G. Lyford Pike showed me many 6". gigas that had

emerged from logs in the laboratory of the Forestry Depart-

ment of Edinburgh University, and a fair number of Rhyssa

that had hatched out of the same logs. Gigas was the only

Sirex present. During the same summer I found Rhyssa

quite plentiful on two dead spruces in the glen below Haw-
thornden, that were known to be infested with the same
species. Again, in July and August 1921, Mr K. J. Morton
found both gigas and Rhyssa emerging in numbers from a

felled pine at Achnamara, Kintyre.

{d) Early Records.—Whether the ancient pinewoods in

the Highlands of Scotland—there were none I gather in the

' Fungoid attacks are not here taken into account.
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Lowlands—harboured Wood-wasps, or not, we shall probably

never know. The earliest indication I can find of one

occurring in Scotland is the inclusion of Sirex gigas by

G. Don in his List of Animals to be found in Forfarshire^

published (as an Appendix to Headrick's View of the Agri-

citlture of that county) in 1813. Unfortunately the bare

name alone is given without any indication of locality or

other circumstances. Writing thirty years later in Jardine's

Naturalisfs Library^ James Duncan, who had a fairly exten-

sive knowledge of the entomology of Southern Scotland,

gives no indication of its occurrence in North Britain.

" Sirex gigas" he states, " is rare [as a British species],

but it is found occasionally in the more southern counties

of England, generally frequenting pine-woods " (vol. xxxiv.,

p. 313). On 28th October 1862, Robert Gray, the well-

known ornithologist, exhibited at a meeting of the Natural

History Society of Glasgow a specimen of Sirex juvencus

captured in Aberdeenshire during that month.^ The emer-

gence of numbers of vS. gigas from wooden props in a coal-

pit near Buckhaven, Fife, in 1872, is referred to in the Scottish

Naturalist for that year. The wood, it is stated, had come

from abroad, and had been in the pit between three and four

years. By 1875, the species had been twice captured in the

east of Berwickshire ; and by 1887 it is noted by James

Hardy as " on the increase, and the perfect insect this year

has been seen in several of the Berwickshire plantations, as

well as houses."

In the summer of 1877 a female Sirex^ evidently vS. gigas,

was caught at Kinleith Paper Mills, west of Edinburgh, and

was exhibited by Dr J. A. Smith at the December meeting

of the Royal Physical Society. This constitutes the first

record for Midlothian. Curiously enough, I know of no

record from East Lothian till 1891, by which date it had

evidently established itself in the old fir-wood at Thurston,

and no doubt elsewhere. In 1881 a specimen was recorded

from Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.

In October 1883, S. cyaneusi}. have two of the specimens)

^ References to the records are given in the detailed list of

localities, p. 183 et seq.
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was found emerging, both sexes being present, from a block

of larch at Munches, Kirkcudbrightshire, by R. Service, and

recorded by him as S. juvencus in the Scot. Nat. (or 1891.

Peter Cameron recorded a specimen of vS. gigas from Port-

Glasgow, got prior to 1886. In " Notes on the Fauna and

Flora of the West of Scotland," published in 1876, the same

hymenopterist made the following statement : "Szrex gigas

and 6". juvencus have both occurred in the district, but in

such situations that it is extremely doubtful if they can be

regarded as native." Before the end of the nineteenth

century both species had reached Bute and Arran. The
earliest records the Perth Museum can give me for Perthshire

are in 1902—one of each species.

{e) List of Localities arranged according to the

Watsonian Scheme of Counties and Vice-counties.—The
getting together of the following data has necessarily

involved the examination of a wide range of literature and

a voluminous correspondence. I hope I have already

thanked all those who have so willingly assisted me with

records and specimens, but I wish again here to convey to

them my grateful thanks. The source of each record, so

far as known to me, is given in each instance. A tabular

summary here follows. It shows at a glance the counties

and vice-counties from which each species has been recorded.

As regards the " blue-black " species, it is naturally impossible

to decide now to which of the three species now recognised

most of the older records are referable, and they have

therefore been entered in the table under the general

heading " blue-black group." The Sh'cx parasite, Rhyssa

persuasoria, is also tabulated. After the table a detailed

list of records is given.

[Table.
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SIREX GIGAS, L.

{a) West Lowlands.

72. Dumfries.—Dumfries neighbourhood, annually, with more

or less frequency (R. Service, A7m. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1891). "Only

a few years ago this insect was prized as a great rarity. Now it has

become comparatively common, and this year [1898?] fully a dozen

individuals have been in my hands. I have also heard of it from

many different localities, not only in these counties but throughout

Scotland" (R. Service, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1899). Specimens

recorded from near Moffat in 1900; "a number of larch posts

erected as gateways on a sheep farm had been almost destroyed by

their borings"; common all over the area of Solway this season

(R. Service, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1900, p. 250).

73. Kirkcudbright.— Clearly Service had this species as well

as the next from this county, though he gave no definite locality

{cf. under Dumfries). Kirkcudbright, $ and $, 3rd July 1900

(J. J. F. X. King). 9, Benyellary, at a height of 2360 feet, 8th

Sept. 192 1 (N. B. Kinnear), identified at Royal Scottish Museum.

74. Wigtown.— In extreme south-west of Scotland, in unusual

numbers in 1906; $ dead with her ovipositor driven into a larch

pole in a paling (in Kirkcowan parish), (Sir H. Maxwell, Ann. Scot.

Nat. Hist., 1907, p. 119); ?, Monreith, Wigtownshire, early Sept.

1922 (from Sir Herbert Maxwell).

75. Ayr.— Irvine, in shipbuilding yard, $ S and ? ? emerging

in end of Aug. 1920, from wood of coniferous trees, probably of

Scandinavian origin, used as props for scaffolding (A. Cuthbertson,

Scot. Nat., 1921, p. 58).

76. Renfrew. — Near Paisley, three reported in Aug. 191

7

(A. M. Stewart, Entomologist, Nov. 191 7, p. 257); Giffnock, south

of Glasgow, beginning of Aug. 1922, small ? (from W. Burns); in

shipbuilding yard, Yoker, 22nd Nov. 192 1 (identified at Royal
Scottish Museum for Mr Alex. T. Cuthbertson).

77. Lanark.— $, Partick, 28th Aug. 1922 (sent by R. Bryans,

for identification, to Royal Scottish Museum), cj , in a Glasgow
saw-mill (J. J. F. X. King).

{b) East Lowlands.

78. Peebles. — Broughton, prior to 1897 (reference mislaid);

Stobo, several, in 1897, and again in August 1898, two ? ? (from

John Thomson); ?, Aug. 1899, Stobo, "where they have been
established for a number of years "

(J. Baxter, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist.,

1899) P- 55); Peebles, in Douglas Fir, small ?, Sept. 1915 (in my
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collection); Darnhall, $ dead with ovipositor fixed in bark of

silver-fir, Nov. 1916 (W. E.); $, Broughton, 15th Aug. 1921

(J. W. Bowhill).

79. Selkirk.—Galashiels, 1909 (Miss Hayward, who showed me
the specimen, Travis. Bot. Soc. Ed.., 1909)-

80. Roxburgh.—Jedburgh, Aug. 188 1 {Berzv. I\/'. C, ix.,

p. 47S); Jedburgh, Oct. 1887 (reference lost); Hassendean, ?,

Sept. 1906, in my collection; St Boswells, $, 23rd Aug. 1922

(sent to me alive by W. Lindsay), are got every year in the

Scots Fir wood there.

81. Berwick.—Houndswood, 1875, "second record for the

county" {Proc. Berw. Nat. Club, 1873-75); [hornet seen near

Gordon about same time, was probably S. gigas\ ; Cockburnspath,

1881 and 1894; Berwick, prior to 1881 (Bolam) ; Chirnside, 1885;

W. Foulden, July 1887 ; ? , Ayton, 1888 (J. W. Bowhill) ; Redheugh
and Dunglass, 1891; Eastern Berwickshire, ?, Sept. 1906, in my
collection; Lauder, $, Aug. 19 11, in my collection; Coldstream

district, $ and ?, latter half of Aug. 1922 (Prof. W. W. Smith).

82. IIaddingto?i.—-Thurston, two, Aug. 1S91 (G. Pow, Ann.

Scot. Nat. Mist., 1892, p. 79); Leaston saw-mill, frequently

observed in summer of 1898 ; also at Gladsmuir (R. Godfrey, idem.,

1899, p. 55) ; Thurston, two $ $ , end of July 1900, in my collection,

and again in 1912; Aberlady, one, Aug. 1904 (J. J. W. Lamb);
Dunbar, numbers in a fir wood, Aug. 191 5 (James Curr, who sent

me one ? ); ? from a depth of about 100 fathoms, Prestongrange

Colliery, Aug. 1921; and ?, Drem, 7th Sept. 1922 (identified at

Royal Scottish Museum).

Z2). Edinburgh.—Kinleith, near Currie, 1877 {Froc. B. Phys.

Soc, iv., p. 218); Cockburnhil], Balerno, Sept. 1910, in my
collection; Heriot, $, 1914 (Dr Mackie, Glasg. Nat., 1915, p. 103);

Lasswade, on fir, 1916 (G. Lyford Pike); Nelson's Works, Park

Road, Edinburgh, $, 13th Sept. 1916, in my collection; Bavelaw,

Balerno, in Scots Pine, 1921 (W. E.); Mortonhall, ?, Sept. 1921,

from spruce?, in my collection; Bonaly, $, July 192 1 (A. H.

Glegg) in my collection; Fountainhall, two $ ?, shown to me,

Aug. 1922 (J. Greenshields) ; Carberry Mains, near Musselburgh,

$ and ?, 2ist Aug. 1922 (G. W. Denholm), in my collection; ?,

Pentland Hills, 3rd Sept. 1922; Edinburgh, 17th Aug. 1921, and

9 , shop in Edinburgh, 6th Sept. 1922 (both received for identifica-

tion at Royal Scottish Museum).

84. Linlithgow.—Bo'ness, Sept. 1901, one in my collection;

Hopetoun, small 5, Aug. 1904 (seen by me); near Bathgate, ?,

July 191 7, in my collection.
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(c) East Highlands.

85. Fi/e and Kinross. — Near Buckhaven, 1872, numbers

emerging in Muiredge coal-pit from holes in wooden props

which had come from abroad and been in the pit between three

and four years {Scot. Nat., vol. i., 1872, p. 266); Logic, by

Leuchars, 1905, in bars of wood probably imported from Denmark

(J. W. Munro); Lower Largo, one, Aug. 1918 (Miss Jackson);

St Andrews, in house, 21st Aug. 1922 (Mrs Everard), in my
collection; $, Kinross, 6th Sept. 1922 (identified at Royal Scottish

Museum).

86. Stirling.— ^, Larbert, Sept. 1909 (J. J. F. X. King);

Larbert, ?, Aug. 1910 (sent to me); Queen's Road, Stirling, ?,

6th Sept. 1921 (in Smith Institute, Stirling); another seen about

same time.

87. Perth West., and Clackmannan.— 9, Kinbuck, near Dun-

blane, about 22nd July 1922 (shown to W. E. Evans by a

probationer at the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh); ^, Ben

Doran, 7th Aug. 1897 (J. J. F. X. King).

88. Perth Mid.—One (Mid Perth?), loth Sept. 1902 (Perth

Museum); ^, Shore, Perth, 12th Aug. 1905 (Perth Museum);

one, Woods, Methven Castle, 5th Aug. 1911; ?, Glen Lyon, 3rd

Aug. 1917 (J. W. Bowhill) ; two, Perth, 6th Aug. 1917; again on

14th July, nth Aug., and {$) 8th Sept. 1922 (Perth Museum);
very large $, Perth, 7th Aug. 1922, in my collection. "Around

Perth it is common on both sides of the Tay

—

v.c. '88 & '89"

(H. Coates in lit., 17th Aug. 1922); Lynedoch, in timber-yard

(J. W. Munro).

89. Perth East.—Marlee, Blairgowrie, and Glencarse, specimens

sent to Perth Museum, 1913-15 (see Report, p. 15); Glencarse, 24th

March 1916 (Perth Museum); Coupar-Angus, 7th Aug. 1922

(Perth Museum); Dunkeld, first week Aug. 1922 (H. Coates); ?,

River Ardle, 30th Aug. 1922 (J. W. Bowhill); ?, Pitlochry, 6 Sept.

1922 (identified at Royal Scottish Museum).

90. Forfar.—In Don's " List of Forfarshire Insects," published

as an Appendix to Headrick's Agriculture of Angus, 1863;

Craigendowie, parish of Lathnot, two, nth Aug. 1900, (T. Gray

Philip, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1900, p. 55); Red Den, near Brechin,

1909; "very common on old dead silver-firs," Burgh Hill, near

Brechin (both J. W. Munro).

91. Kincardine.—J^xnmtoc\\ty, very common in saw-mill yard,

1912 (J. W. Munro); "Kincardineshire," 192 1, T. J. Burnett

{Roy. Scot. Museum Report, 1921-22, p. 18).

92. Aberdeen, South.—Near Aberdeen (J. Mearns, Ann. Scot.

131 AND 132 Z
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Nat. Hist., 1901, p. 213); Bieldside, Banchory, and Ballogie

(Aboyne) in spruce and silver-fir, as early as 191 1 (J. W. Munro);

Ballater, July 1915 (J. J. F. X. King).

94. Banff.—One ?, 191 7 (in Museum, Public Library, Banff);

another $ , older, labelled S. '^juvencus " (same as above)
; ? , in

cottage, edge of Montcoffer Wood, near Banff, taken to above

Museum on 24th Aug. 1922, (all three specimens seen by me);

Gordon Castle Estate, "a good many," first in 1917, and one, 1922

(J. Clark).

95. Elgin.—Common, Darnaway, Kintessack, Forres, Elgin,

and Loch of Spynie, all from silver-fir, none earlier than 191

9

(J. W. Munro); Fochabers, ?, 17th Aug. 1922 (George

Muirhead).

96. Easterness. — Forests of Rothiemurchus and Glenmore,

1920 (Miss M. Paterson) ; three specimens from Inverdruie

Rothiemurchus, and parish of Alvie, 1921 (Miss Paterson, now

in Marischal College Nat. Hist. Museum, Aberdeen) ; ? from

Kingussie, Aug. 1921 (identified at Royal Scottish Museum).

West Highlands.

97. Westerness.— $ , Inverlair, at foot of Loch Treig, first week

Aug. 1 918 (K. J. Morton).

98. Main Argyll.— Glendaruel, $ , caught on doorway, Aug.

1898 (W. Evans, An7i. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1898, p. 240); "seems

permanently established in the woods of Bute, Arran, and Loch

Ridden "
(J. Ballantyne, Trans. Glasg. Nat. Hist. Soc, v.. New Series,

(1896-99, p. 187); see also Dalglish in Clyde Handbook, 1901 ;

"may now be considered a resident species in Bute and Argyll"

(A. A. Dalglish, Scot. Nat., June 1914) ; Ardkinlas, 191 2 ; Loch Goil

district, several, 1915 and 1922; Tarbert, $, 15th July 1918 (all

from A. Cuthbertson) ; Ballachulish, 1918 (K. J. Morton).

99. Dumbarton.—Bonhill, ?, Aug. 1900 (J. R. Malloch, Etit.

Mo. Mag., 1900, p. 242); Edinbarnet, many on wing and emerging

from stobs of pine, larch, and spruce, July and Aug. 192 1 (A.

Cuthbertson, Scot. Nat., 1921, p. 161).

100. Clyde Isles.— Arran and Bute (J. Ballantyne, Trafis.

Glasg. Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. v. (1897-98), pp. 187-89); considered a

resident species in Bute (A. A. Dalglish, Scot. Nat., June 1914);

nineteen specimens from Bute and Arran sent to Edinburgh

Museum in 1899 by J. Ballantyne {Museum Report); Arran (A. M.
Stewart).

loi. Kijityre. —-Near Tayvallich, Achnamara, both sexes.
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emerging from fallen Scots Pine throughout the month of Aug.

1920 (K. J. Morton).

102. Ebudes, South.—Kildalton, Islay, one (A. Cuthbertson).

There are no records of Sirex gtgas from the North Highlands

or Isles,

BLUE-BLACK GROUP.

{Definite Species is given where k^ioivn).

72. Du77ifries.—In 1889 S. ^^juvencus" was noted emerging from

trunks of larch trees growing on Closeburn Estate, Dumfriesshire

(R. Service, Scot. Nat., 1891, p. 41); S. "Jitve7tctis'^ has been much
in evidence in 1900, a number received from near Lockerbie, where

they were emerging from the flooring of an outhouse. The timber

had been cut from an adjoining estate (R Service, An?t. Scot. Nat.

Hist., 1900, p. 250).

73. Kirkcudbright.—"Juvencus," Munches, "some years ago,"

both sexes bred from a block of larch wood (R. Service, Scot. Nat.,

1891, p. 41), two 9 $ given to me by the late Robert Service are

dated Oct. 1883, and both prove to be ^. cyaneus ; June 1890,

numbers emerged from blocks of rough wood in greenhouse at

Southwick House. The blocks were of silver-fir growing in the

avenue at Southwick (R. Service, Scot. Nat., 1891, p. 41).

76. Renfreiv.—One, Aug. 191 7 (A. M. Stewart, Entomologist,

Nov. 191 7, p. 257); "Clyde district"

—

^^Juvencus"—several taken

lately, but all doubtlessly imported (A. A. Dalglish, Clyde Hajidbook,

1901, p. 215).

79. Selkirk.— ? , Galashiels (identified as ^^ ?ioctilio"), sent to me
by Miss Hayward in 1908 (cf. Trans Bot. Soc, xxiv., pt. i, p.

X., 1909).

80. Roxburgh.—Ormiston, near Caverton, $ $ and $ ? ,
got

from an old larch gatepost in Aug. 1896 (recorded as "jtivencus"

by A. Elliot, Caverton, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1897, p. 49).

81. Berwick.—"In 1917 I had more than one specimen [$
''juvencus"'\ shown to me from Duns Castle Woods" (A. F. in

Scotsman, 2nd Sept. 1919); 9 in room in Court House, Berwick-

on-Tweed, ist Sept. 1922 (T. Bertram Young)— this specimen is

now in my collection, and is a fine .S". cyaneus.

82. Haddijigton. — Gosford, $ $ or $ $ (J. J. W. Lamb)

referred to by me as ^^noctilio" in Afin. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1908, p. 55 ;

$ and ? ,
given to me and now re-examined, are undoubtedly

S. cyaneus.

83. Edinburgh. — Specimen (?) from Rosslyn, 1895 (T.

Wright) in Royal Scottish Museum, has been examined by Mr
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P. H. Grimshaw, and proves to be S. cyanens ; $ in Royal Scottish

Museum, from Edinburgh, 7th September 1905 (A. G. R. Gibb)

is 5. cyafietis {fide, P. H. G.) ; ? caught on a felled pine at

Penicuik, Sept. 1908 (recorded as '' Tioctilio" by W. E., A?i7i. Scot.

Nat. Hist., 1908, p. 55), in my collection, is an undoubted S.

cyaneus ; $, Fettes College, Sept. 1908 (J. W. Bovvhill), shown

to me Oct. 1922, is 6*. cyaneus; very small $, in warehouse store

(cane trunks), Princes Street, Edinburgh (Ian G. W. Hill), in my
collection, is again S. cyaneus ; ? j Lochend Road, Edinburgh,

6th Sept. 1 92 1 (identified as ^S. "juvencus" in Royal Scottish

Museum).

84. Linlithgoiv.—Dalmeny Park (Cramond), in ripe Scots Pine

in autumn of 1899, large numbers in all stages (C. Campbell, Ann.

Scot. Nat. Hist., 1900, p. 55) recorded as S. ^^Juve?tcus" ; two $ $
and two ? ?, dated Sept. and Nov. 1899, given to me by Mr
Campbell, and still in my collection, were referred to '' noctilio" by

me in Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1908, p. 55. Re-examination definitely

proves them to be S. " noctilio" ; one ? , in Royal Scottish Museum,

with the same locality and taken in September 1895 (from C.

Campbell), is also S. noctilio—fide, P. H. Grimshaw, in lit., 1922.

85. Fife and Kinross.— $ Milnathort, Kinross, 25th Aug. 1909,

labelled "juvencus," in Perth Museum); Braefoot, near Aberdour,

3rd Oct. 191 5, small (^ in my collection is S. ,cya?ieus ; heron wood,

near Donibristle, ,$ $ and ? $ common in spruce-firs, 1916 (J.

A. Inglis, who gave me specimens which show them to have been

S. cyaneus^; $, on doorstep, St Andrews, 1914 (Mrs Everard),

in my collection is S. cyaneus; ?, Forthar, Fife, Sept. 191

7

(J. W. Bowhill), is cyatzeus ; Lower Largo, one on 6th Oct. 1919,

another on 30th Aug. 1920, supposed to be "noctilio" (Miss

Jackson, in lit.); ?, in Royal Scottish Museum, from Scotscraig

(Mrs Maitland Dougal), is referred to S. noctilio by P. H. Grim-

shaw {in lit., 1922).

87. Perth West, a?td Clackmannan.—Small 5 , Dunblane, 5th

Sept. 1922 (sent to me by J. M'Naughton), in Smith Institute,

Stirling, is ^. cya?ieus.

88. Perth Mid.— ^, labelled "Jiivencus," Fordel, Glenfarg, 25th

Aug. 1902; J, ^^Juvencus,'" Bowerswell, 17th Oct. 1908; another,

Abercairney, 23rd Aug. 1915; one, S. cyaneus, Glenearn, 22nd July

19 16, and another, Perth, 3rd Aug. 191 6; one, S. cyaneus, Craigie,

Perth, 1 6th Aug. 1919; $ and $, 15th April 1921, from wood
sent as fuel to a coal merchant from Bridge of Earn, and identified

as S. cyaneus by K. J. Blair of the British Museum ; one, cyaneus ?

Forgandenny, 30th Aug. 1922. (All the above specimens are in
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Perth Museum, and the data have been kindly sent to me by Mr

J. Ritchie, Curator).

89. Perth East.—One, S. cyaneus'i , Glencarse, 8th Sept. 1921

(Perth Museum).

90. Forfar.—From larch, near Brechin, 191 1 (J. W. Munro)

,

5, caught in outhouse, Monifieth, 14th Aug. 1918 (recorded as

" noctilio^' by A. E. J. Carter in Scot. Nat., 1919, p. 63).

91. Kincardine.—One, labelled ^fuvencus,'" Stonehaven, 22nd

July 191T, also another, ''•juvencus,'^ Stonehaven, 15th Aug. 191

1

(both in Perth Museum).

92. Aberdeen South.—"Aberdeenshire," specimen of ''Jtivenciis,''

exhibited by Robert Gray, {Tra??s. Glasg. Nat. Hist., vol. i, 1858-69

p. 44) ; near Aberdeen, S. "-juvencus " (J. Mearns, Ann. Scot. Nat.

Hist., 1 90 1, p. 213).

94. BanJ^.— Gordon Castle Estate, 1920, ? (sent to me Oct.

1922), is S. cyaneus (J. Clark). As the exact locality is not given,

this record may be referable to Elgin.

95. Elgin.—One picked up near the harbour of Hopeman

(Moray) on 13th Sept. 1899 (recorded as ''juvencus "by H. H. Brown,

Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1900, p 55).

96. Easterness.—One found at Nairn, 15th Sept. 1906 (recorded

as "Jtivencus" by H. H. Brown, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1906, p. 240).

100. Clyde Isles.—Specimens from Bute and Arran, presented

to the Edinburgh Museum as ''Juvencus" \n 1899 by J. Ballantyne,

Rothesay, and recorded by him from both islands under that name

{Trans. Glasg. Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. vi., pp. 305-6); S and ?, from

J. Ballantyne in the Royal Scottish Museum, examined by P. H.

Grimshaw prove the species to be S. cyaneus{'P. H. G., in lit., Oct. 1922).

The Swarming of a Ply, Limnophora humilis Zett., in

Spring.—For a good many years we have had in autumn large

numbers of this little fly swarming on the windows and ceilings of

the bedrooms at Lahill, Fife, but until this year have never seen

them in spring, when on 3rd April 1922 many were found crawling

sleepily on a window with an eastern exposure. Knowing that they

were not common at this season, we caught some and took them to

Mr P. H. Grimshaw who confirmed our identification of the species.

He kindly sends us the following information :
" In the Efit.

Mo. Mag. (October 192 1, p. 240), J. E. Collins says, 'This species

is not at all uncommon and is one which hibernates in houses
;

numerous females with a few males may often be found on windows

in the late autumn. In the open the species is more usually found

during August. . . . Dr Eltringham bred this fly from horse-manure
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in the course of some experiments on the House-fly in relation to

the farm manure-heap {^Journ. Agric. Soc, 191 6, vii., p. 452). A
heap was made on 24th August of horse-manure from a stud stable,

and on 30th August this was completely enclosed with a tent-like

cover of cheese-cloth. By loth September thirty-seven specimens of

Z. humilis and twelve House-flies {Musca domesticd) had appeared

from the heap." In autumn 1921 the swarms of L. hutnilis in the

bedrooms here were the despair of the housemaid, who often cleared

them all away in the morning only to find them equally numerous

in the afternoon. Those which appeared on 3rd April were much
more easily got rid of. Since the one incursion recorded above no

more have been seen.

—

Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul and Evelyn

V. Baxter.

Immigration of Convolvulus Hawk Moth {Sphinx

convolvuH).—Many records of the presence of this fine visitor to

Britain have recently appeared in' various English periodicals, and

from these as well as from the records received by The Scottish

Naturalist it is clear that the area visited was a very wide one

and extended at least as far north as Ross.

Ross-shire.—A specimen was forwarded by Mr W. Eraser to the

Royal Scottish Museum on 26th August 1922, from Muir of Ord,

Ross-shire, where it had been found resting on some pine planks a

few days before.

North Sea, off Aberdeen.—At a meeting of the Aberdeen Working

Men's Natural History Society on the 2nd September 1922, Miss

Bowman, the Secretary, showed a specimen of Sphinx convolvuH

captured by the crew of a boat at sea off Aberdeen.

—

Alex.

Macdonald, Aberdeen.

Fife.—A specimen was found on 3rd September 1922, hovering

over tobacco plants in a garden at Bow of Eife.

—

Robert

Middleton, Springfield.

Midlothian.—An individual caught in Edinburgh was brought to

the Royal Scottish Museum for identification on 2nd September.

Dumbartonshire.—An example of Sphifix convolvuH, taken at

the gardens Ardardran, Cardross, on 7th September 1922, and sent

by the gardener, Mr A. Sharp, to the Evening Times Office,

Glasgow, was shown to me. Judging from the published records,

this Hawk Moth is of rare occurrence in the Clyde area.

—

John
Robertson, Glasgow.

Berzvickshire.—A specimen, in very fine condition, was captured

on 29th September 1922, on the grass in front of Maines House,

near Chirnside, and was sent to us by Andrew H. Glegg, Esq.,

Bonaly Tower.— C. Ethel Evans, Edinburgh.
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THE RAVEN IN THE LAMMERMOORS
By Rev. W. M'CONACHIE, M.A., LL.D.

The return of the Raven for nesting purposes to the

Lammermoors seems a very interesting fact in the natural

history of the Scottish Borders. An earlier connection of

the bird with these hills is indicated by some place names.

Muirhead in The Birds of Berivickshire mentions several :

—

Corbie Heugh Quarry, on Greenlaw Moor, Raven's Craig, a

precipice on the Whitadder, near Cranshaws, and others in

the vicinity of the hills. I have heard the name Corbie

Heugh given to another rocky scaur in the western

Lammermoors. Kelly in his interesting contributions to

the Proceedings of the Berwickshire Naturalist Club in

1874 and succeeding years, has this note on the Raven:

—

" Corvus corax. Found in a rabbit trap in Edgarhope

(Lauderdale), last year. The Raven must be looked on as

a straggler here. Ravens used to nest in force at the

West Hope." The last statement will be taken for what

it is worth, but the fact itself of these birds nesting, which is

quite likely, rests, no doubt, on local tradition. Turnbull

writing earlier (editions, 1863, 1867 of his Birds of East

Lothia7z, from Memoranda made between 1845-50) has

only this remark to make :
—

" Corbie. Rather rare on the

Lammermuirs. It is also met with occasionally on the

coast."

That Ravens visited these hills, generally in winter, I

had learned repeatedly from keepers and shepherds, and

on two occasions during the last sixteen years had met with

them myself among the hills. Within recent years there

has been a more pronounced tendency for the bird to visit

the Lammermoors. In a trap set for vermin, a male Raven

was trapped by Mr Campbell, headkeeper, East Addinston,

on Seenes Law, Lauder, 21st April 1920. This bird came

into my own possession. Three were seen about the

western Lammermoors at the time, and probably the female
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of the dead one soon got another mate. In all likelihood,

the birds intended nesting that year. Next one— 1921—

a

pair seem to have reared a brood among the hills or in

their immediate neighbourhood. In any case four were

seen in the summer of this year near Glenburnie, Lauder,

two from their laboured flight evidently young birds. Later

in the season, Mr Hunter, shepherd, came upon the old

birds gorging themselves on a dead sheep. Fortunately,

though there were several opportunities, any temptation to

trap them was resisted.

In the first week of April of the present year, five of

these large and handsome birds were seen playing in the

air over Crib Cleugh, and before the end of the month, the

fact of their actual nesting was placed beyond dispute. In a

narrow, rocky gorge high among the hills, a pair made their

nest in a crevice of the rock about 14 feet above the stream.

When the three young were almost fledged, the keepers

found and carried them away. Two were kept as pets, the

third having soon died. I saw one of them at East

Addinston—a strong young bird with a voracious appetite.

Shortly afterward, I walked with a friend to see the place

where their nest had been. The parent birds rose from the

gorge and soared for some time over the moors about it.

Their nest occupied a little recess under a brow of the rock

with a dwarf rowan tree growing above it. From the

opposite side of the gorge it could be quite easily seen.

Without great difficulty we climbed to the place, to find the

nest consist of a large foundation of stems of heather, with

a deep cup of black and white wool resting on them. By

this time the two Ravens had disappeared over a ridge of the

hill. They continued for some time longer, however, to

haunt the Lauderdale Lammermoors. On 17th July, I

noticed both birds crossing overhead, and others have

reported them since. Visiting the place again in September,

I found the nest entirely removed from the large crevice

which it had almost filled, and of the Ravens themselves,

that day, there was no trace on the hills.
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THE GREAT WAXWING INVASION OF 1921.

By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

(
Contiiuiedfrom p. 142).

The Causes of the Waxwing Immigration.—Waxvvings

do not belong to the series of birds that migrate in the

grand style. They exhibit no great transcontinental move-

ments, but carry out rather a succession of limited southward

journeys, which would seem to be determined by immediate

and local causes. Two distinct causes, at least, are involved

in the appearance of the birds in the British Isles. The first

we shall discover in answering the question—Why did the

Waxwings leave their northern haunts? and the second in

satisfying the very different enquiry—What caused some
of them to land in the British Isles ?

The Primary Cause of Migration—Lack of Food.—In

regard to the first question our enquiry is limited by certain

geographical considerations. It is obvious that in dealing

with immigrants to Britain, we need not consider the

Waxwing individuals which bred in the great forests of

Siberia or western North Europe, but can safely confine

our attention to such as bred in northern Scandinavia, and

which on their southern journey travelled in an area affording

possible access to Britain.

From the habits shown by the flocks after their arrival

in Scotland, it would seem that their movements are largely

confined to local wanderings in search of food, and, partly

on this ground, I assume that in Scandinavia also, their

southward movement is largely made up of a series of

short flights from one feeding place to another.

Evidence of a convincing kind is available to show that

when the southward movement of Waxwings in Norway
had once commenced, it was essential that it should be

continued by the mass of the birds, until the southern

limits of the land had been reached and their further local

wanderings were barred by the sea.

131 AND 132 2 A
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From Mr J. E. Salvesen I first learned, through the

kindness of Mr T. Tait of Inverurie, that the summer of 192

1

had been notorious in Norway for its lack of wild berries,

upon which Waxwings feed. While shooting in Sevallen,

in Osterdalen, he noted particularly the absence of cran-

berries, cowberries, blaeberries, and wortleberries, which were

formerly abundant there, and the absence of which was

attributed by the peasants and others to the "severe pro-

tracted drought and cold spring." Although, during his

autumn visit, the Waxwings would not yet have been on

the move, the effect of the berry failure was already reflected

on bird life, for at Sevallen, where previously good bags had

been obtained, game was practically non-existent. And
most other sportsmen met by Mr Salvesen had had a

similar experience.

On learning these facts, and in order to discover how

far these conditions had been general in Norway, I made

further enquiry, of Lord Salvesen, whose interest in bird

life is well known, and who visits annually his shooting in

another part of the country, at Aaseral in South Norway.

Lord Salvesen's evidence bears directly on our enquiry,

and I quote from his letter :
—

" I can entirely corroborate

my cousin's statements. The wild berry crop in Norway

was an entire failure, due to hard frosts in June. I have

never known anything similar in my experience of forty

years of Norway. I should say there was not one per cent,

of the ordinary crop on the hills on which I shoot, and I

heard the same accounts from all parts of the country. It

was a poor season also for Grouse, due, I believe, to the

same frosts as killed the blossom. My own experience was

that the birds were about half the usual stock, but accounts

from other districts were much worse."

Here, then, in an unwonted scarcity of food, lies the

primary cause of the mass movement of such Waxwings

as occurred in western Scandinavia. We can now picture

with some accuracy the migrations of the Waxwings in

Norway. I have already stated that their migratory move-

ments on land appear to consist of comparatively short

flights in search of food. The birds which bred in northern
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Scandinavia and made their first venture southwards on the

western route, would be compelled, by lack of food at each

place of arrival, to make a further journey ; so that eventually

they would tend to congregate in the southernmost corner

of Norway. Now although I have no information about the

congregation of Waxwings in southern Norway in 192 1, we

know that in former exceptional years they have gathered

there in overwhelming numbers. In January 1872 Professor

R. Collett of Christiania University records that they

appeared " in immense flocks, consisting of thousands of

individuals, and were brought in cart-loads to the game-

market of Christiania. The plentiful supply of Rowan
berries sufficiently accounted for their numbers." ^ But the

absence of food throughout Norway would hasten the

southward movement, so that instead of appearing in the

neighbourhood of Christiania in January, as they did in

1872, they apparently reached the southern limit of the

land in the end of October or early days of November.

This completes the first stage of the Waxwing migration
;

we have accounted for the presence of large flocks of Wax-
wings in southern Norway. Up to this point the birds had

not been subjected to the caprice of meteorological conditions,

for their migration had consisted of short land flights which

never brought them within the influence of the winds. The
second stage of the migration is a very different story.

The Second Stage of the Migration — Meteorological

Conditions.—The Waxwings, still finding the country of

southern Norway bare of food, as Lord Salvesen clearly

states, were bound to continue their journeyings, but hemmed
in on all sides by the sea, except on the north, whence they

had come, they were compelled for the first time to take

to the air and make a serious flight. This flight exposed

them, also for the first time, to the forces of the wind

;

and to this is due the appearance of the Waxwings in

Britain.

I have examined with some care the meteorological

conditions, at and before the critical period of migration,

in southern Norway and over the North Sea, and although

^ Dresser's Birds of Europe, vol. iii., p. 433. (My italics.)
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I propose elsewhere to pursue the subject, which is somewhat

intricate, a summary of results will be sufficient to carry

on the present narrative.

In the first place, the birds do not seem to have taken

their overseas flight during any and every condition of

weather. To put the matter quite shortly, while I cannot

find that direction of wind, or temperature, or weather

conditions of visibility had any predominant influence in

causing them to start out on their journey, it seems per-

fectly clear that atmospheric pressure was of vital significance.

Only under conditions of high atmospheric pressure did any

migration take place, and the movements were associated

with a rapidly rising barometer.

I have shown from actual observations of the appearance

of the birds in Britain that the immigration began on the

lOth November and ceased in the early days of December.

Now in southern Norway, where we suppose the birds to

have been congregated, the barometer averaged, on 5th

November, 988 millibars, but it rose rapidly, reaching on

the 9th November, the day before Waxwings were actually

seen in Britain, 1029 m.b. From this date till the 5th

December the average never fell below 1018 m.b., but on

the 6th it had dropped to loio m.b., and on the 7th to

996 m.b. The total migration period, then, corresponded

closely with a period of high barometric pressure in the

country in which the migration originated.

But this high pressure was not uniform, and in the

fluctuations within the high period I seem to see a close

connection with the distinct migratory waves which were

described in the first section of this article. Between the

8th and 9th November the barometer over southern Norway

rose from 1017 to 1029 m.b., and on the loth the first migratory

wave was observed in Britain. The 14th marked a low ebb

of pressure (1018 m.b.), and the Waxwing numbers had fallen

to one on the 13th, but from the 14th a rapid rise took place,

culminating in 1036 m.b. on the i8th—the highest point

touched during the period of high pressure ; and on the

1 8th the second and greatest wave of migration reached

its climax, when 127 Waxwings were seen. Then the
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pressure fell away to about 1020 m.b. on the 28th, 29th,

and 30th November, and the Waxwing numbers fell to a

low ebb on the 29th, with only three birds. Again a rapid

barometric rise culminated in 1030 m.b. on 4th December,

and about this time, probably a day or two before, the last

wave of immigration was noted.

Allowance must, of course, be made for the time taken

by the Waxwings to cross from Norway to Britain, and,

taking this into account, it is evident that the birds did

not set out on migration at the barometric maxima. They
left, my records tell me, when, after a period of comparatively

low pressure, the barometer made a sudden substantial rise.

Further, no one supposes that the Waxwings, compelled

to leave Norway, directed their course to Britain in the

hope that there hospitality would be afforded them. I

assume that they simply made a southward flight, and this

assumption, together with their appearance in Britain,

necessitates the occurrence at the time of migration of a

wind which carried them westward at the same time that

they were flying south. Examination of the wind directions

in southern Norway and over the North Sea at the times

of migration entirely bears out this conclusion. The dates

when the wind direction was most unfavourable for carrying

migrants from Norway to Britain were the 12th, 25th, and

29th November and 4th December, on each of which there

was a definite westerly element in the wind, and on the

days following these dates one, four, and five Waxwings (not

necessarily new arrivals) were seen. The dates when wind

direction was most likely to carry birds from Norway to Britain

were the 17th to 20th November, and the 2nd and 3rd

December, when an east wind was blowing in southern

Norway, and a south-east in the western North Sea, and on

the 1 8th November 127 Waxwings, and about the 2nd and

3rd December some 75 Waxwings were seen.

I have said that in the absence of favourable winds

we need not expect to observe the arrival of Waxwings,

and it may be argued that the favourable wind is not only

a determining factor, but the prime factor. I do not think

that this is so ; on the 27th and 28th November the winds
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were distinctly favourable for the arrival of birds in Britain,

an east wind in Norway and a south, merely a delaying

wind, in the western North Sea, but the birds seen on the

days following were comparatively few, sixteen (28th), three

(29th), and five (30th). Obviously a favourable wind is of no

account if the birds do not rise on migration ; and this seems

to be the explanation, the prime factor in determining a

rise being something different from wind, namely, a baro-

metrical factor. During the days of this favourable wind

the barometer in southern Norway was falling to its lowest

limit between the second and third climaxes—the birds did

not set out on migration, and no degree of favourable wind

could have landed them on the British Coast.

These conclusions may seem hasty and dogmatic, but

I hope to analyse the data and comparisons on which they

are based, and which seems to me to justify them, in another

paper, since only by a method of strict analysis can we hope

to reach any satisfactory conclusion regarding the obscure

and elusive factors involved in migration.

Migrations of the IVaxwings in Britain.— It is difficult to

find any general phrase which would cover the kind of

movements exhibited by the Waxwings in Britain. Some-

times their movements were distinctly erratic, but as a rule

there was method in their ways. On a limited area, such as

Holy Isle, Mr Watson has recorded that each visitor stayed

only a few hours and then continued its journey. But often

they stayed for periods of varying duration about the same

neighbourhood, returning for several days to the same

garden or even to the same bush, until the food-supply was

exhausted. As a rule they soon left the coast for inland

parts, apparently influenced partly by food-supply and partly

by a desire for shelter. These influences, also, seem to have

determined to a great degree their subsequent wanderings,

for it is clear from several well-marked cases, notably those

of the Kelvin Valley and the denes of Berwickshire, where

individuals were seen from the 19th November till the end

of January, that they followed the valleys. Here it is

impossible to disentangle the influences of food and shelter,

for it so happens that the sheltered valleys are at the same
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time the areas most prolific in their yield of wild fruits such

as the Waxwings delighted in.

Further, it is interesting to note that the presence of

food-supply interfered locally with the general southward

movement which brought the Waxwings to Britain ; for

their wanderings often carried them westward as well as

southward. Indeed, the food-search temporarily dominated

the general southward tendency. A valuable observation

in this respect was made by Mr Chas. H. Akroyd of

Duncraggie, Brora, who first noted a flock of fourteen in the

neighbourhood of Brora, Sutherland, on 25th November. He
wrote, on 30th December :

" I followed their movements for

about a fortnight [from 25th November till 9th December]

;

they moved about five miles N.E., then back in the opposite

direction for two miles, when they disappeared entirely."

Probably they moved southward, for although there are no

later records from Sutherland or Ross, there are many later

records from counties which lie on a possible southern track,

Moray, Banffshire, Aberdeenshire, Perthshire, and so on.

The notion that, in spite of local and temporary aberra-

tions, the general and ultimate tendency was to move

southward, is strengthened by a consideration of the facts

bearing on the duration of the Waxwings' stay in Britain,

discussed in a succeeding paragraph.

Food of the Waxwhigs in Britain.—The food of the

Waxwing is said by Dresser to consist in summer in their

native haunts of various species of insects and of berries,

especially those of Juniper, and in winter of berries only,

largely Rowan. In view of this statement, it is of interest

to record the preferences shown by the birds of the 192

1

immigration in Britain.

With two exceptions, when they were seen on a road

near Scarborough, and were actually observed elsewhere

by Mr Geo. Bolam picking at road droppings, their food

consisted solely of wild fruits. Of these the favourite, so

far as numbers go, was clearly the hips of Roses, for of some

forty food records before me, twenty-one refer to rose-hips.

The majority naturally refer to the Wild Rose, but there are

scattered records from the Sweet-briar, the Penzance Briar,
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and garden roses. Next in order of merit comes the Haw-

thorn, with four records from wild haws iCratcBgus oxyacantlid),

and two from the cultivated CratcBgits pyi-acantha, a native of

south-eastern Europe, a food, despite its exotic origin, which

the Waxwings seem to have greatly appreciated. In a

letter to The Scotsman, the late Mr Osgood Mackenzie

wrote: "The Waxwing [seen on 15th November] was either

very hungry or very greedy, as no sooner did it fly away and

settle on the branch of a neighbouring Scots fir, than it

returned again and again to attack the berries, and it must

have eaten an enormous amount of them during the day."

On the following morning it returned with an equally hungry

or greedy companion.

Three records refer to cultivated Cotoneaster, a near

relative of Hawthorn, and two each to cultivated Honeysuckle

and wild Barberry. Of the last Mr T. M'Glashan writes to me,

from Killiecrankie in Perthshire: "The Waxwings [first seen

on 1 8th November] are still with us on 25th November as

there are lots of hips and haws along by the battlefield ; but

they seem to enjoy most of all the fruit of the Barberry,

as the bushes are being stripped bare by the interesting

immigrants."

Odd single references occur to their feeding upon the

berries of Elder, St John's Wort, Guelder-rose, Privet, and

Holly.

Although, from the records before me, I see no evidence

of an increasing scarcity of berries, with the advance of

winter, having driven the Waxwings to unusual food, some

remarks made by Mr Geo. Bolam in a letter to me dated

1 8th February 1922, are well worthy of consideration,

" Though berries may be their chief or favourite food, I

have no doubt Waxwings can and do accommodate them-

selves to circumstances, like other birds. They must do so

in fact, when all the berries get eaten up. . . . There are

practically no hips and haws enough left now (mid-February)

to keep any bird alive, yet there are plenty of Waxwings

still with us, I think. ... I recollect once long ago (in the

'seventies) a dozen or so Waxwings continuing to frequent

a stackyard and cattle-courts in Northumberland, with large
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flocks of finches, etc., for at least several days at Christmas

time—four or five were shot, but I did not examine crops in

these days, and it's no more than an idea that I have now,

that they must have been feeding, like their companions, on

refuse corn, etc."

While this is no doubt true of a minority of the birds,

the evidence of the 192 1 immigration seems to indicate that,

as food became scarce, the majority moved onwards and

ultimately southwards.

Regarding the mode of feeding, Mr Douglas Hunter

writes :
" I watched for a long time another solitary bird

in a garden in the western suburbs of Arbroath. It was

feeding upon some rose-hips and showed no signs of fear.

I noticed that it swallowed the small hips whole. The large

ones it took in right into its beak, and caused them to

revolve, peeling them as they did so. Only the seeds were

eaten, the rind falling to the ground. Sometimes the bird

fed on the ground, sitting in the snow."

{To be concluded^

BOOK NOTICES.

The Minds and Manners of Wild Animals. A Book of

Personal Observations. By William T. Hornaday, Sc.D., A.M.

With Illustrations. New York and London : Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1922. Pp. x + 328. Price 12s. 6d. net.

No man has had better opportunities for studying the mental

capacity of animals in confinement than the Director of the magnificent

New York Zoological Park ; but animals in confinement often behave in

'different fashion from their wild fellows, and the author has wisely

broadened his observation by many excursions to the haunts of wild

creatures in different parts of the world. The greater part of his

volume consists in recording outstanding instances of intelligence and

reasoning power as shown in the natural habits or acquired ways of a

large number of animals, for he sets great store, as a test of intelligence,

on the ability of an animal to undergo training by man. Here the

interesting fact is brought to light that, as with man, animals of the

same species may vary to an extraordinary degree in brain capacity.

On the whole, however, the Chimpanzee must be regarded as the

131 AND 132 2 B
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creature that most closely approximates to man in intelligence ; and
indeed it is a wonderful thing to read of the stage performances of the

Chimpanzee " Peter," who seemed to remember, and to carry out without

Inistake, a sequence of fifty-six separate acts. But this was at the

expense of a nervous energy beyond Peter's natural store, with the

result that he eventually succumbed to the strain. Following the

Chimpanzee, in order of intelligence, come the Orang-Utan and the

Indian Elephant, the domestic Horse and Dog, succeeded at no far

distance by the Beaver, the Grizzly Bear, of which some extraordinary

tales are told, the Lion, and so on, through a long series.

More general chapters deal with fear in animals, fighting, animal

criminals, and an excellent and reasonable summary of the rights of

wild animals. The book is written with unusual directness and vigour.

It makes lively reading. We have just a lingering notion that the

author's interpretations are often coloured by too human a judgment,

that perhaps the "intelligence" he discerns, lacks something of the

quality we usually associate with the word ; but he states his facts, a

valuable body of evidence, and the reader is at liberty to use his own
judgment.

Memories of the Months, Seventh Series. By the Right Hon.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., F.R.S., D.C.L., LL.D. London:

Edward Arnold & Co., 1922. Large Crown 8vo., pp. xiii + 260.

Price I OS. 6d. net.

After an interval of three years we welcome the appearance of a

further series of Sir Herbert Maxwell's charming essays in a volume

which is well up to the standard of its predecessors. The author has

a facile pen, and his notes cover a remarkably wide field, showing,

at the same time, a wonderful keenness of observation and an unusually

happy power of imparting, in an exceedingly readable fashion, informa-

tion acquired through exceptional opportunities and backed by an

extensive knowledge of classical and other lore. The combination

of these gifts with a becoming modesty and no little sense of humour,

is seen in a series of over fifty fascinating essays, which carry the reader

pleasantly on until he very reluctantly turns the last page, and, like

Oliver Twist, is tempted to ask for more. We note very few slips, the

most important of which is an inaccuracy on p. no regarding the

stamens of Salvia. In this genus, the rods against which an insect

presses, are the lower ends of elongated and hinged connectives, and
each represents only half a stamen.^ the other half of the same stamen

bearing a single anther-lobe which alone develops pollen. The author

mistakenly refers to these anther-lobes as the anthers on the perfect

stamens. On p. 41, 1. 6., P.M. should be a.m.
; p. 121, 1. 4, Collocalia,

1. 15, Sfenopferyx, and p. 125, 1. 4, nummidarifolia are misprinted.
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THE SCOTTISH ZOOLOGICAL PARK

Seals in the Zoological Park.—It is interesting to note

that two young specimens of the Common Seal were amongst
recent arrivals in the Zoological Park, and are both doing well

there. One might suppose that an animal so common as a Seal

could be easily obtained and kept, but the contrary has been found

to be the case, and though, during the past nine years a large

number of Seals have been sent to the Park, many of them died

in transit, and with the exception of one which lived for about

four years, all the others died within a very short period.

Young Seals, which are captured when they are still being

suckled by the mother, are generally very difficult to feed; they

will never suck from a bottle and do not seem to have learned that

fish is a food ; it would almost seem that some process of education

by the parent must accompany the change of the young one's diet

from milk to fish. Even when the captured Seal has accustomed

itself to the diet of dead fish, it is still very apt to die This

applies only to the group known as " true " or " earless " Seals ; in

the case of such of the eared Seals as are commonly found in

captivity, no such difficulty has arisen, and Sea Lions are hardy and

easy to keep. Statistics tend to show that the "true" Seals in

captivity almost invariably die of gastro-intestinal disease, while the

"eared" Seals represented by the Sea Lions, when they die, usually

succumb to diseases of the respiratory system. In the fresh water

in which the Seals are usually kept, there may be present some
micro-organism to which the Seal has a low immunity, or perhaps

the root of the difficulty may spring from the difference between

fish hunted and swallowed almost before it is dead, and that which

has passed through the trawl and the fish market.

Fruit Bats,—One of the most interesting of recent arrivals

at the Zoological Park is a group of half a dozen Fruit Bats. The
Fruit Bats are somewhat distinct from the insect-eating bats, and
they grow to a very much larger size than any of the insectivorous

species, some of them measuring as much as four to five feet

from tip to tip of the outstretched wings. Their size, and the

comparative ease with which suitable food can be provided for

them, make them admirable representatives, for exhibition purposes,

of one of the most outstanding groups of living mammals. One
naturally associates the power of flight with the bird, but when
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one observes the speed and endurance of a bat in flight, it seems as

if it were no bad second to the bird, in spite of the latter's specially

lightened skeleton. Several distinct types of mammals have

developed parachute-like extensions of skin which enable them

to take long gliding leaps, and carry some suggestion of stages

in the evolution of the wing, but the bats are the only living

mammals which possess the power of true flight. Bats, whether

they be fruit- or insect-eaters, feed at night or in the dusk, and

they have a very highly specialised sense, apparently allied to,

but not actually, the sense of touch, which enables them to direct

their flight, at any rate, to the extent of avoiding solid objects,

without much aid from sight. For all bats have eyes relatively

small instead of the usually enlarged and very sensitive eyes of

nocturnal animals. The Fruit Bats spend the day sleeping. When
they have returned to their roosting places in the morning, each

bat hangs himself upside down, by one claw, to a branch, and
folds the membranes of his wings round his body. They group

together in immense numbers, so that sometimes the branches

of trees are broken by the weight of the bats clinging to them.

Towards dusk, they leave the roosting tree for their feeding ground,

and as they have enormous appetites, a vast quantity of fruit

must be destroyed by the swarms of bats. Each of the bats in

the Park eats about half a dozen bananas a night (and would

probably eat more if it were given the opportunity). When feeding

on growing fruit, the Fruit Bat hangs himself on to the branch

by one foot, and uses the claw of one thumb to steady its food.

The fore-limbs are, of course, modified into wings, but, unlike

birds, bats have retained one digit and its claw on the fore-limbs

—

the thumb ; in the Fruit Bat this claw is a somewhat formidable

weapon; if the sleeping Fruit Bat be disturbed, it half extends

its wing, and strikes viciously at the intruder with the thumb-claw.

—

T. H. G.
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